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This thesis includes the work, research, and findings that culminated from a non-
traditional project that revolved around the processing and analysis of the William Garber 
Photograph Collection, which is housed in Special Collections of Carrier Library at 
James Madison University. After processing the photograph collection according to 
standard archival practice, I analyzed the images to make conclusions about life in the 
Shenandoah Valley during the post-World War II era. As I delved further into the 
photographs, I became increasingly aware of three trends: rural modernization, the 
prevalence of white supremacy, and an emphasis on tourism in the region. Secondary 
work on the period confirmed these processes, allowing me to use Garber’s photographs 
to make a case for the occurrence of each in the Valley as it became more integrated into 
a broader national framework in the mid-twentieth century.
Introduction 
Combining written and non-traditional sources to construct a more complete story 
of the past while effectively making that story available to a wider audience is an 
underlying common goal among public historians. The idea of making history accessible 
and more engaging to the general public was certainly the major appeal for me when 
making my decisions about what to study as an undergraduate. In 2010, I was still 
intrigued by these concepts as I entered graduate school, hoping that I would be able to 
find my niche somewhere in the field. In the end, with some help from a few select 
professors, I was able to formulate a thesis project that allowed me to make a large 
photograph collection available to the public while using the less traditional sources to 
add to the story of post World-War II America.  
 During my second and third semesters in graduate school I worked as a graduate 
assistant in Special Collections of Carrier Library at James Madison University. Very 
early in my tenure there, I approached Special Collections Librarian Trevor Alvord and 
Historic Preservationist Julia Merkel about the research possibilities available in the 
collection, and they immediately pulled from an obscure cabinet what was to become the 
William Garber Photograph Collection. This collection had been purchased by previous 
Special Collections Librarian Tracy Harter in 2009, and arrived at Carrier Library 
crammed into labeled photograph sleeves and scattered loosely in a large box. After my 
initial inspection of the images, I collaborated with Mr. Alvord, Mrs. Merkel, and Dr. 
Gabrielle Lanier of the history department to set up a plan for a successful thesis project. 





would make up the remainder of my thesis committee under Dr. Lanier’s direction, 
remained my support group for the duration of my work. 
Through graduate coursework and my assistantship in Special Collections, I 
realized that I had an aptitude for archival work; therefore, this project catered to my 
interests while also enhancing my experience in the field. Beginning work in February 
2011, I used a borrowed light table from the visual arts department to organize and 
arrange the photographs. Due to the large number of images and the fact that I was 
unable to declare exact dates for each one, I chose to arrange the images by subject 
matter. As I organized them, I also re-housed the photographs into individual acid-free 
photo sleeves, which then went into four photograph storage boxes and one oversized 
Hollinger box. I then dived into the months-long process of compiling for the collection a 
container chart, or a spreadsheet that identifies each individual item, which makes up the 
bulk of the finding aid.  
My goals with the finding aid were to make using the photographs very simple for 
both researchers and the archivists or interns pulling the materials. Therefore, I chose to 
use an item-by-item format, assigning each photograph its very own call number and 
dividing the images by subject and format into thirteen series. The negatives are divided 
topically into the first eleven series: Buildings and Places, Industry, Motor Vehicles, 
Civil and Armed Services, School Photos, Sports and Outdoor Recreation, Horses and 
Horse Events, Other Events and Entertainment, Accidents and Disasters, Miscellaneous, 
and Aerial Photographs, which are all housed in photo sleeves in four photo storage 
boxes. The seventy 8x10 prints are divided topically by folder within the thirteenth series, 





“Ephemera,” contains only one item: a copy of the July 1949 issue of The National 
Geographic Magazine, which includes an article about the Shenandoah Valley and was 
found in the box of images. I chose to place this in between the negatives and the prints 
for preservation purposes; placing the magazine in front of the prints in Box 5 allows 
them to lay flatter than if the magazine was placed in the back.  
Following standard archival practice, the finding aid offers the researcher basic 
background information about William H. Garber, a few notes on processing, a Scope 
and Content note that describes how the collection is arranged with a brief description of 
each series, and a bibliography. The container list concludes the finding aid, which 
provides the call number, dimensions, description, date, and any other notes for each 
individual photograph. The entire finding aid is attached to this essay as Appendix A.  
The second part of my thesis project encompassed writing an essay that uses the 
photographs in the collection as the main primary sources. As both the essay and the 
finding aid will indicate, The William Garber Photograph Collection was created by a 
local photographer, William Hoyle Garber, living in New Market and Mount Jackson, 
Virginia during the mid-twentieth century. Though the majority of the images date to the 
late 1940s and early 1950s, there are photographs created as early as the 1930s and as late 
as the early 1960s. Garber was both a professional and amateur photographer who, for an 
assortment of reasons, took pictures of a variety of subjects ranging from storefronts to 
local events to school and sports photos to disasters to agriculture to scenery. 
Geographically, the collection mostly covers the area between Staunton and Woodstock, 





picture of the Shenandoah Valley within a certain time period, I chose to use them to 
explore Valley society during the post-World War II era.  
Due to the fact that I was using sources that are less traditional than written 
documents, I immediately felt it was important to explore the historiography of how 
photographs came to be recognized as historical evidence. I wanted to be familiar with 
both the advantages and disadvantages inherent in using images as primary sources, and 
also with the methodology behind analyzing them. It was my intention that this 
knowledge would help to introduce the importance of studying Garber’s collection. In 
addition, my idea that Garber’s images provide important information that cannot be 
found in textual sources about the Shenandoah Valley during the post-World War II era 
would be supported.  
Throughout the rest of the essay, it became my goal to present a general overview 
of the historic processes that Garber’s photographs highlight. By using secondary sources 
that describe the rural south and America as a whole in the years following World War II, 
I found that there were three major trends—rural urbanization, racial tension, and a rise in 
tourism—that Garber’s images also demonstrated in the case of the Valley. I separated 
each of these trends into three sections, using a sample of images for each, which 
represent the types of photographs that exist within the larger collection. Together, these 
three categories paint a fairly detailed picture of the changing experiences of residents in 
the region in the late 1940s and early 1950s. 
The time of prosperity that followed the conclusion of World War II witnessed 
the rapid absorption of the rural population into national society as technology and urban 





of the country. Along those same lines, Garber’s photographs document the spread of 
electricity, agricultural innovations, and brand-name consumer products within the 
Shenandoah Valley, which suggests that the Valley was fully participating in the 
urbanization of the rural south.  
The second section deals with race relations in the Shenandoah Valley. It was 
necessary to dig a little deeper into the photographs to draw conclusions about 
segregation sentiment in the region, but the evidence that exists within the collection 
should not be ignored. This particular compilation of Garber’s photographs includes only 
two images of African Americans, and multiple images emphasize education, leadership, 
and development by the white population in the area. These images suggest that the status 
quo of the Valley was anti-integration, foreshadowing the events that would highlight the 
massive resistance movement in Virginia later in the 1950s.  
In the third and largest section, I compare the images in Garber’s collection to 
contemporary travel books and destination pamphlets to identify the tactics used by the 
local population to bring tourism to the Shenandoah Valley. In addition to rural 
urbanization and shifting racial tensions, the decades leading up to the 1950s were 
marked by an American middle-class that saw an increase in wages and leisure time, a 
general improvement in roads, and a campaign to preserve both natural and historic 
wonders, which produced a boost in tourism. In light of these changes to historic and 
leisurely travel, the local population in the Valley sought to attract more visitors to the 
area in order to boost the local economy and gain national recognition. Whether he was 
hired to take particular photographs or chose to do so, Garber took a large number of 





activities such as hunting and fishing, streetscapes, and mountain scenery that, combined, 
demonstrate much of the same strategy that travel writers and local destination pamphlets 
used to attract out-of-town visitors.  
Together, these three topics give an accurate representation of what the William 
Garber Photograph Collection encompasses. While I certainly argue that the photographs 
provide evidence of how people of the Shenandoah Valley lived and felt the rural 
urbanization, race relations, and boost in tourism as they existed at a national level, I do 
not present myself as an expert on the historiography or subject matter of any of those 
three topics. I merely aim to present the usefulness of these photographs as primary 
sources, and to initially highlight how they are useful to future scholars. I believe it is 
possible to research any of these topics in more depth, and that other information could 
be gleaned from the collection about other areas of interest, such as gender relations.  
Overall, the main goals of my thesis project were to make the William Garber 
Photograph Collection accessible to researchers and to demonstrate how photographs 
such as these can be valuable as historical evidence. The finding aid allows for a quick 
and simple introduction of the photographs to researchers who can easily identify the 
images they are looking for and where those images are located within the physical 
arrangement of the collection, and the essay introduces the study of photographs as 
sources and uses an iconographic analysis grounded in secondary work that allows me to 
draw conclusions about the Valley in the post-World War II years. It is my hope that this 
study will encourage others to pursue similar projects, and to build upon my research 
with Garber’s photographs, should I not do so in the future.
Recognizing Potential in Visual Sources and Garber’s Photographs 
In recent decades, the use of photographs as historical evidence has gained 
popularity. Traditionally, historians used images to illustrate or help convey ideas in their 
writing, rather than producing text that was constructed around an analysis of the images 
themselves. Though there are a few that prefer to cling to tradition, more and more 
scholars are coming to accept the significance of photographs to the historical record, and 
are beginning to use them as primary sources, not just as mere illustrations. A large 
collection of images recently accessioned and processed by the Special Collections of 
Carrier Library at James Madison University in Harrisonburg, Virginia, serves as a prime 
example of the wealth of history that can be gleaned from images alone.  
The William Garber Photograph Collection consists of roughly 1700 images that 
depict the people, places, industries, automobiles, sports, events, disasters, etc., of the 
Shenandoah Valley during the mid-twentieth century. More specifically, as a collection, 
these photographs serve as valuable primary sources that provide a unique look at post-
war America from the perspective of society in the Shenandoah Valley. By utilizing 
scholarly studies of growth and society in the United States between the years 1945-1960, 
conclusions can be drawn about the specific societal, industrial, and developmental 
growth of the Valley during the same period through an iconographic analysis of 
Garber’s images. Before exploring these conclusions, however, it may be useful to 
investigate the methodology behind this sort of research and to examine similar studies 
that have been previously received as successful. 
Although photographs did not start to become important research tools for 





Documentary photographers in the nineteenth century, such as Mathew Brady and 
Alexander Gardner, were among the first to recognize the value of photographs to the 
historical record. In the preface to his book of Civil War photographs, Gardner stated 
that, “Verbal representations of such places, or scenes, may or may not have the merit of 
accuracy; but photographic presentments of them will be accepted by posterity with an 
undoubting faith.”
1
 As this statement indicates, photographers such as Gardner adamantly 
sought to visually record non-recurring events such as the Civil War with a belief that the 
photographic record provided an unyielding truth. They were momentarily successful in 
bringing to light the usefulness of an image, and they inspired their contemporaries to 
take a slightly more analytical approach. 
In 1888, George E. Francis addressed the American Antiquarian Society with an 
article titled “Photography as an Aid to Local History,” which encouraged the immediate 
collecting of visual sources documenting the landscape and lifestyles of the 
corresponding area. In addition to bringing forth the idea of archiving photographs, 
historian James Borchert states that Francis held a “sophisticated knowledge of the 
possible ‘error caused by the bias or prejudice of the operator,’” thereby identifying the 
imperfections of an image as a historical source. “Photography as an Aid to Local 
History” was extremely influential for the work of both professional and amateur 
photographers. Even in that same year, the Boston Camera Club took a photographic 
survey of the area’s farms and buildings for the local archives, which is most likely 
                                                 
1
 James Borchert, “Appendix B: Photographs and the Study of the Past,” in Borchert, James, Alley 
Life in Washington: Family, Community, Religion, and Folklife in the City, 1850-1970,269-303 (Chicago: 





among the first examples of a person or group purposefully using images to document 
history in the United States.
2
  
In spite of the efforts of Francis and the numerous photographers following his 
lead, the Progressive Era of the turn of the century ushered in a new generation of 
historians who only found images useful as illustrations for their work. The few 
American intellectuals who did subscribe to the idea of using photographs as historical 
evidence found very little success between the 1890s and 1930s, which left little 
encouragement for others to follow in their wake until later in the twentieth century. For 
example, in 1900, a Chicago publisher established a semi-monthly magazine titled 
“History, Study, Pictures.” Each issue offered ten reproductions of various paintings and 
photographs of historic scenes and notable persons with the intention of helping school 
teachers illustrate some of the prominent topics in geography, literature, and history to 
their students. However, at the turn of the century that Chicago publisher was trying to 
execute ideas that were ahead of his time, and his magazine ceased publication after only 
ten issues. During the 1920s another forward thinker, Ralph Henry Gabriel, edited The 
Pageant of America: A Pictorial History of the United States, a fifteen-volume history 
that drew on an impressive assortment of visual sources, including photographs. Had it 
been published fifty years later, The Pageant of America might have made a bigger 
splash among scholarly and general audiences, but in the 1920s it acquired few 
enthusiastic followers, and today it is largely forgotten.
3
 
During the Depression of the 1930s, a renewed interest in images was fueled by 
the rising scholarly interest in the ordinary man and the photographic project of the 
                                                 
2
 Borchert, 271, and Marsha Peters and Bernard Mergen, “Doing the Rest:’ The Uses of 
Photographs in American Studies,” American Quarterly 29, no. 3 (1977): 281.  
3





Historical Division of the Farm Security Administration, which was under the direction 
of Roy Stryker. With co-author Paul Johnstone, Stryker determined that “photography 
can easily reach the vast number of human beings whose lives ordinarily are unrecorded 
either in literary sources or in formal graphic sources.”
4
 Although Stryker and Johnstone 
identified potential uses for photographs, they did not describe how an image should be 
analyzed for historical research, and so the intellectual community continued to use them 
as illustrations.
5
 In fact, it would be an almost casual publication of photographs 
depicting everyday American life that would effectively demonstrate the power of images 
to the scholarly community and general public alike.  
During the period immediately following World War II, the perception of the 
United States from abroad generally consisted of a society proud of its victory and 
enjoying an abundance of economic success. This perception was not untrue, but it was 
also not complete. In 1955 Robert Frank, a Swiss photographer studying on a 
Guggenheim Fellowship, traveled and visually documented the United States with the 
intention of presenting a more grounded view of Americans. Traveling over the course of 
four years in about forty-eight states, Frank chose to capture the duller, more 
commonplace side of American culture, such as drive-in movie theaters, rodeos, 
jukeboxes, and luncheonette counters instead of photographing the bustling cities or 
examples of confident American pride.
6
  
In 1959, Frank’s work was published in a book appropriately titled The 
Americans, and it received almost immediate and hostile reaction from the Americans 
                                                 
4
 Roy Stryker and Paul Johnstone, “Documentary Photographs,” in The Cultural Approach to 
History, ed. Caroline Ware (New York, 1940): 326-30. As quoted in Borchert, 272. 
5
 Borchert,  272. 
6
 Alma Davenport, The History of Photography: An Overview (Boston: Focal Press, 1991), 52-53, 





themselves. John Szarkowski, the Director of Photography at the New York Museum of 
Modern Art from 1962-1991, succinctly summed up this response in his cover notes for a 
1969 edition of The Americans: “It is difficult now to remember how shocking Robert 
Frank’s book was ten years ago. The pictures took us by ambush then. We knew the 
America that they described, of course, but we knew it as one knows the background hum 
in a record player, not as a fact to recognize and confront.”
7
 The controversy that Robert 
Frank’s publication ignited stands as proof of the power of photographs in that he was 
able to disturb a perception of Americans that was internationally held by simply 
showing the world pictures. Furthermore, Frank provided nothing more than the bare 
identification of the subjects of an image, which he kept as an index in the back of the 
book, allowing his viewers to draw their own conclusions about American culture 
without any other evidence besides the images themselves. While The Americans did not 
inspire multitudes of other photographers and historians to begin publishing their work in 
a similar fashion right away, Frank was still successful in his endeavor to show a 
different side of the United States, and he certainly attracted the attention of notables 
such as Szarkowski. 
In 1966, John Szarkowski published a pictorial work of his own that was based on 
a 1964 exhibition at the Museum of Modern Art in New York. In this book, titled The 
Photographer’s Eye, Szarkowski presented a large collection of black and white 
photographs without discrimination toward time period or subject matter. He used it to 
demonstrate how the process of making photographs affects how they appear when 
developed. With this collection of images he introduced his five primary ingredients of 
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photographic vision. The first, “Subject,” makes clear that the subject and picture are two 
different things; the image survives the subject, thus becoming the remembered reality. 
Second is “Detail,” which serves as a reminder that photographs only display a small 
fragment of a story, even though they are often symbolic for the entirety of the story. 
“Frame” is third, which is the idea that the photographer’s picture was not conceived but 
selected, with the edges of the film bordering what he/she considered to be most 
important out of the entire scene. Fourth is “Time,” which highlights the concept that 
photographs are time exposures rather than instantaneous. Last, but not least, number five 
is “Vantage Point,” or the fact that no two perspectives of a subject are the same. 
Through his description of these five primary ingredients of photographic vision, 
Szarkowski inadvertently defined some of the biases that are central in photographs and 
that historians should recognize.
8
 
Following the publication of John Szarkowski’s study, intellectuals began to turn 
more of their undivided attention to the potential of photographs in scholarly work, and 
have produced a variety of articles and books since the 1970s that evaluate the collection 
and care of photographs, how photographs can be effectively used, and also the problems 
inherent in the use of images as historical sources. A prominent example of these articles 
is the 1977 publication of Marsha Peters and Bernard Mergen’s “Doing the Rest: The 
Uses of Photographs in American Studies.” Peters and Mergen identified the types of 
information that can be drawn from images, beginning with physical details such as 
clothing, architecture, patterns of consumption, and use of material artifacts that are not 
found in written records. Additionally, they presented how an iconographic approach, or 
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the interpretation of an image through an analysis of its details, can be used to draw 
conclusions about the culture the photograph represents.
9
 
According to most scholars who write on the topic, iconography is the most useful 
when there is a collection of photographs being evaluated, rather than just individual 
photos. Compiling as large a sample as possible allows the researcher to work with a 
more accurate representation of the topic at hand, providing a sufficient basis for 
analysis. Correspondingly, most historians advocate for the use of other types of sources 
in order to strengthen the value of the visual sample. Contextual information is crucial to 
the study of photographs, requiring the researcher to ask questions such as why the 
photographs were taken, who took them, and how.
10
 Echoing Szarkowski’s five 
ingredients, historian and archivist David Mattison sums up the importance of this sort of 
information: “It must be remembered that photographs are the conscious products of 
subjective people who make images in a specific way for a specific purpose. Knowing 




It was also in the 1970s that studies revolving around the use of photographs 
began to be not only successfully released, but popular among a variety of audiences. 
Among the most famous of these studies is Michael Lesy’s Wisconsin Death Trip, which 
combined photographs and newspaper quotes from a small, rural Wisconsin town from 
the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries with a brief commentary to shed new 
light on what was remembered as “the good old days” of the turn of the century. The 
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 Peters and Mergen, 288-289; Peter Burke, Eyewitnessing: The Uses of Images as Historical 
Evidence (New York: Cornell University Press, 2001), 33. 
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photographs and newspaper clippings Lesy used provide disturbing imagery of how the 
“golden” life of a poor farmer’s family in rural Wisconsin led to incurable disease, 
suicide, arson, insanity, exhibitionism, and general disorder.
12
 
Real Life: Louisville in the Twenties is Lesy’s other notable, albeit less famous, 
study revolving around visual sources. Also published in the 1970s, Real Life follows a 
similar framework to that of Wisconsin Death Trip. By compiling photographs from the 
commercial firm of Caulfield and Shook, police records, and insane-asylum records from 
Louisville, Kentucky, Lesy provides a surreal image of the 1920s that is morbid and 
pessimistic, portraying the age very differently from the way the “roaring twenties” are 
commonly perceived.
13
 Despite their overall popularity, neither Wisconsin Death Trip or 
Real Life: Louisville in the Twenties serve as perfect models for the use of photographs; 
Lesy specifically selected his sources, which may have allowed him to cater to his 
argument a bit more than historical reality. However, they are extremely successful in 
demonstrating the power of images, offering encouragement to other historians interested 
in attempting a similar study. 
Indeed, there have been numerous others who have successfully constructed 
scholarly studies using photographs as their main primary sources. In 1977, Walter 
Rundell, Jr., used a collection of photographs in order to show the growth of the Texas oil 
business by regions, and thereby was able to portray the importance of social status and 
the resolute quest for riches so prominent in the late nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries.
14
 After revealing this successful work to the public, Rundell Jr. also published 
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an article describing the methodology one should use when dealing with photographic 
sources. While offering much encouragement for the use of images as historical evidence, 
Rundell Jr. insists that “the approach to photographic research does not differ from that 
used with other forms of original sources.” He goes on to explain that, “ideally, the 
researcher should have immersed himself in the secondary literature so that he has a firm 
grasp on the dimensions of the particular problem he has identified. This immersion 
should provide an understanding of the types of things that one could expect to have 
documented photographically, as well as the basis for the conceptualization of the 
research project.”
15
 Additionally, Rundell Jr. reminds the reader of the imperfections and 
human manipulation of photographs in support of Szarkowski, Peters and Mergen, and 
others.  
Therefore, by the end of the 1970s, the work of Frank and Szarkowski attracted 
the attention of other scholars to the use of photographs, Lesy demonstrated how 
powerful photographic images can be, and Rundell Jr. made the act of using images as 
sources more comfortable for other historians by equating them with more traditional 
primary sources. Since the 1970s, there has been a flood of discourse on how to archive 
and care for photographs, the methodology of using them as research tools, the 
interpretation of different types of photographs (i.e.: landscape, atrocity, portraits, etc.), 
and a variety of case studies where a collection of photographs served as the main source 
material. In the early 1990s, the Library of Congress even jumped on the bandwagon with 
the introduction of their American Memory collection, which involved the digitization of 
historical documents, moving images, sound recordings, and photographic media that 
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created a “national memory.” Originally sent to high school teachers on CD-ROMS to 
quench the thirst for more digital media in the classroom, American Memory is now 
available on the World Wide Web with more than five million items digitized and 
available to the global internet community.
16
  
As the scholarly community becomes more and more open to the use of 
photographs as historical evidence, the analysis of William Garber’s photography will fit 
smoothly into the anthology of case studies that already exists. As a large collection of 
images taken by the same photographer within a limited geographic space and in a 
relatively short span of time, Garber’s photographs provide an excellent window into 
many aspects of life in the Shenandoah Valley during the post-World War II era. By 
immersing oneself in the secondary literature of the period as Rundell Jr. suggests, one is 
then able to combine that knowledge with information acquired about Garber himself, 
allowing her to analytically approach the images in context and to therefore provide 
answers about how people in the Valley lived and felt the general trends of larger post-
war America. Inevitably, in any such study it is necessary to familiarize oneself with the 
images first.  
The William Garber Photograph Collection consists of roughly 1605 black and 
white negatives, twenty color negatives, and seventy black and white photograph prints 
that were taken between the years 1930 and 1960, with a large majority dating to the 
Second World War era. The images were developed on both Kodak and Ansco safety 
film in sizes ranging from 4x6 to 1x1 (inches), indicating that Garber utilized several 
different types of cameras.  Geographically, Garber’s images stretch as far south as 
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Staunton, Virginia, and as far north as Fairfax, Virginia; however, the majority of his 
images portray the area between Harrisonburg and Woodstock, Virginia, culminating in 
the Northern Shenandoah Valley. Located in the center of this region was Garber’s 




In terms of subject matter, the collection depicts a large number of storefronts, 
streetscapes, and interiors of public buildings; the various industries prevalent in the 
Valley, with an emphasis on poultry; motor vehicles, including those for private and 
business, those for sale, and vehicles involved in automobile accidents; the police and fire 
stations serving the local communities; organized and (seemingly) candid images of 
grade and secondary school students; various local sports teams, both school and 
community-based, with an emphasis on community baseball teams; outdoor recreation; 
local horse shows; aerial photography; and various other events such as the Shenandoah 
County Fair, weddings, and the Spanish War Veterans’ Reunion at the Orkney Springs 
Hotel. Fortunately, Garber was a prominent man in his community, and his name was 
well known when it came to both professional and amateur photography. Though much 
of his work was commissioned by clients of Garber’s Photo Shop after the war, it is 
likely that he found use for his lifelong hobby in other areas of his life, such as his career 
as an  
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Figure 1: This map of Shenandoah County of the Shenandoah Valley in Virginia displays where 








insurance agent and his tenure as the secretary of the New Market Chamber of 
Commerce. It is likely that his combined professional and amateur use of the camera are 
what make this photograph collection so comprehensive as a story of the Valley, 
providing the researcher with a wealth of intriguing material some fifty years later.
18
 
Throughout his life, Garber grew to be a grounded and involved citizen of the 
Shenandoah Valley; therefore, he knew and loved the terrain he photographed. 
Affectionately referred to as Hoyle by those who knew him, Garber was born on 25 May 
1915 at Mount Clifton, Virginia, to John William and Birdie Lonas Garber. After 
completing his education in 1933 at the Randolph-Macon Academy in Front Royal, 
Virginia, where an airplane hangar is now named after him, Garber graduated from the 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute in Blacksburg, Virginia in 1937, and married Ethel M. 
Ritenour on 24 December 1938. From 1937 to 1942, which is when he joined the 
military, Garber taught agriculture courses at a school in Troutville.
19
  
During World War II, Garber fought in the Pacific Theater as a first lieutenant for 
the United States Army, and upon his return home in July 1946 he gradually took on a 
number of occupations and joined several different organizations, which included 
opening Garber’s Photo Shop in Mount Jackson, Virginia, which he operated for about 
ten years. The photo shop was just a small side operation for Garber; his main source of 
income came from serving as the President of the Garber-Moyers-Johnson Insurance 
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Agency. It is likely that the large number of images pertaining to automobiles, 
storefronts, and accidents in the collection were originally taken for clients for insurance 
purposes. Garber was also a commander and life member of the Massanutten Post No. 
2447, Veterans of Foreign Wars, in Edinburg; a member of both the Mount Jackson 
Masonic Lodge No. 103 and Chapter No. 162 of the Order of the Eastern Star, for which 
he was appointed the very first Worthy Patron of Mount Jackson; and a member of the 
American Legion Post No. 199 at Woodstock. Furthermore, he served as secretary for the 
Chamber of Commerce as well as on the town council for the town of New Market for 
twenty-six years; the Edinburg and Mount Jackson Chambers of Commerce also received 
his services. While it may be possible that Garber was hired to take images of local 
resorts, attractions, and events for promotional purposes, it is also quite possible that, as 
such an active member of the Chambers of Commerce in his area, he was a part of the 
general effort to bring visitors to the area. What is even more, in 1947 he earned a private 
pilot’s license, and over the years became popular for his aerial photography, some of 
which is included in the collection. According to his widow, Mrs. Ethel Garber, she 




In 1983, Garber retired and moved from New Market to Mount Jackson, Virginia. 
During his retirement, he remained active in many of these organizations, and also played 
a key role in the founding of the Shenandoah County Historical Society in the 1980s. On 
14 May, 1992, Garber passed away at the Winchester Medical Center at the age of 
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seventy-six, and was buried at Flat Rock Cemetery in Forestville, Virginia.
21
 Hoyle and 
Ethel Garber did not ever have any children, and at the time of his death he was only 
survived by his wife and one brother. However, the photographs he left behind remain an 
example of his legacy, including the preservation of Shenandoah Valley history. 
While many of the photographs in the collection are products of Garber’s work, 
his combined membership in organizations such as the Freemasons, Veterans of Foreign 
Wars, and the Shenandoah Historical Society, along with his participation in community 
affairs allude to an underlying motive for choosing photography as a hobby. In sum, they 
imply the existence of an individual with values deeply invested in religion and history, a 
person who worked to commemorate the disappearing lifestyle of the Valley community 
while helping to usher it into the second half of the twentieth century successfully. Even 
his hobbies in photography and flying demonstrate a desire to remember the past while 
welcoming new innovations that marked the future. As such, his collection of 
photographs allows the viewer an insight into many transitions the nation endured in the 
years surrounding World War II, but as the Valley witnessed and felt them. By examining 
Garber’s work, one can discover the extent to which the urbanization of rural America, 
the Civil Rights movement, and the expanding tourism industry of the post-World War 
United States influenced the Shenandoah Valley.
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Transforming Lifestyles in the Valley 
Prior to World War II, the United States was marked by regional differences as 
well as racial and gender inequalities. However, the war effort forced individuals living 
in both cities and the countryside to make similar sacrifices, a commonality that proved 
strong enough to lessen the gap between their lifestyles. As the war came to a close, the 
South in particular remained the last predominantly rural region in the United States, but 
the harrowing experience of the war combined with the spread of modern technology to 
more and more isolated areas set the stage for a tremendous urbanization of rural 
America during the post-war period. The victorious and prosperous time following the 
conclusion of World War II finally saw the rapid absorption of the rural population into 
the broader national framework, as both city and country folk began to consume the same 
products, services, and information. Remarkably, the entrepreneurial and consumption-
based orientation of cities began to easily supplant tradition’s stronghold over rural 
America.
1
 As the images in Garber’s collection demonstrate, the Shenandoah Valley was 
not left behind in the urbanization of the rural South, but was instead a model for its 
success.   
Electrification existed as a necessary initial step towards urbanization throughout 
the rural areas of America, but just as the automobile and telephone poles were not 
warmly welcomed at the turn of the century, the arrival of electricity was met with 
varying forms of resistance by American farmers before World War II. While the 
financial crisis of the Great Depression surely discouraged many farmers from electricity, 
it was also simply seen as an unnecessary luxury; batteries and petroleum products 
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already supplied families with labor-saving devices such as washing machines. 
Furthermore, the installation of electricity brought quarrels over property rights as power 
co-operatives demanded the right to build extensive power grids and electrical lines and 
poles stood in the way of ploughing.
2
  
Despite the objections raised by rural America, the United States government 
initiated an economic development program in 1935 that would reach success in 
electrifying farms throughout the country: the Rural Electrification Administration. In 
1930, there were six million American farms, thirteen percent of which had electricity. 
By 1954, ninety-three percent had been electrified, which included about ninety percent 
of the farms in the rural south. In order to bring farmers electricity at a reasonable cost, 
the REA relied on cooperatives throughout the country, including in the Shenandoah 
Valley. Garber’s photograph in Figure 2 depicts a group of electrical workers from 
Mount Jackson, Virginia, posing with a number of early transformers next to a truck that 
is owned by the Shenandoah Valley Electric Cooperative, circa 1930-1950, complete 
with the REA logo.
3
 In addition to the efforts of the REA, the prosperous times that 
immediately followed World War II left many farmers with new open minds towards 
technological innovations. In areas where irrigation, dairy, and large-scale poultry was 
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Figure 3: A woman examining an electric stove at Hodgin’s Store in Woodstock , Va. Circa 1930- 
 1950.  
Figure 2: Employees of the Shenandoah Valley Electric Cooperative posing next 







Figure 4: Two men demonstrating the convenience of retrieving a cold beverage from an electric 
refrigerator in the window display of Marston’s Home Appliance Store. Circa 1930-1940. 
 
 
Figure 5: Three men posing in front of a showcase of Hot Point Appliances inside of William’s Store 





Examining various photographs from Garber’s collection allows one to glimpse 
the acceptance of electrical appliances and thriving economy that dominated the post-
world war era. In Figure 3, an employee of Hodgin’s Store in Woodstock, Virginia, 
shows a customer an electric stove and oven. The customer, a woman, observes with a 
smile on her face as she is shown how efficient and easy to use the appliance is.
5
 In 
Figure 4, two men pose in front of an electric refrigerator in the window display of 
Marston’s Home Appliance store, located in the northern Shenandoah Valley.
6
 Although 
both of these images were manipulated by the photographer and subjects to bring focus to 
the appliance at hand, it is important to note that Garber was a local photographer and 
that both Hodgin’s Store and Marston’s Home Appliances were locally owned stores 
circa 1930-1950. Therefore, these advertisements were not sponsored by the REA or 
other government source, but rather by individuals living in the area who saw the 
advantages of electricity on their own. They also designate that electrical consumer 
products were becoming popular enough for local businesses such as Hodgin’s Store to 
open, market said products, and remain successful. Figure 5 is another of several images 
in Garber’s collection that alludes to the presence of electricity in the Valley in a positive 
light. The three men in suits are posing in front of a Hotpoint Appliances display, 
indicating that not only were electrical appliances rising in popularity in the area, but 
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 Figure 6: Inside of Everly Drug Store, located in the Shenandoah Valley. Circa 1945-1955. 
 
 
     






Figure 8: Inside of an unidentified store located in the Shenandoah Valley. Circa 1930-1950. 
 
 
Figure 9: “John Deere Day,” an event hosted by a John Deere Farm Equipment retailer in the 






As modern technology penetrated into almost every geographical locality in the 
United States, the Shenandoah Valley included, families began to find themselves getting 
caught up in the same consumption patterns as those living in the cities. While the REA 
led to an increase in radio sales in the country, allowing rural folk to receive the same 
information and have the same connection to the rest of the world as urban residents, 
rural areas also found that the same clothing styles, medical products, and nationally 
advertised brand names were quickly finding their way into local general and grocery 
stores.
8
 In the Shenandoah Valley, the transformation from a more subsistence farming 
lifestyle to living out of grocery bags may have been a slower process than other areas of 
the country due to the southern belief that living at home and providing sustenance for 
oneself was a venerated solution to poverty. As modernization gradually descended upon 
the region, however, local residents found themselves working to earn cash to pay for 
food rather than raising the food themselves. In Figures 6, 7, and 8 evidence of the 
transition from raising one’s own food to self-service stores such as the Piggly-Wiggly is 
documented. In these images, shelves are sprinkled with advertisements and products that 
are nationally marketed such as Coca-Cola, Kellogg’s cereal, and Quaker oatmeal.
9
 
Perhaps the most relevant change to the Shenandoah Valley was the 
transformation in agriculture, or more specifically, in the poultry business, which was and 
still is a prominent industry in the area. In consistency with the literature on the topic, 
Garber’s photographs document how the local population embraced tractors and other 
farming equipment, utilized insecticides and herbicides developed during the war, and 
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shifted to new methods in farm management that agribusiness brought about. Just as the 
intoxicating prosperity of the post-World War era urged rural residents to bring electricity 
and other urban consumer products into their lifestyles, federal farm policy encouraged 
farmers to become productive, efficient, and business-oriented on a large-scale level. 
Though the image of the traditional, wholesome farmer remained useful politically, in 
order to be successful in such a rapidly moving economy farmers were forced to adopt 
new technologies and forge new partnerships with large corporations.
10
 As this frantic 
adoption of new technologies occurred during the period between 1945 and 1960, the 
number of farms decreased, the size of farms increased, and the farm and non-farm 
sectors of the economy grew increasingly interdependent.
11
  
With more and more people moving from the rural areas to the cities, it was not 
uncommon for farmers to own a tractor or two in their efforts to make up for the lost 
labor before the war. After 1945, however, the adoption of tractors escalated as the rural 
community was suddenly eager to replace men and mules with electricity and other new 
technologies in order to make a larger profit. In fact, in 1947 a local retailer of John 
Deere farm equipment hosted “John Deere Day,” in which the public was able to come 
and learn about the latest in agricultural technology from representatives of John Deere, a 
leading name in the business. As Garber observed with his camera, the event turned out 
to be quite successful with a large turnout of individuals who were  
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Figure 10: Women and children serving refreshments at the “John Deere Day” event hosted by a 
























in support of the changes in their lifestyles that were on display and for sale. As seen in 
Figures 9 and 10, the equipment stationed outside among crowds of people, the 
decorations hanging in and outside of the building, and the women serving refreshments 
in front of a John Deere display provide one with a picture of a celebration that was 
sponsored by the community for the progress that was being made in the prominent local 
industry of agriculture.
12
 Additionally, the fact that such an event was held as early as 
1947 indicates how swiftly local farmers were beginning to latch on to new agricultural 
technologies. The presence of women and children in Figure 10 as well as Figures 11 and 
12 also indicates that the use of new technologies such as tractors helped to expand and 
make easier chores that women and children were able to do around the farm.
13
  
In the case of growing crops, for livestock feed or otherwise, farmers in the 
Shenandoah Valley were also able to benefit from what historian Thomas E. Williams 
termed the chemical revolution, or the increased use of fertilizers, insecticides, and 
herbicides that swept the nation.
14
 These scientific innovations began with 2,4-D,  a 
pesticide that was developed as part of the United States government’s biological warfare 
program during World War II. In 1945, the government released its monopoly on the 
newly named DDT, which, with related chemicals, went on to be used as insecticides.
15
 
Similarly, herbicides created by the USDA, agricultural colleges, and the private 
chemical industry were also becoming available as early as the late 1940s. By the 1950s, 
fixed-wing aerial spraying craft and equipment were widely recognized as effective ways 
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to protect one’s crops from various weeds and pests.
16
 Consequently, many licensed 
pilots found themselves hired by farmers and working in planes such as the ones in 
Figures 13 and 14. Although it is unclear whether these particular pilots serviced the 
Valley area or not, their presence in the collection suggests that Garber held an interest in 
that method of farm work, and as a prominent member of the community, he would have 
probably encouraged others in the area to utilize it.
17
  
The rise of agribusiness paired with the use of new technologies to complete the 
transformation in agriculture. The presence of major poultry farms and corporations in 
the Valley today can be traced back to the 1940s. Before the war, chickens were raised on 
a small scale and at minimal expense for roosting facilities. Free-range birds sought their 
own food, and eggs, fryers, and roasting hens were sold on the local market merely for 
supplementary income. After the war, larger companies entered the picture as farmers 
received larger than usual numbers of birds and quantities of feed from local hatcheries 
and feed distributors on short-term credit. After raising the birds, the farmer would sell 
them to a dealer, allowing him to pay off his debt. Typically after two or three months, 
the birds would be mature enough to sell off, allowing for up to four broods (sets of 
offspring) a year, which meant a higher than traditional profit. Quickly, this method of 
farming appealed to the poultry farmers in the Valley, transforming their farms from 
small, self-sustainable ventures to larger, factory-like farms with an emphasis on mass 
production and higher profits.
18
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According to historian Donald L. Winters, the rise of agribusiness in rural areas of 
the south such as the Valley presented several advantages. These included a guaranteed 
market at a prescribed price for agricultural products, a widened market for agricultural 
commodities due to greater production efficiency, reliable distribution systems, new and 
improved consumer goods, and methods of quality control. However, as Winters points 
out, farmers lost the ability to make management decisions, becoming employees of large 
corporations that told them what to produce, how to produce it, and where to market it.
19
  
Just as the general acceptance of technological improvements is evident in his 
photography, Garber also documented this rise of agribusiness in the Shenandoah Valley. 
Alongside images of the local farmer surrounded by his turkeys or chickens, as seen in 
Figure 15, there are also intriguing, thought-provoking snapshots like Figure 16. This 
photograph is particularly symbolic in that there is a group of men dressed up in suits, 
representing corporate enterprise, looking down upon several baby chicks, representing  
poultry farms of the Valley that were previously privately owned. Here one can see the 
men in suits surveying a business that would grow to become the large-scale poultry 
industry that exists in the area today.
20
 
Similarly, there are a number of photographs portraying a poultry display at a fair 
or convention, like the one seen in Figure 17. This display of “Genuine Rockingham 
Virginia Poultry” was sponsored by the Rockingham Plant in Timberville, Virginia, and 
advertised “ready to cook poultry.”
21
 This display was a product of the beginnings of 
mass-marketed poultry, and encouraged individuals to rely on large corporations to  
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Figure 17: A “Genuine Rockingham Virginia Poultry” display, sponsored by the Rockingham Plant 






deliver their meat to the grocery store, rather than raising it themselves. This image 
presents the remarkable choices that the rural population was faced with as it moved 
more away from the agricultural lifestyle of pre-World War years: build a coop and 
provide the other necessities to keep your own chickens, butcher and clean them, or 




Together, these images suggest that residents of the Shenandoah Valley embraced 
the arrival of brand-name consumer products and technology in both the business and 
private aspects of life. Agricultural innovations were among the most important of 
changes that occurred alongside urbanization, which helped local farmers to overcome 
labor shortages and receive a higher level of production that resulted in higher overall 
income. In other words, Garber’s photographs reveal the changes taking place in the 
Valley in the World War II era to be consistent with scholarly literature on the rural south 
of that same time period, indicating that Valley residents were fully participating in the 
urbanization of the rural south. Though it is pivotal in the history of the Valley, the local 
community also faced other choices and transformations during that time in addition to 
the ones that accompanied rapid urbanization.
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Confronting Racial Integration 
The years following World War II also witnessed dramatic changes in race 
relations in the United States. Just as the war encouraged people to adopt new 
technologies, occupations, and ways of living, it also challenged Americans to consider 
the idea of civil rights. Efforts toward equality by the military during World War II, such 
as equal pay and post-war benefits for black and white soldiers, provided enough upward 




 Led by black leaders and white liberals outside of the South, a movement 
towards racial equality emerged out of the war at a rapid pace. Driven by a fear that racial 
discrimination might give an advantage to Communist enemies, as well as a sincere 
desire to achieve equal rights, the Truman administration promoted this movement by 
surveying conditions of life for black Americans, banning racial segregation in all federal 
agencies, and enacting anti-lynching statutes. Though Truman’s efforts did not meet 
success in the end, they spawned an increasingly negative reaction from the southern 
white population that would later be termed massive resistance. In the years leading up to 
the final decision of Brown vs. Board of Education in 1954, Virginians infamously led 
the way for massive resistance, convinced that segregation was a vital component of their 
society.
45
 Although it is not possible to know Garber’s personal feelings on the issue, 
images in his collection can be viewed as an affirmation that such dissent existed in the 
Valley as it did anywhere else in Virginia. 
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Figure 18: A group of young students studying in the library at Broadway School in Broadway, 





















Figure 21: Safety Patrol Officers posing in front of a school bus at Broadway School in Broadway, 






When examined with an interest in the Civil Rights movement, one might 
conclude that residents in the Valley lived in a society that catered to the doctrine of 
white supremacy, or shared similar sentiments with those that led the massive resistance 
campaign in Virginia later in the 1950s. Though Garber was most likely hired by school 
boards and other local organizations to document school teams, classrooms, and local 
events and places of all sorts in the Shenandoah Valley for promotional purposes, his 
photographs still represent the general status quo in regards to integration in the region. 
No matter how Garber personally felt about the issue of race, the overwhelming absence 
of African Americans throughout the photograph collection portrays a region dominated 
by white supremacy. 
The images suggest the prevalence of segregation in the Shenandoah Valley. 
Figures 18 , 19, and 20 provide a small sample of the types of images included in 
Garber’s collection that depict white children and young white adults peacefully and 
happily working alongside each other in a school environment. It is likely that Garber 
was commissioned to take these types of photographs for school annual reports or 
yearbooks, but regardless of their intent it is important to note that the children and young 
adults are all white.
46
 His images of football teams, music recitals, and other social 
groups or organizations, as seen in Figures 21, 22, and 23, also display white individuals 
that are living in a society that is largely segregated. Just as this sample of images 
indicates, Garber’s collection as a whole reinforces the status quo, and confirms how  
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It is impossible to know Garber’s actual personal thoughts on the matter of equal 
civil rights, though his images seem to present a mild argument for segregation as a result 
of the status quo. However, there are two images in the collection housed at Carrier 
Library that portray African Americans in the Valley, and it is quite possible that more 
images by Garber of that nature exist in a private collection. This means that Garber did 
not consider himself above taking pictures of African Americans despite the views of the 
society that he lived in, and that he may have willingly interacted with them in a variety 
of situations. Even so, the two available images in this particular collection still suggest 
that it was generally believed that the Valley population was better off segregated.   
In Figure 24, the image of an African American baseball team from Elkton, 
Virginia, immediately indicates that, separate from whites, black Americans in the Valley 
were able to engage in one of the region’s most valued pastimes. The field they are 
standing in seems to be fairly well maintained, the players are wearing matching 
uniforms, and there is another African American team practicing behind them; not only 
were they allowed to participate, but they seem to be receiving equal amenities to the 
white players, and are popular enough to merit the services of a white photographer. 
Another interesting aspect to this photograph is that this team in particular comes from 
Elkton, a town that was not historically diverse. Although its largest minority was always 
the black American population, that group barely constitutes seven percent of the 
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  According to Darrell J. Howard, the author of  “Sunday 
Coming:” Black Baseball in Virginia, the Elkton Bucks were the rival team of the 
Harrisonburg AC’s, and by the 1960s rose to be one of the top regional teams.
49
 At face 
value, this photograph displays a black baseball team from what may have been one of 
the least progressive-thinking areas of Jim Crow Virginia, yet the team is enjoying 
uniforms and a field comparable to those of the white teams in Garber’s photographs, as 
well as recognition from the white population in the form of its photographer. Therefore, 
when digging a little deeper, this image implies that segregation seemed equal and 




The other image depicting African Americans in Garber’s collection consists of 
two black males that are exhibiting their abilities to read and write. As seen in Figure 25, 
one of the males sits at a table, pausing to look at the camera while writing. The other 
male sits on a small bed in the back of the room, with a book or magazine open in his 
hands; he also looks to the camera as he turns a page. Each one smiles, almost too 
enthusiastically, into the camera, giving the photograph an air of happiness and content. 
Furthermore, the man on the left in particular seems to be unnaturally arranged into his 
current position of leaning half-way back onto the bed without actually resting his back 
on anything. While it is still quite possible that Garber was commissioned to take this 
photograph, it seems to identify two members of a black community that have received 
an adequate education, and are relaxed and content with their lives. This message would 
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The biased representation that the few black Americans that Garber photographed 
receive in this collection of images, their looming absence in the rest of the photographs 
(only 2 out of 1700 images), the highlighting of education as well as social and industrial 
improvements of the white population, and the general contentment exhibited by both 
blacks and whites imply a pro-segregation status quo. These images, sprinkled 
throughout the collection, suggest the general belief in white supremacy in the Valley, 
mildly foreshadowing the massive resistance response to the Civil Rights movement that 
would sweep across the state in future years.    
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The rapid urbanization and prevalence of white supremacy in the Shenandoah 
Valley after World War II corresponded with an increase in tourism in the region. 
Different marketing strategies were used to attract out-of-town visitors that reflected the 
technological growth and desire for further economic growth, while highlighting the idea 
that whites remained superior. This boost in tourism and its connections to local progress 
and racial tension are documented in Garber’s collection, which includes hundreds of 
images of various tourist destinations, resorts, landscapes and roadways. Together, these 
photographs illustrate a society that was pushing forward economically while still 
clinging to a southern heritage that emphasized values of chivalry, independence, and 
white supremacy. Although the foundations of this surge in tourism date to as early as the 
1920s, the peak of travelers pursuing vacations in the Valley occurred during the years 
following World War II, at the same time that economic prosperity and the problem of 
racial tension were becoming crucial aspects of American society. 
 The establishment of the National Park Service, Colonial Williamsburg, and 
National Trust for Historic Preservation in the early to mid-twentieth century represented 
a shift from the somewhat ineffective activity of small, local historical societies and 
foundations to a national phenomenon in preserving American history that was sponsored 
by the federal government and big industry names such as John D. Rockefeller and Henry 
Ford.
52
 Simultaneously, a crusade to preserve those areas with natural beauties and 
wonders as well as history swept the nation, with the added incentive of monetary 
benefits from tourism helping to fuel the movement.  While the Valley certainly 
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possesses its share of history, the consequential creation of the Shenandoah National Park 
in the 1920s-1930s helped the local communities realize that the beauty and natural 
wonders of the area could promote tourism as well. Furthermore, the advent of the 
automobile proved to be a revolutionary element within the tourism industry, allowing 
the average population to travel longer distances more quickly and easily. Similarly, 
advances in technology, restrictions on working hours, and increases in wages allowed 
for more spare time, which families could fill with travel and tourism.
53
 
As early as the 1920s, caverns and other unique attractions throughout the 
Shenandoah Valley began to circulate pamphlets and small booklets urging travelers to 
visit. The caverns of the Shenandoah Valley were the first to earnestly begin promoting 
tourism to the area. As early as the 1920s, pamphlets and small booklets that boasted of 
the beauty of the Valley, the history of the Great Valley Pike and specific towns along the 
route, and the progressive adoption of electricity which allowed proper illumination of 
the caverns began to circulate in the region.
54
 In 1926, Luray Caverns, which is still one 
of the best known attractions in the Valley, produced a pamphlet which declared that “No 
one has traveled wisely who has not seen the beautiful caverns of Luray.” The 
advertisement entices tourists to travel along the Lee Highway, “the shortest, most 
historic and finest highway between the North and East and the West and southwest,” a 
historic route that leads directly to multiple natural and historical attractions, including 
Luray Caverns. The pamphlet promotes Luray to be internationally famous as it is 
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mentioned in many standard reference collections, including the Encyclopaedia 
Brittanica, and that the system of lighting is comparable to any similar attraction in the 
world, no matter how wealthy or progressive the region.
55
 
Around the same time, other lesser known caverns in the area began to promote 
their special qualities to the tourism industry. In an effort to establish themselves as 
equals to the famed caverns of Luray, small ten- to fifteen-page booklets were produced, 
allowing these smaller caverns to elaborate on the many reasons why a tourist should add 
them to their itinerary. Similar to Luray Caverns, Grand Caverns, located in Grottoes, 
Virginia, encouraged visitors to come and experience the beauty and history of the Valley 
for themselves, and boasted proudly of the lighting effects that had been installed. While 
Luray had international fame and basic illumination, Grand Caverns had hired Professor 
M. Luckiesh, “director of the Lighting Research Laboratory of the General Electric 
Company, the author of more than a dozen books on lighting, and the foremost authority 
on that subject in the world,” to design their lighting system. Additionally, in 1926 the 
Grand Caverns Inn was opened, complete with “Native Limestone Construction, all 
modern conveniences, cozy and comfortable sleeping rooms, (a) large lounging room, 
with open log fire in season, (and a) beautiful and artistic dining room, where real Old 
Virginia food will be served in the most appetizing form.”
56
 Thus, Grand Caverns lured 
the traveler in with new experiments in electrical art and an appealing, site-appropriate 
place to stay while touring the Caverns and the rest of the Valley.  
The exploration of Endless Caverns in New Market, Virginia, also made a splash 
that gained national interest in the 1920s. In the same fashion as other cavern 
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advertisements, the booklet that was released to promote Endless Caverns in 1924 
promised antique natural wonders illuminated by modern electricity amid the numerous 
other beauties, historical sites, and peaceful memories the Valley possessed. However, 
their most appealing pick-up line for tourists was “Begun—no man knows when. End—
no man knows where.”
57
 Beginning in January 1925, several exploring expeditions 
originated by members of American Museum of Natural History and the Explorers Club 
would quickly lead to national fame and curiosity. Various accounts of the explorers were 
published by newspapers across the country, and the following year a book titled 
Exploring the Endless Caverns of New Market, Virginia, In the Heart of the Shenandoah 
Valley” was published. By recognizing and citing the growing fame that Endless Caverns 
acquired in a single short year, Exploring Endless Caverns indirectly promoted tourism to 
the Valley by urging readers to visit the caverns within: “Every village, every hamlet in 
the country—if it boasts a newspaper—has read about the Endless Caverns...(there are) 
thousands of clippings that show what a fascination there is for the public in just reading 
about the mysteries and beauties of these caves. How much more wonderful it must be to 
see them with one’s own eyes!”
58
 
As the historic preservation movement and a rise in tourism began to take off in 
the 1920s and 1930s in the rest of the country, the caverns of the Shenandoah Valley also 
began to solicit tourists for personal and local interests. While many achieved regional 
interest by producing their own pamphlets and booklets while relying on educated 
travelers from afar to find them in reference books, Endless Caverns was able to extract a 
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great deal of curiosity from across the country by allowing explorers to enter and write 
about their findings. As many eyes turned to Endless Caverns, they also turned to what 
else the Valley had to offer in terms of a vacation.   
Local famed historian and professor at Madison College, John W. Wayland, also 
produced a small number of locally published books in the 1920s in his effort to appeal to 
out-of-town visitors. In his 1924 publication, Scenic and Historical Guide to the 
Shenandoah Valley: A Handbook of Useful Information for Tourists and Students, 
Wayland introduces the Valley as a “Mecca for Tourists,” giving six distinct reasons for 
one to visit: the area’s historic towns, battlefields, visits from famous men since its 
settlement, striking landmarks, beautiful views, and natural curiosities and wonders.
59
 
Along with those themes, he gives a written tour of the Valley from the Potomac to just 
south of Massanutten, ending with a special chapter devoted to the numerous caverns. 
Following the title page, he even provides a map that displays the Shenandoah Valley as 
the heart of the eastern seaboard, insisting that “All Roads Lead to the Shenandoah 
Valley of Virginia,” from Ottawa, Ontario, Canada to Jacksonville, Florida. 
Additionally, the newly-established Shenandoah National Park supported the 
publication of a guide for tourists by Darwin S. Lambert, which was titled Beautiful 
Shenandoah: A Handbook for Visitors to the Shenandoah National Park. Opening with a 
welcoming statement from the then-current director of the National Park Service, Arno B. 
Cammerer, the handbook went on to do more than just describe the wondrous beauty of 
the Valley. Lambert illustrated for the reader the numerous activities one could 
participate in on a trip to the area, such as hiking, horseback riding, picknicking, 
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camping, fishing, and skiing, as well as going for a ride on Skyline Drive. Therefore, 
Lambert began to illustrate for the tourist a vacation that involved more than visiting 
caverns, historic landmarks, and traversing the Great Valley Road; he described a place 




As these pamphlets and books were mostly local publications, their geographical 
reach was most likely limited. In fact, that same year Wayland produced another 
publication devoted more directly to the historical appeal of the Valley that was titled 
Historic Landmarks of the Shenandoah Valley: Beauty and History in the Footsteps of 
Washington, Stonewall Jackson and Robert E. Lee. Though George Washington is 
included in the list of great men, such a title would surely appeal more to an audience 
with Confederate heritage, suggesting that Wayland intended that book to be available to 
those living in other parts of Virginia or the nearby south.
61
 Nonetheless, the tourism 
industry in the Valley was really awarded its big break by the end of World War II and 
into the early 1950s, as more widely circulated publications began to emerge from New 
York City, including popular travel magazines such as The National Geographic 
Magazine.  
Following the same lines of enticement as the caverns did in their advertisements 
of the 1920s, these publications provided a much more detailed explanation of why the 
Shenandoah Valley should be on one’s list of “places to go.” Among the first of these 
publications was William Oliver Stevens’ The Shenandoah and its Byways in 1941, 
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which provided a literary tour of the Valley, similar to Wayland’s, from Frederick, 
Maryland to Charlottesville, Virginia. Stevens gave special emphasis to the natural 
wonders of the area, including the caverns, the Natural Bridge, and White Sulphur 
Springs, as well to the Shenandoah Natural Park, Skyline Drive, and beauty of the Blue 
Ridge. He also shed light on the deeply rooted history of the valley, and was sure to 
appeal to white men, women, and African Americans with chapter titles such as “From 
Winchester to Cedar Creek with Sheridan,” “Front Royal: The Town of Belle Boyd,” and 
“Harpers Ferry: The Town of John Brown.”
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In 1945, Julia Davis produced a similar monograph promoting the significance of 
the Valley. In her The Shenandoah, she provided a romantic, detail-oriented storybook 
history of the Valley, naming the times of early exploration and frontiersmen “Promise,” 
describing the Civil War a “Holocaust,” and titling the following years as “Recovery.” 
Towards the end of the gripping tale, Davis devoted three chapters to the Shenandoah 
National Park, Skyline Drive, and other natural beauties that should be seen. In other 
words, she commandeered the curiosity of the reader and then diplomatically 
recommended what to see within the area.
63
 
In 1949, a writer for the National Geographic Magazine, Catherine Bell Palmer, 
gave recognition to the region in an article published in the July issue titled “Appalachian 
Valley Pilgrimage.” Following tradition, Palmer reminded her readers of the beauty and 
history that could be experienced on a visit to the Shenandoah Valley, but she also paid 
homage to the modernization of a decent population of people made out of “good stock.” 
Citing the caverns as a “leading Valley industry,” she discusses the various money- 
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making, industrious activities in the most prominent towns and the religious, hospitable 
qualities of the people. In doing this, Palmer was indirectly describing the “superior, 
wholesome” population of white people in the Valley and their involvement in a number 
of industrious activities, alluding to the idea of an economically and technologically 
progressive region that still adhered to the idea of white supremacy. Palmer  related to the 
rest of the world the fact that not only was the Valley scenic and rich in (Confederate) 
history, but it was still inhabited by respectable people (descendants of Confederates) 
who were rapidly adopting the new technologies and lifestyles of the rest of the nation.
64
 
As these developments took place and local governors, mayors, and chambers of 
commerce began to actively participate in the promotion of the region, the tourism 
industry was able to establish itself as a solid form of supplementary income for the 
Valley by the 1950s, with wealthy visitors from the north and elsewhere traveling more 
and more to the area to take advantage of the many simple pleasures the Valley was 
reputed to offer.
65
 As visitors arrived in the various towns, they were now being greeted 
by visitor guides, such as Winchester’s Historic Winchester and the Shenandoah Valley 
of Virginia, that re-emphasized the history of the area, provided maps to help the tourist 
locate certain sites, and allowed for some local advertising. Garber’s photography 
demonstrates many of the same tactics of local boosterism that the pamphlets and travel 
books do, and as a prominent local citizen and active participant in the Chambers of 
Commerce for New Market, Mount Jackson, and Edinburg, Virginia, it is likely that he 
was encouraged to highlight the same qualities of interest to tourists in his work. 
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Firstly, in the spirit of what might be considered traditional advertising for the 
Valley by the 1950s, Garber was likely hired to take photographs of the various caverns 
in the area. While many may have heard about the beauty and splendor of the inside of 
Endless Caverns, Garber captured the pleasant accommodations awaiting any visitor 
outside of the cave. For those who had traveled long hours to the site, or for those ending 
their adventures in the caverns, Garber potentially reminded the viewer of the tea room 
(Figure 26) that was built in the 1920s, where snacks or full meals were served during all 
business hours. As depicted in the photograph, the tea room offered a clean, polished 
atmosphere where visitors could enjoy refreshments before or after their adventure inside 
of the caverns. Other images he produced of the view outside of the caverns, as seen in 
Figures 27 and 28, also portray the rustic beauty that could be enjoyed by simply walking 
about the grounds. Furthermore, for those who were wary of traveling underground into 
an “endless” cave, Garber’s image of the cave entrance in Figure 29 allowed the tourist to 
see how inviting, structured, and safe it was to enter and tour the caverns.
66
   
At Melrose Caverns in Rockingham County, Virginia, Garber took his camera 
inside to capture riveting images of the rock formations within. The photographs Garber 
took of the inside of Melrose Caverns, a sample of which can be seen in Figures 30, 31, 
and 32,  give a general idea of how intriguing and fascinating the rock formations 
underground truly are. His pictures of such puzzling wonders as the face in the rock 
(Figure 33) could have the same effect of instilling a desire in an individual living miles 
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away to travel and see it for themselves as the travel books and pamphlets did.
67
 Just as 
those publications advertised the “illumination” of the caverns via electricity, Garber 
demonstrated how advanced the lighting was with his images, which showed how clearly 
one would be able to see the magnanimous sights deep inside the dark cavern.  Moreover, 
the fact that he produced images of the inside of Melrose Caverns rather than one of the 
more popular caves, whether he was hired to do so or chose to, could be viewed as a 
small effort to keep the visitor within the vicinity of the Valley. If one demonstrated an 
interest in Luray, Endless, or Grand Caverns, perhaps he or she would still like to see 
more. In other words, the tourism movement of post-World War II America did not 
advocate for daytrips, but for full-on vacations that would really help to contribute to the 
economy of the area. 
Garber also highlighted the more unusual forms of entertainment and events that 
might take place inside of a local cavern, also emphasizing the acceptance and use of 
electricity in the area. While the caverns themselves boasted of expedition trips to cover 
unmarked territory, weddings, and other ceremonies, Garber captured a woman playing a 
violin inside of one of the caves, as seen in Figures 34 and 35. Although the particular 
cavern is not identified, such an image would have great appeal for a whole new sect of 
the public that may not have been previously interested in travelling to see an assortment 
of rock; the classical music  
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Figure 32: Inside of Melrose Caverns in Rockingham County, Virginia. Circa 1930-1950. 
 
 






fans. This image stimulates curiosity as to what a violin would sound like in such a place, 




Aside from the famous caverns, Garber’s images also emphasized the general 
beauty of the Shenandoah Valley. While a few pictures captured scenery from a country 
road (see Figure 36) and others demonstrated the welcoming streetscape of a small town, 
his aerial photographs were the most successful in showcasing the larger splendor of the 
scenic valley. The images in Figures 37 and 38 are just a few examples of more than two 
hundred aerial photographs that are included in Garber’s collection. These images capture 
peaceful farmland stretched across rolling hills that have the Shenandoah River as their 
guide, the Blue Ridge and Allegheny Mountains as their backdrop, and the Valley 
Turnpike as an accessible avenue for tourists to see it all.  
Although they are extremely faded, Garber also took about twenty images in color that 
display the famous seven bends of the Shenandoah River, as seen in Figure 39. At face 
value, these images held potential appeal to individuals and families living in cities or 
large suburbs that were seeking a peaceful, scenic escape from the hustle and bustle of 
their everyday lives. When combined with images such as those of the caverns, the 
Shenandoah Valley became more promising as a tourist destination when the traveler 
realized that he or she would not be required to give up luxuries such as electricity to 
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Though unexpected in the Valley, Garber’s work also documented Stroop’s Snake 
Farm near Edinburg, Virginia. He took the trouble of producing several photographs of 
this strange but intriguing attraction, even documenting its move or expansion into larger 
buildings, as can be seen in Figures 40, 41, and 42. According to these images, Stroop’s 
Snake Farm offers and “fun and educational” experience for any passersby, and includes 
a few attractions that a tourist just simply would not get to see in most places around the 
world, such as a two-headed calf and a four-legged chicken. Though there are not any 
photographs of these bizarre creatures included in the collection, the images in Figures 
43, 44, and 45 suggest that Garber did spend valuable time documenting the owners 
handling their snakes as well as the alligators, birds, and other specimens waiting for 
public viewing. Together the photographs insist that, even though Stroop’s Snake Farm is 
a unique destination nestled in the middle of the Shenandoah Valley, the experience it 
offers is legitimate, providing an alternate activity in between cavern-hopping and driving 
on mountain roads.
70
 The idea that out-of-town visitors could enjoy one-of-a-kind 
attractions such as Stroop’s Snake Farm and the various caverns added to the incentive 
that traveling to the scenic and peaceful Valley did not require one to give up the luxury 
of electricity. 
 Encouraging out-of-towners to visit a few of the most popular attractions in the 
Valley was the initial priority of the local population in an effort to further improve the 
boosting economy. However, as Grand Caverns and Endless Caverns demonstrated with 
the construction of the Grand Caverns Inn and the Endless Caverns Campground, giving 
them reasons to stay for an extended vacation in the Valley was next on the list. Garber  
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Figure 56: The Cottage Court/Will-O-Inn Roadside Cabins and service station in the Shenandoah 














Figure 58: A Spanish War Veterans reunion at the Orkney Springs Hotel in Orkney Springs, 











managed to document a number of inviting hotels and resorts that tourists could choose 
from, each with excellent accessibility to other attractions in the Valley, a peaceful, 
relaxing atmosphere, a scenic backdrop and a wonderful, hospitable staff.  
Figures 46 and 47 displays the remote, peaceful view of the Shenandoah Alum Springs 
Hotel, which was located in Orkney Springs, Virginia. The historic, charming old 
building nestled in the scenic Valley provided a sense of serenity and safety, where one 
could stay for a period of uninterrupted relaxation. Figures 48 and 49, which portrays the 
inside of the Shenandoah Alum Springs Hotel, indicates that the atmosphere indoors was 
just as carefree as it was outdoors. Even the view of the swimming pool instills a sense of 
calm and beauty (Figure 50). Furthermore, the hotel seems to have provided 
transportation to the famous local attractions, as Figure 51 depicts a woman shaking 
hands with an extremely welcoming man who has arrived in car that advertised Endless 
Caverns, making the hospitality of the hotel extendable beyond the front desk.
71
  
In addition to demonstrating the genuine hospitality and peacefulness that awaited 
tourists visiting the Shenandoah Valley, Garber’s collection also provides a sense of the 
many types of places to stay when passing through. For golf enthusiasts, his images 
(Figures 52, 53, and 54) present the Shenvalee Hotel in New Market, Virginia. This 
quaint, architecturally historic resort provided a golf course on site that was pleasantly 
located against a backdrop of striking mountain scenery. For the tourist who would like 
to stay within the limits of one of the small towns scattered throughout the Valley, the 
Lee-Jackson Hotel (Figure 55) is another hospitable, historic, and pleasant place to relax 
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while in close proximity to shops and restaurants. Even for those who wish to stop at the 
last minute or for a quick overnight stay, roadside hotels such as the Will-O-Inn (Figure 
56) and Don’s Roadside Cabins (Figure 57) provided a convenient place to rest one’s 
head while traversing through the Valley. Moreover, various resorts in the Valley, such as 
the Lee-Jackson Hotel, alluded to a population that was proud of their southern 
Confederate heritage, which also implied a preference for white supremacy. Similarly, 
Garber’s images of the happy attendees of the Spanish War Veterans reunion at the 
Orkney Springs Hotel in Orkney Springs, Virginia (Figure 58), demonstrated that the area 
appealed to other potential advocates of white supremacy.
72
 
In addition to the more famous attractions, available hotels, and general beauty of 
the Valley, the collection of Garber’s images also highlights some of the traditions and 
favorite pastimes of Valley residents. One of these local gems that is still popular 
throughout the region but little known to outsiders is the annual jousting at Natural 
Chimneys in Mount Solon, Virginia. Each year, a jousting tournament takes place in a 
less-barbaric fashion than in previous centuries, inviting those who take pleasure in 
horses and related sports to come and enjoy a day of just that in the gorgeous setting of 
yet another natural wonder in the Valley, the Natural Chimneys (Figures 59 and 60). 
While the event showcased yet another unique natural attraction in the area, it also drew 
upon the southern value of chivalry. By calling the event a “joust” and removing the less 
pleasant aspect of the sport, the medieval idea of chivalrous knights remained, replicated 
in the figure of the southern gentleman.  Incidentally, the Valley was also host to several 
horse shows throughout the region. Roughly three hundred images of Garber’s collection 
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document various horse shows and events at various locations throughout the northern 
half of Virginia’s Shenandoah Valley; Figures 61, 62, and 63 provide a small example of 
the types of photographs found within the horse show series.
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According to Garber’s collection, another unexpected popular pastime that 
visitors may have encountered during their stay in the region was the locally famed 
Valley Baseball League. A local version of the national Major League Baseball, each 
town had its very own team to support, and competition ran strong as the season allowed 
for a simple, fun family outing. For at least one year, it is possible that Garber acted as 
the official Valley Baseball League photographer as his collection includes almost fifty 
images of various baseball teams from Woodstock to Harrisonburg, Virginia. Aside from 
these professional team photos such as the ones of the Shenandoah and Quicksburg teams 
in Figures 64 and 65, Garber’s work also exhibits game day events. Figure 66 portrays 
players from the New Market Rebels and Harrisonburg Turks shaking hands on the field 
with officials standing by, but more importantly it shows just how popular these baseball 
games were, with fans crowding the stands in the background. Along with the 
progressively developing society that is portrayed throughout the images, the emphasis of 
baseball in Garber’s indicated that the Shenandoah Valley was truly American in 
character. 
74
 If one was in town at the right time, another popular local event that he/she 
could have enjoyed was the various county fairs. In particular, Garber recorded events of 
the Shenandoah County Fair, including horse races, exhibits by the 4-H club, and aerial 
views of the fairgrounds. 
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Figure 74: The results of a hunting trip in the Shenandoah Valley. Circa 1930-1950. 
 
 
In Figures 67 and 68, photographs depicted crowds of people standing near a 
Ferris wheel, curiously staring at banners advertising for the “Alters Brothers United 
Assembly of the World’s Strangest People,” and playing games, demonstrating that fairs 
in the rural Shenandoah Valley were comparable to those in more urbanized areas, 
containing the staples of a midway and showcasing similar attractions. Though it is 
unclear whether these took place at the Shenandoah County Fair, there is also an 





seen in Figure 69, demonstrating that, at the Fair and other events in the Valley, there 
were even more distinctive attractions to enjoy if one was in town at the right time.
75
    
Following the trends of advertising as found in pamphlets and travel books of the 
time, Garber certainly covered the basic pattern of attracting out-of-town visitors to the 
Valley by showcasing its beauty and premier natural attractions, boasting of the quality 
resorts and hotels available throughout the area, and insisting that there is more to the 
scenery and culture of the Valley than agriculture. Incidentally, his images also do an 
excellent job of conveying the types of more traditional country activities waiting to be 
enjoyed by “city folk” in the area, such as hunting, fishing, and other water sports. The 
images go beyond announcing the availability of such activities however; Garber’s 
photographs reveal the superiority of outdoor recreation in the Valley above other 
destinations.  
The most intriguing of his images that depict fishing, as seen in Figures 70 and 
71, demonstrate that the rivers and streams of the Shenandoah Valley could be considered 
a Mecca for fishermen. The high numbers of fish strung up in these photographs suggest 
that a day of fishing in the Valley was easily successful, and that one was guaranteed to 
catch enough large, delicious fish to boast about. Figure 72 was also enticing to 
fishermen, promoting the idea that one could even fish from a small bridge over 
seemingly shallow water and effortlessly attract a fish half the size of one’s body to 
his/her fishing pole. Similarly, Figure 73 reminded the visitor of the beauty to be enjoyed 
while fishing, and that swimming and boating are pleasant alternatives for those weary of 
the fishing pole. The images of hunters convey a similar idea to those of the fisherman. 
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 P0002.03.0316, P0002.03.0321, and P0002.03.0339 William Garber Photograph Collection, 









 The emphasis on tourist attractions in Garber’s collection alludes to an increased 
desire in the late 1940s and early 1950s to bring more out-of-town visitors, and thereby 
capital, into the area. Along with contemporary travel books and pamphlets, Garber’s 
images demonstrated a society eager to share with the rest of the world the changes that 
urbanization brought it, such as the utilization of electricity. Meanwhile, the same 
photographs also portrayed the same population as clinging to a southern heritage that 
highlighted its Confederate history and “moral” southern values such as chivalry and 
white supremacy.
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 P0002.02.0305, P0002.02.0312, P0002.02.0314, P0002.02.0320, and P0002.02.0313, William 
Garber Photograph Collection, 1930-1960, P0002, Special Collections, Carrier Library, James Madison 
University, Harrisonburg, Va. 
Conclusion 
As a collection, Garber’s images portray a complex and vivid picture of the 
changes in society in the Shenandoah Valley in the years surrounding World War II. 
Whether he was a hired photographer or hobbyist, Garber clearly demonstrated through 
the use of photography that the Valley served as a model for what scholars today describe 
as the modernization of the rural south. The transformation of the poultry business in the 
Valley, which served more as a prime example of the rise of agribusiness and the overall 
changes in the farming profession during that time, is especially well documented. 
Through these depictions of urbanization in the Valley, the highlighting of education and 
developing leadership paired with the noticeable absence of African Americans (or the 
minimal presence of black Americans in a time of infamous discontent), Garber’s work is 
also suggestive of a white supremacist sentiment in the Valley, foreshadowing the 
massive resistance movement that swallowed Virginia in the 1950s. Finally, and perhaps 
most obviously, the photographs in Garber’s collection presented the Shenandoah Valley 
as a leading vacation spot, which exhibited a general desire by locals to bring more 
capital to the area through tourism, and employed many of the same tactics as 
contemporary destination pamphlets and travel books.  
Together, all of these images paint a picture of the Shenandoah Valley in the mid-
twentieth century that held dear to its values and traditions while communicating a 
sincere enthusiasm to connect to the rest of the nation by bringing in outside visitors, 
corporations, and technologies, thus transforming the way life was lived in the area. 
William Hoyle Garber’s diverse hobbies, community participation, and career choices 





information for researchers in later decades.  While these images depicting the rapid 
urbanization, racial tension, and rise in tourism provide  a general overview of society in 
the Valley in the years surrounding World War II, there is still more to discover within 
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Will receive the M.A. thesis of Angela L. Walthall, which accompanied the processing of 
this collection, in Spring 2012. Any oral history transcripts, newspaper clippings, or other 
readily available material from her research will be added to the collection as well.   
 
Processing Information:  
 
Most of the negatives in this collection were originally housed together in plastic photo 
album pages, which were sometimes labeled to identify the place, year, or event of the 
images within that particular page. That information has been included in the container 
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any negatives that were too large for the photograph storage boxes were organized into 
the “Oversize Negatives” folder in Box 5. All of this information is noted on the 
container chart. 
 
Bio/Historical Note:   
 
William Hoyle Garber was born on 25 May 1915 at Mount Clifton, Virginia, to John 
William and Birdie Lonas Garber. After completing his education in 1933 at the 
Randolph-Macon Academy in Front Royal, Virginia, he graduated from the Virginia 
Polytechnic Institute in Blacksburg, Virginia, and married Ethel M. Ritenour on 24 
December 1938. 
 
After fighting in the Pacific Theater as a first lieutenant for the United States Army 
during World War II, Garber held a number of simultaneous occupations and participated 
in several different organizations. In addition to owning a photo shop and being the 
president of the Garber-Moyers-Johnson Insurance Agency, Garber was a commander 
and life member of the Massanutten Post No. 2447, Veterans of Foreign Wars, Edinburg, 
a member of the Mount Jackson Masonic Lodge No. 103, Chapter No. 162 of the Order 
of the Eastern Star, and the American Legion Post No. 199 at Woodstock, and he was 
also the First Worthy Patron of Mountain Jackson. Furthermore, he was an active 
member of the Chamber of Commerce for both Edinburg and Mount Jackson, and he 
served on the Mount Jackson Town Council for twenty-six years. In direct relation to this 
collection, Garber also became a licensed private pilot in 1947, and was well known for 
his aerial photography.  
 
In 1983, William Garber retired and moved from New Market to Mount Jackson, 
Virginia. During his retirement he remained active in the above organizations, and also 
played a key role in the founding of the Shenandoah County Historical Society in the 
1980s. Garber passed away on 14 May 1992 at the Winchester Medical Center at the age 
of seventy-six, and his body now remains at Flat Rock Cemetery in Forestville, Virginia. 
 
Scope and Content:   
 
The William Garber Photograph Collection, 1930-1960, consists of 2.58 linear feet of 





of about 1605 black and white negatives, 20 color negatives, and 70 prints that were 
taken and developed by William Garber of Garber’s Photo Shop in Mount Jackson, 
Virginia. The subject matter of the images encompasses the people, places, industries, 
automobiles, sports, events, disasters, etc., of the northern Shenandoah Valley, Virginia; 
mostly between Harrisonburg and Woodstock. Also included is a copy of The National 
Geographic Magazine from July 1949. The collection is organized into thirteen series: 
Buildings and Places, Industry, Motor Vehicles, Civil and Armed Services, School 
Photos, Sports and Outdoor Recreation, Horses and Horse Events, Other Events and 
Entertainment, Accidents and Disasters, Miscellaneous, Aerial Photography, Ephemera, 
and Photograph Prints.  
 
Series 1, Buildings and Places, includes 330 negatives that are divided into four 
subseries: Auto Shops and Service Stations, Stores and Restaurants, Hotels and Tourist 
Attractions, and Private Homes and Miscellaneous buildings. These images include views 
on the inside and outside of various buildings, offering an interesting look at the types of 
retail businesses and restaurants open in the Shenandoah Valley in the mid-twentieth 
century. This series also provides a noteworthy insight into vacationing in the Valley 
during the same time period.  
 
Series 2, Industry, consists of 138 negatives that are separated into “Mills” and “Poultry.”  
The images in this series may be especially useful to those interested in different aspects 
of the poultry industry and how it was (and still is) one of the main sources of income for 
the people living in the area.  
 
Series 3, Motor Vehicles, is comprised of 53 negatives that display a number of both 
commercial and private motor vehicles. The vehicles range from school buses to 
company trucks to individual, privately owned automobiles. 
 
Series 4, Civil and Armed Services, includes 114 negatives that are divided into three 
subseries: Police, Fire, and Government and Military. The images contain portraits of 
police officers, police on the scene of an accident or crime, storefront views of various 
fire departments, and open house dinners or events with certain fire departments. Also 
included are views of the Federal Bureau of Mines and the Civilian Conservation Corps 
in the Shenandoah Valley. Furthermore, this series also provides visual documentation of 
a Spanish War Veterans Reunion, which was held at Orkney Springs sometime between 
1930-1950. 
 
Series 5, School Photos, is made up of 88 negatives and contains images from four 
separate schools: Timberville High School, Broadway High School, New Market High 
School, and Massanutten Military Academy. The school photographs include sports 
teams, musical performances, students in classrooms, cafeterias, libraries, etc. It is 
interesting to note that these images were captured before the division of elementary and 
high school grade levels into separate schools. 
 
Series 6, Sports and Outdoor Recreation, is comprised of 98 negatives that portray a 





century. These negatives are separated into five subseries: Baseball, Basketball, 
Swimming, Track and Field, Miscellaneous Field Recreation, and Fishing and Hunting.  
 
Series 7, Horses and Horse Events, contains 284 negatives that encompass the importance 
of horses in the culture of the people in the Valley, or at least among the middle and 
upper class white population. The Timberville Horse show of 1947 and 1948, the 
Broadway Horse Show of 1949, the annual tradition of jousting at Natural Chimneys, and 
horse racing at the Shenandoah County State Fair are all included in this series, in 
addition to a large number of miscellaneous images displaying horses. 
 
Series 8, Other Events and Entertainment, includes 64 negatives that depict events and 
forms of entertainment that do not involve sports or horses. Though there are some 
unidentified images, the most prominent events of this series are John Deere Day, a Gulf 
Banquet, weddings, and the Shenandoah County Fair. 
 
Series 9, Accidents and Disasters, consists of 122 negatives that are separated into three 
series: Automobile Accidents, Train Wrecks, and Fires. The automobile accidents include 
both small, private vehicles and large tractor-trailers, and range from small, harmless 
accidents to overturned or completely destroyed vehicles. The images of train wrecks 
display the derailment of a train, and the images of fires culminate in a small number of 
buildings that are aflame, with fire fighters nearby. Many of these photographs may have 
been taken for insurance purposes, as Garber was the president of an insurance company.  
 
Series 10, Miscellaneous, surrounds any images that do not fall under any of the above 
categories, and are mostly not identifiable. Consisting of 117 negatives, this series is 
separated into five categories: Esso Motor Oil Displays, Jack Reynold’s Airplane, 
Meem’s Covered Bridge, the Intersection at Kamp Washington, Fairfax, and Unidentified 
People and Places.  
 
Series 11, Aerial Photography, includes 217 negatives of some of Garber’s most famous 
work within the Shenandoah Valley. After becoming a licensed pilot in 1947, he merged 
his hobby of aviation with his hobby of photography and produced a large number of 
aerial images. With the help of the original housing and maps, these images were 
separated into eight subseries: Route 11 through Harrisonburg, the Shenandoah River 
between New Market and Front Royal, Rockingham Poultry, the Shenandoah County 
Fair, James Madison University and other Academic Buildings, Luray, Images taken 
from Jack Reynold’s Plane, and Miscellaneous. The images of the bends in the 
Shenandoah River are in color.  
 
Series 12, Ephemera, consists of a single copy of the July 1949 issue of the The National 
Geographic Magazine. Inside is an article titled “Appalachian Valley Pilgrimage” by 
Catherine Bell Palmer, which includes a description of the Shenandoah Valley. It is 
possible that the black and white photographs used for this article are the work of Garber, 
which could be one reason why the magazine was donated with the collection, but the 
photographs are not cited in the magazine and there are no copies of the same images 





prints for preservation purposes; the prints need to stand flat within the last box, and so 
the magazine comes first. 
 
Finally, Series 13 encompasses all 70 of the photograph prints that are included in the 
collection. These images culminate in much of the same subject matter as the negatives, 
and are organized into subseries, or folders, in a similar fashion: Streetscapes and 
Storefronts, The Grocery Store and Dr. Pepper, Automotive Shops, Poultry, Triplett and 
Vehrencamp Trucks, Police and Fire Stations, Baseball, Broadway Horse Show, John 
Deere Day, Miscellaneous, and Aerial Photographs. The only two images of African 





 The collection is arranged in 13 series: 
  
 I. Buildings and Places 
  a. Auto Shops and Service Stations 
  b. Stores and Restaurants 
  c. Hotels and Tourist Attractions 
  d. Private Homes and Miscellaneous Buildings 
 II. Industry 
a. Mills 
b. Poultry 
III. Motor Vehicles 
 a. Commercial 
 b. Private 
IV. Civil and Armed Services 
 a. Police 
 b. Fire 
 c. Government and Military 
V. School Photos 
 a. Timberville High School,  
 b. Broadway High School 
 c. New Market High School 
 d. Massanutten Military Academy 
VI. Sports and Outdoor Recreation 
 a. Baseball 
 b. Basketball 
 c. Swimming 
 d. Track and Field 
 e. Miscellaneous Field Recreation 
 f. Fishing and Hunting 
VII. Horses and Horse Events 
 a. Timberville Horse Show, 1947 





 c. Broadway Horse Show, 1949 
 d. Natural Chimneys Jousting 
 e. Shenandoah County Fair 
 f. Miscellaneous 
VIII. Other Events and Entertainment 
 a. John Deere Day 
 b. Gulf Banquet 
 c. Weddings 
 d. Shenandoah County Fair 
 e. Miscellaneous Entertainment 
VIIII. Accidents and Disasters 
 a. Automobile Accidents 
 b. Train Wrecks 
 c. Fires 
X. Miscellaneous 
 a. Esso Motor Oil Displays 
 b. Jack Reynold’s Airplane 
 c. Meem’s Covered Bridge 
 d. Intersection at Kamp Washington, Fairfax 
 e. Unidentified People and Places 
XI. Aerial Photography 
 a. Route 11 through Harrisonburg 
 b. The Shenandoah River between New Market and Front Royal (Color 
Negatives) 
 c. Rockingham Poultry 
 d. Shenandoah County Fair 
 e. James Madison University and Other Academic Buildings 
 f. Luray, Virginia 
 g. Images Taken from Jack Reynold’s Plane 
 h. Miscellaneous 
XII. Ephemera: The National Geographic Magazine. Box 5, Folder 2. 
XIII. Photograph Prints 
 a. Streetscapes and Storefronts: Box 5, Folder 3 
 b. The Grocery Store and Dr. Pepper: Box 5, Folder 4 
 c. Automotive Shops: Box 5, Folder 5 
 d. Poultry: Box 5, Folder 6 
 e. Triplett and Vehrencamp Trucks, Box 5, Folder 7 
 f. Police and Fire Stations: Box 5, Folder 8 
 g. Baseball: Box 5, Folder 9 
 h. Broadway Horse Show: Box 5, Folder 10 
 i. John Deere Day: Box 5, Folder 11 
 j. Miscellaneous: Box 5, Folder 12 
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Note: The call number of each photograph is “collection number-box number-photograph 
number.” 
 
Call Number  Size 
(inches) 
Title or Description Date Note 
P0002.01.0001 4x5 Inside of Bushong Garage, New 
Market, Va 
1951 Series 1a, “Buildings and Places: 
Auto Shops/Stores and Service 
Stations,” begins.  
P0002.01.0002 4x5 Inside of Bushong Garage, New 
Market, Va 
1951  





P0002.01.0003a 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0003. c. 1930-
1939 
 
P0002.01.0003b 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0003 c. 1930-
1939 
 
P0002.01.0003c 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0003 c. 1930-
1939 
 











P0002.01.0004b 2.5x3.5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0004 c. 1930-
1939 
 





P0002.01.0005a 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0005 c. 1945-
1955 
 
P0002.01.0005b 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0005 c. 1945-
1955 
 
P0002.01.0005c 2.5x2.5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0005 c. 1945-
1955 
Housed with 0005d. 
P0002.01.0005d 2.5x2.5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0005 c. 1945-
1955 
Housed with 0005c. 
P0002.01.0005e 2.5x2.5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0005 c. 1945-
1955 
Housed with 0005f. 
P0002.01.0005f 2.5x2.5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0005 c. 1945-
1955 
Housed with 0005e. 





P0002.01.0007 4x5 Seller’s Motor Company, car lot c. 1945-
1955 
 





P0002.01.0008a 2.5x2.5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0008 c. 1945-
1955 
Housed with 0009. 
P0002.01.0009 2.5x2.5 Seller’s Motor Company, car lot c. 1945-
1955 
Housed with 0008a. 
P0002.01.0010 2.5x2.5 Seller’s Motor Company, inside 
view 1,  
c. 1945-
1955 
Housed with 0011. 




Housed with 0010. 
P0002.01.0010a 4x5 Larger duplicate of P0002.01.0010 c. 1945-
1955 
 
P0002.01.0010b 4x5 Larger duplicate of P0002.01.0010 c. 1945-
1955 
 
P0002.01.0011a 4x5 Larger duplicate of P0002.01.0011 c. 1945-
1955 
 
















   
P0002.01.0014a 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0014 c. 1940-
1949 
 
P0002.01.0015 4x5 Hoover Motor Company, 




P0002.01.0015a 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0015 c. 1940-
1949 
 
P0002.01.0016 2.5x3.5 William’s Auto Parts and Hotpoint 




P0002.01.0016a 2.5x3.5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0016 c. 1945-
1955 
 
P0002.01.0017 4x5 William’s Auto Parts and Hotpoint 








entrance sign. Broadway, Va.  
P0002.01.0018 4x5 William’s Auto Parts and Hotpoint 
Appliances Store, with an alternate 




P0002.01.0018a 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0018 c. 1945-
1955 
 
P0002.01.0019 4x5 William’s Auto Parts and Hotpoint 
Appliances Store, Broadway, Va. 




P0002.01.0020 4x5 Three men standing in front of 
William’s Store. Presumably 





P0002.01.0021 4x5 Two men at a desk inside 




P0002.01.0022 4x5 Two men standing in front of 




P0002.01.0023 4x5 Man in a suit standing in front of 




P0002.01.0024 2.5x3.5 Woman sitting at a desk inside 




P0002.01.0025 2.5x3.5 Either restroom or showcase of 
Hotpoint Appliances inside of 




P0002.01.0026 2.5x3.5 Woman sitting at a desk inside 




P0002.01.0027 4x5 Man sitting a desk inside 




P0002.01.0028 4x5 Three men standing in front of a 
showcase of Hotpoint Appliances 





P0002.01.0029 4x5 Heishman’s Garage. Banner hangs 
on front of building advertising the 




P0002.01.0029a 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0029. c. 1949-
1950 
 
P0002.01.0029b 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0029. c. 1949-
1950 
 





P0002.01.0030a 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0030. c. 1949-
1950 
 
P0002.01.0030b 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0030. c. 1949-
1950 
 
P0002.01.0031 2.5x3.5 Heishman’s Garage, without the 




P0002.01.0032 2.5x3.5 Heishman’s Garage, without the 
sign at the top of the building, 









P0002.01.0034 4x5 New Market Auto shop and service 










P0002.01.0035a 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0035 c. 1940-
1955 
 
P0002.01.0035b 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0035 c. 1940-
1955 
 





P0002.01.0037 4x5 Gulf Service Station. Location 















P0002.01.0040 2.5x3.5 Gulf Service Station. Possibly a 









P0002.01.0042 4x5 Gulf Service Station, at the 
intersection of Routes 11 and 211.  
1950  
P0002.01.0042a 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0042. 1950  
P0002.01.0043 2.5x3.5 Two men standing outside of the 
ladies’ restroom of a Gulf Service 




P0002.01.0043a 2.5x3.5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0043. c. 1945-
1955 
 
P0002.01.0044 2.5x3.5 Two men inside of a Gulf Service 
Station shop inspecting and 




P0002.01.0045 2.5x3.5 Two men inside of a Gulf Service 
Station shop inspecting and 




P0002.01.0046 2.5x3.5 A man polishing his headlights at a 




P0002.01.0047 2.5x3.5 Two men talking at a Gulf Service 









P0002.01.0049 2.5x3.5 Lee Obenshain Service Station, 





P0002.01.0050 2.5x3.5 Four people filling up their 
automobiles with fuel and possibly 
rotating tires.  
c. 1930-
1950 
Extensive amounts of blue dye 
due to film deterioration.  
P0002.01.0051 1.75x3 Two men working in a field in 










P0002.01.0053 2.5x3.5 Same gas station as in 




P0002.01.0054 2.5x3.5 Same gas station as in 









from across the street. 1950 
P0002.01.0056 4x5 Inside of Everly Drug Store, view 
of bar stools at a soda counter top 
facing a mirror and giant Coca-
Cola ad. Shelfs of magazines can 
be seen to the left and shelves of 




Series 1b, “Buildings and Places: 
Stores and Restaurants,” begins. 
P0002.01.0057 4x5 Inside of Everly Drug Store, view 
of the cash register surrounding by 
shelves of medicine, hygienic 




P0002.01.0058 4x5 Inside of Everly Drug Store, view 
of one end of the soda counter next 





P0002.01.0059 4x5 Inside of Everly Drug Store, view 
of wall shelves containing stuffed 
animals, feminine products, 




P0002.01.0060 4x5 Bayse Community Store. Inside 
view facing counter with bar stools 
and various candy and food 




P0002.01.0061 4x5 Bayse Community Store. Inside 
view facing counter and bar stools 




P0002.01.0062 4x5 Bayse Community Store. Inside 
view facing the counter diagonally 
from the right, with an arcade 





P0002.01.0063 4x5 Bayse Community Store. Inside 
view picturing a card table, 




P0002.01.0063a 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0063. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.01.0064 4x5 Bayse Community Store. Inside 




P0002.01.0065 4x5 Community Store. Front view, 
advertising cold medicine, soda, 




P0002.01.0065a 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0065. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.01.0066 4x5 Community Store, same as in 
P0002.01.0065. Alternate view of 




P0002.01.0067 2.5x3.5 Ikenberry and Garst General Mdse. 




P0002.01.0068 2.5x3.5 Ikenberry and Garst General Mdse, 




P0002.01.0069 2.5x3.5 Ikenberry and Garst General Mdse. 














P0002.01.0069b 2.5x3.5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0069. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.01.0070 2.5x2.5 Jake’s Fountain Service, outside 
view. Small roadside restaurant 




P0002.01.0071 2.5x2.5 Jake’s Fountain Service, outside 
view from the front. Small 
roadside restaurant with a gas 




P0002.01.0072 4x5 Dominion Lunch Restaurant, 
diagonal view from across the 




P0002.01.0073 4x5 Inside of Dominion Lunch 
Restaurant, view of counter and 
bar stools, with various food items 





P0002.01.0074 4x5  Inside of Dominion Lunch 
Restaurant, view of booth tables 
across from the counter, with a 
heating furnace in the middle of 
the room and a jukebox in the 




P0002.01.0075 4x5 Billiard tables inside of Dominion 





P0002.01.0076 2.5x3.5 Quedens Lunch Billiards, New 





P0002.01.0077 2.5x3.5 Quedens Lunch Billiards, New 
Market, Va. Alternate view from 
the street, with two men sitting on 




P0002.01.0078 2.5x3.5 Inside of Quedens Lunch Billiards, 
New Market, Va. View from 
behind the counter in the front of 
the restaurant, with wooden booths 




P0002.01.0079 2.5x3.5 Inside of Quedens Lunch Billiards, 
New Market, Va. View of the back 
of the restaurant, with a pinball 





P0002.01.0080 2.5x3.5 Inside of Quedens Lunch Billiards, 
New Market, Va. Front view of the 
counter, with two men standing 




P0002.01.0081 4x5 Roger’s Restaurant, New Market, 
Va. Storefront view, advertising 




P0002.01.0082 2.5x3.5 Walter’s Restaurant. Diagonal 












Housed with 0083a. 
P0002.01.0083a 2.5x2.5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0083. c. 1940-
1950 
Housed with 0083. 
P0002.01.0084 2.5x2.5 Walter’s Restaurant, outside view, 
with an ABC Dogfood truck 




P0002.01.0084a 2.5x2.5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0084. c. 1940-
1950 
 
P0002.01.0085 4x5 Inside of Walter’s Restaurant. 
View of counter with men on both 
sides looking towards the camera. 
Candy bars, cans of apple sauce, 
and other items can be seen for 




P0002.01.0086 4x5 Inside of Walter’s Restaurant. 
Similar view to that in 





P0002.01.0087 4x5 Inside of Walter’s Restaurant, with 
both the counter and opposite 




P0002.01.0087a 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0087 c. 1940-
1950 
 
P0002.01.0088 4x5 Similar view of P0002.01.0087, 





P0002.01.0088a 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0088. c. 1940-
1950 
 
P0002.01.0089 4x5 Inside of Walter’s Restaurant, with 
an alternate view of a man and 





P0002.01.0090 4x5 Larry’s Grill Rooms. Potentially a 
country roadside restaurant with a 




P0002.01.0090a 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0090. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.01.0091 4x5 Lamma Orkney SPS Restaurant, 





P0002.01.0092 4x5 Lamma Orkney SPS Restaurant, 
inside view. Room of small round 




P0002.01.0093 4x5 Mick or Mack “Cash Talks” 




P0002.01.0093a 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0093. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.01.0094 4x5 Inside of Mick or Mack “Cash 
Talks,” shelves of food pictured 




P0002.01.0095 4x5 Inside of Mick or Mack “Cash 











P0002.01.0095b 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0095. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.01.0095c 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0095. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.01.0095d 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0095. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.01.0095e 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0095. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.01.0096 4x5 Inside of Mick or Mack Cash 




P0002.01.0097 2.5x3.5 The front of a movie theater 
advertising air conditioning and a 
“double show tonite,” diagonal 




P0002.01.0097a 2.5x3.5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0097. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.01.0098 2.5x3.5 Alternate view of the movie 





P0002.01.0099 2.5x3.5 The front window of Hodgin’s 
Store (electronics and sporting 
goods) in Woodstock, Va. Window 





P0002.01.0099a 2.5x3.5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0099. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.01.0099b 2.5x3.5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0099. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.01.0099c 2.5x3.5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0099. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.01.0099d 2.5x3.5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0099. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.01.00100 2.5x3.5 Man sitting at a desk on the phone 
inside of Hodgin’s Store, 
Woodstock, Va. Deer head 
mounted on the wall next to a rack 




P0002.01.0101 2.5x3.5 Inside Hodgin’s Store, a man 





P0002.01.0102 2.5x3.5 Inside Hodgin’s Store, alternate 
view of a man showing a rifle to a 




P0002.01.0103 2.5x3.5 Inside Hodgin’s Store, two men 
examining a piece of merchandise, 





P0002.01.0104 2.5x3.5 Inside Hodgin’s Store, a man 
showing a woman a 3-in-1 stove, 





P0002.01.0105 2.5x3.5 Inside Hodgin’s Store, fishing 
tackle, outdoor clothing, etc. on 









Hodgin’s Store. 1950 
P0002.01.0106a 2.5x3.5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0106. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.01.0107 4x5 Storefront view of Ben Franklin 
Arts and Crafts Store, Woodstock, 
Va. 
1949  
P0002.01.0107a 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0107. 1949  
P0002.01.0107b 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0107. 1949  
P0002.01.0108 4x5 Storefront view of Ben Franklin 
Arts and Crafts Store, from a 
diagonal angle. Woodstock, Va. 
1949  
P0002.01.0108a 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0108. 1949  
P0002.01.0108b 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0108. 1949  
P0002.01.0108c 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0108. 1949  
P0002.01.0109 4x5 Storefront view of Ben Franklin 
Arts and Crafts Store, from an 
alternate diagonal angle. 
Woodstock, Va.  
 1949  
P0002.01.0110 4x5 Storefront view of Timberville 
Department Store, Timberville, Va. 
Window advertises meats, 
groceries, frozen foods, fruits. 
“Season’s Greetings” hand written 




P0002.01.0111 2.5x3.5 Front view of Timberville 
Department Store, under 




P0002.01.0112 2.5x3.5 Front view of Timberville 
Department Store, under 





P0002.01.0112a 2.5x3.5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0112. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.01.0113 2.5x3.5 Front view of Timberville 
Department Store, under 





P0002.01.0113a 2.5x3.5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0113. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.01.0113b 2.5x3.5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0113. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.01.0114 2.5x3.5 A more up-close front view of 
Timberville Department Store, 





P0002.01.0115 2.5x3.5 Front view of Timberville 
Department Store, under 





P0002.01.0115a 2.5x3.5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0115. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.01.0116 2.5x3.5 Front view of Timberville 
Department Store, under 









P0002.01.0117 2.5x3.5 The main exhibit hall of Stroop’s 
Snake Farm, advertising snakes, 
alligators, a Siamese lamb, a 2-
head calf, and a 4-legged chicken. 




P0002.01.0118 2.5x3.5 The main exhibit hall of Stroop’s 
Snake Farm, from an alternative 




P0002.01.0119 4x5 Stroop’s Snake Farm, storefront 
view. Advertising reptiles and 





P0002.01.0120 4x5 Stroop’s Snake Farm, storefront 
view, from a distance across the 




P0002.01.0121 4x5 Stroop’s Snake Farm, storefront 
view, view from the side.  




P0002.01.0122 4x5 Inside of Stroop’s Snake Farm, 
view of cages with birds and other 




P0002.01.0123 4x5 Inside of Stroop’s Snake Farm, 
view of a group of snakes of 





P0002.01.0124 4x5 Snake in a box or cage. Stroop’s 





P0002.01.0124a 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0124. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.01.0125 2.5x3.5 Snake on a blanket outside. 





P0002.01.0125a 2.5x3.5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0125. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.01.0126 2.5x3.5 Snake slithering on a blanket 
outside. Stroop’s Snake Farm.  




P0002.01.0127 2.5x3.5 Snake being handled over a 
blanket outside. Stroop’s Snake 




P0002.01.0128 2.5x3.5 Two men holding a large snake 
outside the front door of Stroop’s 





P0002.01.0129 2.5x3.5 Two men sitting on the front steps 
of Stroop’s Snake Farm holding a 





P0002.01.0130 2.5x3.5 Inside of Stroop’s Snake Farm, a 
man handling a snake on the floor.  




P0002.01.0131 2.5x3.5 Inside of Stroop’s Snake Farm, a 
man handling a snake inside of its 








P0002.01.0132 2.5x3.5 Inside of Stroop’s Snake Farm, a 
man holding a large snake.  




P0002.01.0133 4x5 Large group of small alligators 
inside of Stroop’s Snake Farm.  




P0002.01.0134 4x5 Group of small alligators inside of 





P0002.01.0135 2.5x2.5 Bird perched atop a cage inside of 




Housed with 0136. 
P0002.01.0136 2.5x2.5 Bird inside of its cage in Stroop’s 




Housed with 0135. 
P0002.01.0137 2.5x2.5 Two birds inside of their cage at 




Housed with 0138. 
P0002.01.0138 2.5x2.5 Bird perched atop a cage inside of 




Housed with 0137. 
P0002.01.0139 2.5x2.5 Bird sitting on a swing inside its 
cage at Stroop’s Snake Farm.  




P0002.01.0140 2.5x2.5 Bird sitting atop a cage at Stroop’s 




Housed with 0141. 
P0002.01.0141 2.5x2.5 Man with a bird on his shoulder 
inside of Stroop’s Snake Farm.  
Probably Edinburg, Va. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0140. 
P0002.01.0142 4x5 Inside of New Market Department 





P0002.01.0142a 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0142. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.01.0142b 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0142. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.01.0142c 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0142. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.01.0143 5x7 Inside of a bowling alley. c. 1930-
1950 
See Oversize Negatives in Box 5, 
Folder 1. 
P0002.01.0143a 5x7 Duplicate of P0002.01.0143. c. 1930-
1950 
See Oversize Negatives in Box 5, 
Folder 1. 
P0002.01.0143b 5x7 Duplicate of P0002.01.0143. c. 1930-
1950 
See Oversize Negatives in Box 5, 
Folder 1. 
P0002.01.0144 5x7 Inside of a bowling alley, a view 
from further back. 
c. 1930-
1950 
See Oversize Negatives in Box 5, 
Folder 1. 
P0002.01.0144a 5x7 Duplicate of P0002.01.0144. c. 1930-
1950 
See Oversize Negatives in Box 5, 
Folder 1. 
P0002.01.0145 2.5x2.5 Marston’s Home Appliance Store, 
view of two men pouring drinks in 




P0001.01.0146 2.5x2.5 Marston’s Home Appliance Store, 
view of two men pouring drinks in 
the window display. 
c. 1930-
1950 





P0001.01.0147 2.5x2.5 Marston’s Home Appliance Store, 




Housed with 0146. 
P0002.01.0148 5x7 Orkney Springs Hotel, view from 
the side. Orkney Springs, Va. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Series 1c, “Buildings and Places: 
Hotels and Tourist Attractions” 
begins.  See Oversize Negatives 
in Box 5, Folder 1. 
P0002.01.0149 5x7 Orkney Springs Hotel, view from 




See Oversize Negatives in Box 5, 
Folder 1. 
P0002.01.0150 5x7 On the grounds of Orkney Springs 
Hotel, a place for church services 
or other gatherings. Wooden 
benches lined up facing a stone 




See Oversize Negatives in Box 5, 
Folder 1. 
P0002.01.0151 5x7 On the grounds or drive to Orkney 
Springs Hotel, view of a windy 




See Oversize Negatives in Box 5, 
Folder 1. 
P0002.01.0152 4x5 The Shenvalee Hotel and Golf 





P0002.01.0153 4x5 The Shenvalee Hotel and Golf 
Resort, diagonal view of the front. 




P0002.01.0154 4x5 The Shenvalee Hotel and Golf 
Resort, diagonal view of the front. 




P0002.01.0154a 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0154. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.01.0155 4x5 The Shenvalee Hotel and Golf 





P0002.01.0156 2.5x3.5 Two women playing golf at the 
Shenvalee Hotel and Golf Resort, 




P0002.01.0157 2.5x3.5 Two women playing golf at the 
Shenvalee Hotel and Golf Resort, 




P0002.01.0158 2.5x3.5 Two women playing golf at the 
Shenvalee Hotel and Golf Resort, 




P0002.01.0159 2.5x3.5 Two women playing golf at the 
Shenvalee Hotel and Golf Resort, 




P0002.01.0160 2.5x3.5 A woman swinging a golf club at 
the Shenvalee Hotel and Golf 




P0002.01.0160a 2.5x3.5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0160. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.01.0161 2.5x3.5 Two young boys in uniform, 
possibly boy scouts, at the 
Shenvalee Hotel and Golf Resort, 








P0002.01.0162 4x5 The Lee-Jackson Hotel, front view. 




P0002.01.0163 4x5 Inside the Lee-Jackson Hotel, view 





P0002.01.0164 4x5 Inside the Lee-Jackson Hotel, view 




Film is double exposed. 
P0002.01.0165 4x5 Inside the Lee-Jackson Hotel, 
alternate view of the dining area. 




P0002.01.0166 4x5 Inside the Lee-Jackson Hotel, view 
of the dining area, with a spinning 





P0002.01.0167 2.5x3.5 Shenandoah Alum Springs Hotel, 





P0002.01.0168 2.5x3.5 Shenandoah Alum Springs Hotel, 





P0002.01.0169 2.5x3.5 Shenandoah Alum Springs Hotel, 
view of one of the buildings. 




P0002.01.0170 2.5x3.5 Shenandoah Alum Springs Hotel, 
view of one of the smaller 





P0002.01.0171 2.5x3.5 Shenandoah Alum Springs Hotel, 
view of two of the buildings. 




P0002.01.0172 2.5x3.5 Shenandoah Alum Springs Hotel, 





P0002.01.0173 2.5x3.5 Shenandoah Alum Springs Hotel, 





P0002.01.0174 2.5x3.5 Shenandoah Alum Springs Hotel, 
distant view with two people 





P0002.01.0175 2.5x3.5 A man and a woman shaking hands 
on the steps of the Shenandoah 
Alum Springs Hotel, Orkney 




P0002.01.0176 2.5x3.5 A man and a woman shaking hands 
on the steps of the Shenandoah 
Alum Springs Hotel, alternate 




P0002.01.0177 2.5x3.5 A man and a woman standing next 
to a car at the steps of the 
Shenandoah Alum Springs Hotel. 




P0002.01.0178 2.5x3.5 Inside of the Shenandoah Alum 








sitting and standing, with a man 
playing a Jukebox. Orkney 
Springs, Va. 
P0002.01.0179 2.5x3.5 Inside of the Shenandoah Alum 
Springs Hotel, a group of people 





P0002.01.0180 2.5x3.5 Inside of the Shenandoah Alum 
Springs Hotel, a group of people 





P0002.01.0181 2.5x3.5 Inside of the Shenandoah Alum 
Springs Hotel, a group of people 
reading, socializing, and playing 




P0002.01.0182 2.5x3.5 The swimming pool at the 
Shenandoah Alum Springs Hotel. 




P0002.01.0183 2.5x3.5 An alternate view of the swimming 
pool at the Shenandoah Alum 





P0002.01.0184 2.5x3.5 Four people sitting and standing on 
the edge of the swimming pool at 
the Shenandoah Alum Springs 




P0002.01.0185 2.5x3.5 People sitting on the diving board 
of the swimming pool at the 
Shenandoah Alum Springs Hotel. 




P0002.01.0186 2.5x3.5 Someone diving into the 
swimming pool at the Shenandoah 





P0002.01.0187 2.5x3.5 Man and woman standing on the 
side of the swimming pool at the 
Shenandoah Alum Springs Hotel. 




P0002.01.0188 2.5x3.5 Two people standing on the diving 
board of the swimming pool at the 
Shenandoah Alum Springs Hotel. 




P0002.01.0189 2.5x3.5 Inside the Shenandoah Alum 
Springs Hotel, view of the dining 




P0002.01.0190 2.5x3.5 Inside of the Shenandoah Alum 
Springs Hotel, view of the dining 
area. Orkney Springs, Va. 
Before 
1948. 
Film is very faded. 
 
P0002.01.0191 4x5 Small convenience store of sorts 
on the property of the Shenandoah 





P0002.01.0192 2.5x3.5 Inside of the Shenandoah Alum 
Springs Hotel, possibly the 









P0002.01.0193 2.5x2.5 Bryce’s Mountain Resort, close-up 
side view. Basye, Va. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0194. 
P0002.01.0194 2.5x2.5 Bryce’s Mountain Resort, side 
view. Basye, Va. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0193. 
P0002.01.0195 2.5x2.5 Bryce’s Mountain Resort, close-up 
of two men standing on the water 
wheel. Basye, Va.  
c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0196. 
P0002.01.0196 2.5x2.5 Bryce’s Mountain Resort, side 
view of two men standing on the 
water wheel. Basye, Va. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0195. 
P0002.01.0197 2.5x2.5 Bryce’s Mountain Resort, diagonal 




P0002.01.0198 2.5x2.5 Bryce’s Mountain Resort, side 
view of two men standing on the 
water wheel. Basye, Va. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0199. 
P0002.01.0199 2.5x2.5 Bryce’s Mountain Resort, view 
from the ground of two men 




Housed with 0198.  
P0002.01.0200 4x5 Cottage Court/Will-O-Inn roadside 
cabins and service station, view 




P0002.01.0201 4x5 Outside view of a hotel or resort.  c. 1930-
1950 
 





P0002.01.0202a 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0200. c. 1930-
1950 
 




See Oversize Negatives in Box 5, 
Folder 1. 




See Oversize Negatives in Box 5, 
Folder 1. 





P0002.01.0206 4x5 Melrose Caverns, inside view. 




P0002.01.0207 4x5 Melrose Caverns, inside view. 




P0002.01.0208 4x5 Melrose Caverns, inside view. 




P0002.01.0209 4x5 Melrose Caverns, inside view. 




P0002.01.0210 4x5 Melrose Caverns, inside view. 




P0002.01.0211 4x5 Melrose Caverns, inside view. 




P0002.01.0212 4x5 Melrose Caverns, view of a face in 





P0002.01.0213 4x5 Melrose Caverns, inside view. 




P0002.01.0214 4x5 Melrose Caverns, inside view. 









Rockingham County, Va. 1950 
P0002.01.0216 2.5x3.5 Endless Caverns, diagonal view of 
a building, possibly the welcome 





P0002.01.0217 2.5x3.5 Endless Caverns, outside of the 




P0002.01.0218 2.5x3.5 Endless Caverns, outside of the 
welcome center/gift shop and cave 




P0002.01.0219 2.5x3.5 Endless Caverns, outside of the 




P0002.01.0220 2.5x3.5 Endless Caverns, outside of the 
cave entrance and welcome 




P0002.01.0221 2.5x3.5 Endless Caverns, view of the 




P0002.01.0222 2.5x3.5 Endless Caverns, view of the cave 




P0002.01.0223 2.5x3.5 Endless Caverns, view of the 





P0002.01.0224 2.5x3.5 Man standing behind a car labeled 





P0002.01.0225 2.5x3.5 Endless Caverns, view of a dining 




P0002.01.0226 2.5x3.5 Ike’s Tourist Camp, roadside 
cabins with Texaco service station, 




P0002.01.0226a 2.5x3.5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0226. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.01.0226b 2.5x3.5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0226. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.01.0227 2.5x3.5 Ike’s Tourist Camp, side view of 




P0002.01.0227a 2.5x3.5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0227. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.01.0227b 2.5x3.5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0227. c. 1930-
1950 
Extensive amounts of blue dye 
due to film deterioration. 
P0002.01.0227c 2.5x3.5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0227. c. 1930-
1950 
Extensive amounts of blue dye 
due to film deterioration.  
P0002.01.0228 2.5x3.5 Inside of an automotive shop. c. 1930-
1950 
Series 1d, “Buildings and Places: 
Private Homes and Miscellaneous 
Buildings,” begins. 
P0002.01.0229 2.5x2.5 A donut and sandwich shop. c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0230. 
P0002.01.0230 2.5x2.5 Same donut and sandwich shop as 




Housed with 0229. 





P0002.01.0232 4x5 Empty shelving inside of a store or 









and 0232, but stocked with 
magazines, books, etc. 
1950 




Housed with 0235. 
P0002.01.0235 2.5x2.5 Shelving similar to that in 0233 
and 0234, alternate view. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0234. 




Housed with 0237.  
P0002.01.0237 2.5x2.5 Shelving similar to that in 0235 
and 0236, alternate view. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0236. 




Housed with 0239. 
P0002.01.0239 2.5x2.5 Same store as in 0236, but with a 




Housed with 0238. 
P0002.01.0240 2.5x2.5 Same store as in 0239, with a 
refreshment counter pictured. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0241. 
P0002.01.0241 2.5x2.5 Same store as in 0239, man 
standing behind counter. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0240. 





P0002.01.0243 2.5x2.5 Inside of a diner, view of the 
counter and menu. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0244. 
P0002.01.0244 2.5x2.5 Inside of a diner, view of separate 




Housed with 0243. 
P0002.01.0245 4x5 Inside of a diner or store, view of 
the counter with a door to a kitchen 




P0002.01.0246 4x5 Inside of a store, view of a woman 




P0002.01.0247 2.5x3.5 Inside of a store, view of shelving 
stocked with various food items, 





P0002.01.0248 2.5x3.5 Inside of a store, view of a cash 
register and two women standing 




P0002.01.0249 4x5 Inside of a diner or ice cream shop, 
view of two booths, a cash register, 
and “Coca-Cola Ice Cream” 




P0002.01.0250 4x5 Inside of a diner or restaurant, 




P0002.01.0251 2.5x3.5 Wissler House, diagonal view of 
the private home of Frank Wissler 





P0002.01.0252 2.5x3.5 Wissler House, taken closer-up. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.01.0252a 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0252. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.01.0252b 5x7 Duplicate of P0002.01.0252. c. 1930-
1950 
See Oversize Negatives in Box 5, 
Folder 1. 






P0002.01.0253a 5x7 Duplicate of P0002.01.0253. c. 1930-
1950 
See Oversize Negatives in Box 5, 
Folder 1. 
P0002.01.0254 2.5x3.5 Wissler House, view from the side, 




P0002.01.0255 2.5x3.5 Wissler House, view of front porch 




P0002.01.0256 2.5x3.5 On the property of the Wissler 








Series 2a, “Industry: Mills,” 
begins. 





P0002.01.0259 4x5 Showalter Mill, alternate view with 





P0002.01.0259a 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0259. c. 1940-
1950 
 
P0002.01.0259b 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0259. c. 1940-
1950 
 
P0002.01.0260 4x5 Showalter Mill, alternate view of 




P0002.01.0260a 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0260. c. 1940-
1950 
 
P0002.01.0260b 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0260. c. 1940-
1950 
 
P0002.01.0260c 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0260. c. 1940-
1950 
 
P0002.01.0260d 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0260. c. 1940-
1950 
 
P0002.01.0260e 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0260. c. 1940-
1950 
 
P0002.01.0260f 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0260. c. 1940-
1950 
 
P0002.01.0261 4x5 Group of men posing in front of 




P0002.01.0261a 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0261. c. 1940-
1950 
Extensive film deterioration; 
vinegar smell. 
P0002.01.0262 4x5 Mt. Jackson Mill, view from the 




P0002.01.0263 4x5 Mt. Jackson Mill, view from the 





P0002.01.0264 2.5x2.5 Mt. Jackson Mill, distant view 
from the side. Mt. Jackson, Va. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0264a. 
P0002.01.0264a 2.5x2.5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0264. c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0264. 
P0002.01.0265 4x5 Group of men posing inside of the 
Mt. Jackson Mill, Mt. Jackson, Va. 
c. 1930-
1950 
“Mt. Jack Mill” handwritten in 
black marker on the right side of 
the image. 
P0002.01.0266 4x5 Inside Mt. Jackson Mill, man 





P0002.01.0267 4x5 Group of men working at Mt. 








P0002.01.0268 4x5 Man working inside of Mt. 




P0002.01.0269 4x5 Group of men working at Mt. 




P0002.01.0270 4x5 Three men working inside of Mt. 




P0002.01.0271 2.5x2.5 Man holding a chicken at the Mt. 




P0002.01.0272 2.5x2.5 Small boy sitting on a tall bag of 
Purina mixture at the Mt. Jackson 




P0002.01.0272a 2.5x2.5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0272. c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0272b. 
P0002.01.0272b 2.5x2.5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0272. c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0272a. 
P0002.01.0273 2.5x2.5 Man holding a chicken at the Mt. 
Jackson Mill. Mt. Jackson, Va. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0274. 
P0002.01.0274 2.5x2.5 Two small boys holding a chicken 




Housed with 0273. 
P0002.01.0275 4x5 Two men working inside the Mt. 




P0002.01.0276 4x5 Three men standing inside a 
storage room of sorts at the Mt. 




P0002.01.0277 4x5 A man standing in a room full of 
chickens, and holding a chicken, at 





P0002.01.0278 4x5 A man doing office work at a desk 





P0002.01.0279 4x5 Three women working inside of 





P0002.01.0280 4x5 Three women working inside of 





P0002.01.0281 2.5x2.5 Elderly woman sitting inside of 
Mt. Jackson Mill. Mt. Jackson, Va. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0282. 
P0002.01.0282 2.5x2.5 Elderly woman sitting inside of 
Mt. Jackson Mill, alternate view. 
Mt. Jackson, Va. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0281. 
P0002.01.0283 4x5 Group of women posing inside of 
New Market Manufacturing 
(possibly a sewing/clothing 




P0002.01.0284 4x5 New Market Manufacturing, a man 
posing with seven women in front 
of a display of articles of clothing. 




P0002.01.0285 4x5 New Market Manufacturing, a man 
posing with seven women in front 
of a display of articles of clothing. 








P0002.01.0286 4x5 New Market Manufacturing, six 
men in suits posing in a bare room. 




P0002.01.0287 4x5 New Market Manufacturing, six 
men in suits posing in a bare room. 




P0002.01.0288 4x5 New Market Manufacturing, large 
group of men and women posing 
in a room full of sewing machines 





P0002.01.0289 4x5 New Market Manufacturing, a 
group of people inspecting an 
article of clothing in front of 
numerous women working at 





P0002.01.0290 4x5 New Market Manufacturing, a man 
working at a sewing machine, with 
a woman watching over his 




P0002.01.0291 4x5 New Market Manufacturing, two 
women working at a sewing 




P0002.01.0292 4x5 New Market Manufacturing, six 
men in suits examining an article 




P0002.01.0293 2.5x3.5 Group of farm or industrial 





P0002.01.0293a 2.5x3.5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0293. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.01.0293b 2.5x3.5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0293. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.01.0294 4x5 Group of farm or industrial 





P0002.01.0294a 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0294. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.01.0294b 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0294. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.01.0294c 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0294. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.01.0295 2.5x3.5 Group of farm or industrial 
buildings, same as in 0293 and 




P0002.01.0296 2.5x3.5 Group of farm or industrial 
buildings, same as in 0295, view 




P0002.01.0297 2.5x2.5 Distant view of a poultry farm. c. 1930-
1950 
Series 2b, “Industry: Poultry,” 
begins. Housed with 0297a. Also 
see Series 11c. 
P0002.01.0297a 2.5x2.5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0297. c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0297. 






P0002.01.0298a 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0298. c. 1930-
1950 
 





P0002.01.0299a 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0299. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.01.0299b 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0299. c. 1930-
1950 
 





P0002.01.0301 2.5x2.5 A large group of turkeys. c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0302. 
P0002.01.0302 2.5x2.5 A large group of turkeys. c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0301. 
P0002.01.0303 2.5x2.5 Two women standing among a 
large group of turkeys, with a field 
and farmhouses in the background. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0304. 
P0002.01.0304 2.5x2.5 Two women standing among a 
large group of turkeys, with a field 
and farmhouse in the background. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0303. 
P0002.01.0305 2.5x2.5 A man and  two women examining 
a turkey.  
c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0305a. 
P0002.01.0305a 2.5x2.5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0305. c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0305. 
P0002.01.0306 2.5x2.5 A large group of turkeys. c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0307. 
P0002.01.0307 2.5x2.5 A large group of turkeys. c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0306. 
P0002.01.0308 2.5x2.5 A woman holding a turkey as she 
stands in a large group of turkeys. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0309. 
P0002.01.0309 2.5x2.5 A woman holding a turkey as she 
stands in a large group of turkeys. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0308. 
P0002.01.0310 2.5x2.5 Two women crouching among a 
large group of turkeys. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0311. 
P0002.01.0311 2.5x2.5 Two women crouching among a 
large group of turkeys. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0310. 
P0002.01.0312 2.5x2.5 Two women standing among a 




Housed with 0313. 
P0002.01.0313 2.5x2.5 Two women standing among a 




Housed with 0312. 
P0002.01.0314 2.5x2.5 A large group of turkeys, with a 




Housed with 0315. 
P0002.01.0315 2.5x2.5 A large group of turkeys, with a 




Housed with 0314. 
P0002.01.0316 2.5x2.5 A chicken perched on top of a 




Housed with 0317. 
P0002.01.0317 2.5x2.5 A chicken, perched on top of a 
large sack, the image cutting off 
just below its head. 
c. 1930-
1950 





P0002.01.0318 2.5x2.5 Two women, one man, and a large 




Housed with 0319. 
P0002.01.0319 2.5x2.5 One man and a large group of 
turkeys next to feeding troughs. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0318. 




Housed with 0321. 




Housed with 0320. 
P0002.01.0322 2.5x2.5 A close up of a group of turkeys. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.01.0323 4x5 A very large group of turkeys 




P0002.01.0323a 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0323. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.01.0324 4x5 A large group of turkeys inside of 




P0002.01.0325 2.5x2.5 A large group of turkeys crowding 
the inside of an outdoor fence.  
c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0326. 




Housed with 0325. 




Housed with 0328. 




Housed with 0327. 
P0002.01.0329 4x5 Two men standing inside of a 





P0002.01.0330 4x5 A large group of turkeys crowding 





P0002.01.0330a 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.01.0330. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.01.0331 2.5x2.5 Group of turkeys standing on and 
around a feeding trough, with two 




Housed with 0332. 
P0002.01.0332 2.5x2.5 Group of turkeys standing on and 
around a feeding trough, with two 




Housed with 0331. 
P0002.02.0001 2.5x2.5 Group of turkeys standing on and 
around a feeding trough, with two 




Housed with 0002. 
P0002.02.0002 2.5x2.5 A dog, possibly a cocker spaniel, 
with his front paws on a wooden 
bench at a farm. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0001. 
P0002.02.0003 2.5x2.5 Group of turkeys standing on and 
around a feeding trough, with a 




Housed with 0004. 
P0002.02.0004 2.5x2.5 Group of turkeys standing on and 
around a feeding trough, with a 
man and a large tractor on the 
c. 1930-
1950 






P0002.02.0005 2.5x2.5 A man standing in front of crates 




P0002.02.0006 2.5x2.5 A man handling a baby chick over 
a crate or box. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0007. 
P0002.02.0007 2.5x2.5 Same man as in 0004 handling a 
baby chick, but with a view of the 




Housed with 0006. 
P0002.02.0008 2.5x2.5 Man handling a baby chick over a 
crate of other baby chicks. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0009. 
P0002.02.0009 2.5x2.5 Man handling a baby chick over 
multiple crates of baby chicks. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0008. 
P0002.02.0009a 2.5x2.5 Duplicate of P0002.02.0009. c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0010. 
P0002.02.0010 2.5x2.5 Two women handling baby chicks 
next to a crate of baby chicks that 




Housed with 0009a. 
P0002.02.0011 2.5x2.5 A young boy sitting on the edge of 
a wooden crate, with baby chicks 
in his lap. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0012. 
P0002.02.0012 2.5x2.5 Same young boy as in 0010, taken 
from across the room with view of 
baby chicks on the floor. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0011. 





P0002.02.0014 4x5 A man in a suit handling baby 




P0002.02.0015 4x5 A man in a suit holding two baby 
chicks behind a long table that 




P0002.02.0016 4x5 A man in a suit holding two baby 
chicks behind a long table that 




P0002.02.0017 4x5 A man in a suit putting baby chicks 




P0002.02.0018 4x5 A man in a suit holding two baby 
chicks behind a long table that 




P0002.02.0019 4x5 A man in a suit holding a baby 
chick behind a long table that holds 




P0002.02.0020 4x5 A man putting baby chicks into a 




P0002.02.0021 4x5 Two men in suits standing on 
either side of a crate holding a 




P0002.02.0022 2.5x2.5 A large group of baby chicks 
within a contained area. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0023. 
P0002.02.0023 2.5x2.5 Two young boys and one young 
girl looking at a large group of 
baby chicks that are being confined 
to one area. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0022. 





next to a large group of baby 
chicks. 
1950 
P0002.02.0025 4x5 A large room in which the walls 





P0002.02.0025a 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.02.0025. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.02.0025b 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.02.0025. c. 1930-
1950 
 




Housed with 0027. 




Housed with 0026. 
P0002.02.0028 2.5x2.5 A group of young men looking a 
number of baby chicks. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0029. 




Housed with 0028. 
P0002.02.0030 2.5x2.5 A group of young men examining 
a large piece of machinery at a 
poultry farm.  
c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0031. 
P0002.02.0031 2.5x2.5 A group of young men standing 




Housed with 0030. 
P0002.02.0032 2.5x3.5 A “Genuine Rockingham Virginia 
Poultry” display, set up for a fair or 
other kind of show/presentation. 
Sponsored by the Rockingham 
Plant in Broadway, Va, and 





P0002.02.0032a 2.5x3.5 Duplicate of P0002.02.0032. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.02.0033 2.5x3.5 A “Genuine Rockingham Virginia 
Poultry” display, set up for a fair or 
other kind of show/presentation. 
Sponsored by the Rockingham 
Plant in Broadway, Va, and 
advertising “ready to cook 




P0002.02.0034 2.5x3.5 A “Genuine Rockingham Virginia 
Poultry” display, set up for a fair or 
other kind of show/presentation. 
Sponsored by the Rockingham 
Plant in Broadway, Va, and 
advertising “ready to cook 




P0002.02.0035 2.5x3.5 A “Genuine Rockingham Virginia 
Poultry” display, set up for a fair or 
other kind of show/presentation. 
Sponsored by the Rockingham 
Plant in Broadway, Va, and 
advertising “ready to cook 
poultry,” close-up of the different 









P0002.02.0036 2.5x3.5 A group of nine women posing in 
front of the Rockingham poultry 




P0002.02.0037 2.5x3.5  A group of nine women posing in 
front of the Rockingham poultry 




P0002.02.0038 2.5x3.5 A large group of men and women 
posing in front of and around the 
Rockingham poultry display, as 




P0002.02.0039 2.5x3.5 View from behind the Rockingham 
poultry display, as seen in 0032-5, 





P0002.02.0040 2.5x3.5 A Rockingham  poultry display, as 
seen in 0032-5, with two men 




P0002.02.0041 2.5x3.5 A row of school buses in the street, 
with their (presumably) respective 
drivers standing to the side. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Series 3a, “Motor Vehicles: 
Commercial,” begins. 
P0002.02.0042 2.5x3.5 A row of school buses parked on 




P0002.02.0043 2.5x2.5 Distant view of a line of school 






A group of people standing near 
two school buses stationed on a 




P0002.02.0045 2.5x2.5 A line of school buses parked on 
the side of a street, with various 
young men and women boarding 




P0002.02.0046 2.5x3.5 Group of six men standing in front 
of a line of school buses parked on 




P0002.02.0047 4x5 Four Robinson Produce Trucks, 
each of a different size and with 
their respective drivers standing to 









P0002.02.0048 4x5 Four Robinson Produce Trucks, 






P0002.02.0049 4x5 Four Robinson Produce Trucks, 
each of a different size and with 
their respective drivers standing to 
the side; photo taken from a 









P0002.02.0050 4x5 Four Robinson Produce Trucks, 










P0002.02.0051 4x5 Company truck for the Grabole 
Company: Roofing and Spray 
Painting Contractors, New Market, 





P0002.02.0052 4x5 Four men posing in front a 
company truck for the Grabole 
Company: Roofing and Spray 










P0002.02.0053 4x5 Grabole Company truck, as seen in 





P0002.02.0054 4x5 Company truck for the Grabole 
Company: Roofing and Spray 
Painting Contractors, New Market, 





P0002.02.0055 4x5 Grabole Company truck, parked at 





P0002.02.0056 4x5 Same job site for the Grabole 





P0002.02.0057 4x5 Same job site for the Grabole 





P0002.02.0058 4x5  Closer-up view of the tower at the 
job site for the Grabole Company, 





P0002.02.0059 4x5 Same job site for the Grabole 





P0002.02.0060 4x5 Company truck for Feeder’s Feed, 




P0002.02.0061 4x5 Company truck for Feeder’s Feed, 




P0002.02.0062 4x5 Inside of the company truck for 
Feeder’s Feed, Inc., Timberville, 




P0002.02.0063 4x5 A row of company trucks for 
Triplett and Vehrencamp, a 
farming and hardware store, Mt. 
Jackson, Va. The drivers are 
standing next to their trucks. 
1950  
P0002.02.0063a 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.02.0063. 1950  
P0002.02.0064 4x5 A row of company trucks for 
Triplett and Vehrencamp, a 
farming and hardware store, Mt. 
Jackson, Va. View without the 
drivers. 
1950  
P0002.02.0064a 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.02.0064. 1950  
P0002.02.0064b 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.02.0064. 1950  










P0002.02.0066 2.5x2.5 Company truck for Smith’s 
Transfer Corporation, Staunton, 




Housed with 0067. 
P0002.02.0067 2.5x2.5 View of a roadway with two cars. c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0066. 
P0002.02.0068 2.5x2.5 Back view of a company truck for 
“Smith’s,” Staunton, Va. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0069. 
P0002.02.0069 2.5x2.5 Side view of a company truck for 
“Smith’s,” Staunton, Va. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0068. 
P0002.02.0070 2.5x2.5 Back view of a company truck for 
“Smith’s,” Staunton, Va. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0071. 
P0002.02.0071 2.5x2.5 Back view of a company truck for 
“Smith’s,” Staunton, Va. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0070. 
P0002.02.0072 2.5x2.5 Back view of a company truck for 
“Smith’s,” Staunton, Va. View of 




Housed with 0073. 
P0002.02.0073 2.5x2.5 Side view of a company truck for 
“Smith’s,” Staunton, Va. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0072. 
P0002.02.0074 2.5x3.5 Long line of some sort of company 
or industry trucks parked on the 
side of a street. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Heavy amounts of blue dye due 
to film deterioration. 
P0002.02.0075 2.5x3.5 A company truck for Seller’s 
Motor Company, parked next to 





P0002.02.0076 2.5x2.5 A number of private automobiles 
parked in a field. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Series 3b, Motor Vehicles: 
Private,” begins. Housed with 
0077. 
P0002.02.0077 2.5x2.5 A number of private automobiles 
parked in a field.  
c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0076. 
P0002.02.0078 2.5x3.5 Two private vehicles parked inside 




P0002.02.0079 1.5x2 A private automobile parked next 
to a Coca-Cola advertisement and 
sign that says “Happy Motoring.” 
c. 1935-
1945 
Housed with 0080. 
P0002.02.0080 1.5x2 Same private automobile as in 
0075, view from the front. 
c. 1935-
19456 
Housed with 0079. 
P0002.02.0081 4x5 A private automobile parked alone 
in a field with a road/power lines 
in the background. View from the 
front of the vehicle; Virginia 




P0002.02.0082 4x5 Side view of a private automobile, 




P0002.02.0083 4x5 Side view of a private automobile, 





P0002.02.0083a 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.02.0083. c. 1950-
1955 
 
P0002.02.0084 4x5 Diagonal view of a private 









P0002.02.0085 4x5 Alternate diagonal view of a 
private automobile, Virginia 




P0002.02.0086 2.5x3.5 Private automobile, parked on a 




P0002.02.0087 2.5x3.5 Private automobile, parked in front 





P0002.02.0088 2.5x3.5 Private automobile, parked in a 









P0002.02.0090 4x5 View of the engine underneath a 








Series 4a, “Civil and Armed 
Services: Police,” begins. 
P0002.02.0092 4x5 Portrait of police officer Charley 




P0002.02.0093 4x5 Portrait of police officer Charley 
























P0002.02.0097a 2.5x3.5 Duplicate of P0002.02.0097. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.02.0097b 2.5x3.5 Duplicate of P0002.02.0097. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.02.0097c 2.5x3.5 Duplicate of P0002.02.0097. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.02.0097d 2.5x3.5 Duplicate of P0002.02.0097. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.02.0097e 2.5x3.5 Duplicate of P0002.02.0097. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.02.0097f 2.5x3.5 Duplicate of P0002.02.0097. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.02.0097g 2.5x3.5 Duplicate of P0002.02.0097. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.02.0097h 2.5x3.5 Duplicate of P0002.02.0097. c. 1930-
1950 
 





P0002.02.0099 2.5x3.5 A number of Mount Jackson police 
officers and other men standing 
outside and looking at something 














A small white house; possibly 
taken to test the film or camera. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0100, 0102, and 
0103. 





75 few other items: possibly taken to 




View of a large building in an 
urban area; function unknown. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0100, 0101, and 
0102. 
P0002.02.0104 4x5 Front view of the Mount Jackson 
Fire Department, with three trucks 
pictured. 
1949 Series 4b, “Civil and Armed 
Services: Fire,” begins. 
P0002.02.0105 4x5 Front view of the Mount Jackson 
Fire Department, with three trucks 
pictured. 
1949  
P0002.02.0106 4x5 Diagonal view of the Mount 
Jackson Fire Department. 
1949  
P0002.02.0107 4x5 Diagonal view of the Mount 
Jackson Fire Department. 
1949  
P0002.02.0108 4x5 New Market Fire Department 
Open House; view of four men 





P0002.02.0109 4x5 A group of firemen/officers posing 





P0002.02.0110 4x5 A group of firemen/officers posing 
in front of a fire truck with flower 
bouquets on either side and a large 
sign that says “New Market Fire 




P0002.02.0110a 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.02.0110. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.02.0111 4x5 New Market Fire Department 
Open House; a group of women 





P0002.02.0111a 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.02.0111. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.02.0111b 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.02.0111. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.02.0112 4x5 New Market Fire Department 





P0002.02.0113 4x5 New Market Fire Department 
Open House: view of group of 
women leaning against the counter 




P0002.02.0114 4x5 New Market Fire Department 
Open House: large group of men, 
women, and children dining 
together in a large room with a 




P0002.02.0115 2.5x3.5 Front view of the Broadway 




P0002.02.0115a 2.5x3.5 Duplicate of P0002.02.0115. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.02.0116 2.5x3.5 Broadway Volunteer Fire 
Department, possibly an open 








behind a podium. 
P0002.02.0116a 2.5x3.5 Duplicate of P0002.02.0446. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.02.0117 2.5x3.5 Broadway Volunteer Fire 
Department, possibly an open 
house; a man in a suit standing at a 





P0002.02.0118 2.5x3.5 Broadway Volunteer Fire 
Department, possibly an open 
house; a man in a suit standing at a 





P0002.02.0119 2.5x3.5 Broadway Volunteer Fire 
Department, possibly an open 
house; a man in a suit on a 
platform, extending a helping hand 
or passing an object to a woman 




P0002.02.0120 2.5x3.5 Broadway Volunteer Fire 
Department, possibly an open 
house; two men in suits shaking 




P0002.02.0121 2.5x3.5 Broadway Volunteer Fire 
Department, possibly an open 
house; two men in suits about to 




P0002.02.0122 2.5x3.5 Broadway Volunteer Fire 
Department, possibly an open 
house; five men and one woman 




P0002.02.0123 2.5x3.5 Broadway Volunteer Fire 
Department, possibly an open 
house; group of nine women in the 




P0002.02.0124 2.5x3.5 Broadway Volunteer Fire 
Department, possibly an open 
house; group of four men in suits 




P0002.02.0125 2.5x3.5 Broadway Volunteer Fire 
Department, possibly an open 
house; view of a man playing a 
piano with a woman and four other 




P0002.02.0126 4x5 Timberville Volunteer Fire 
Department, front view with two 




P0002.02.0126a 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.02.0126. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.02.0127 4x5 Timberville Volunteer Fire 
Department, diagonal view with 




P0002.02.0128 4x5 Timberville Volunteer Fire 
Department, diagonal view with 








P0002.02.0129 4x5 Vehicle belonging to the 




Series 4c, “Civil and Armed 
Services: Government and 
Military,” begins. 
P0002.02.0130 4x5 Vehicle belonging to the 
Department of Interior, Bureau of 





P0002.02.0131 4x5 Vehicle belonging to the 
Department of Interior, Bureau of 





P0002.02.0132 2.5x3.5 A group of armed men holding a 
meeting or rally, presumably a 





P0002.02.0133 2.5x3.5 A group of armed men holding a 
meeting or rally, presumably a 





P0002.02.0134 2.5x3.5 An assembly of armed men, 
presumably a local militia or other 






A man in a soldier uniform 







Two men in military uniforms 







Three men in military uniform 
standing/sitting on the side of the 
road near a stop sign; they appear 






Two men in military uniform 
posing on the side of the road with 






Three men in military uniform 
posing against the outer wall of a 
building; one is making an obscene 




P0002.02.0140 2.5x3.5 Two men in military uniform, one 
sitting at a desk and the other 




P0002.02.0141 2.5x3.5 Two men in military uniform, 
sitting inside the barracks, one 
administering some sort of driving 




P0002.02.0142 2.5x3.5 An assembly of soldiers in a space 
that seems to double as sleeping 




P0002.02.0143 2.5x3.5 Two soldiers painting or finishing 




P0002.02.0144 2.5x3.5 A man in a military uniform sitting 




P0002.02.0145 2.5x3.5 Three men in military uniform 








P0002.02.0146 2.5x3.5 A group of members of the CCC 






P0002.02.0147 2.5x3.5 A large group of CCC workers 
piled onto a number of vehicles in 





P0002.02.0148 2.5x3.5 A large group of CCC workers and 





P0002.02.0149 2.5x3.5 A group of CCC workers sitting in 





P0002.02.0150 2.5x3.5 A group of CCC workers sitting in 
an overgrown field facing a dirt 






P0002.02.0151 2.5x3.5 A group of CCC workers gathered 





P0002.02.0152 2.5x3.5 A larger group of CCC workers 





P0002.02.0153 2.5x3.5 Various CCC workers gathered 
together, sitting on the ground, and 





P0002.02.0154 2.5x3.5 A group of CCC workers posing 





P0002.02.0155 4x5 A large group of Spanish War 
Veterans and their wives posing 
with a sign welcoming them to the 





P0002.02.0155a 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.02.0155. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.02.0155b 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.02.0155. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.02.0156 2.5x2.5 Spanish War Veterans Reunion at 
the Orkney Springs Hotel, view of 
a veteran in uniform. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0157. 
P0002.02.0157 2.5x2.5 Spanish War Veterans Reunion at 




Housed with 0156. 
P0002.02.0158 2.5x2.5 Spanish War Veterans Reunion at 
the Orkney Springs Hotel, view of 
two veterans in uniform. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0159. 
P0002.02.0159 2.5x2.5 Spanish War Veterans Reunion at 
the Orkney Springs Hotel, view of 
two veterans in uniform. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0158. 
P0002.02.0160 2.5x2.5 Spanish War Veterans Reunion at 
the Orkney Springs Hotel, view of 




Housed with 0161. 
P0002.02.0161 2.5x2.5 Spanish War Veterans Reunion at 
the Orkney Springs Hotel, view of 
c. 1930-
1950 





two veterans in uniform. 
P0002.02.0162 2.5x3.5 Spanish War Veterans Reunion at 
the Orkney Springs Hotel, a 
number of people seated 




P0002.02.0163 2.5x3.5 Spanish War Veterans Reunion at 
the Orkney Springs Hotel, a man 




P0002.02.0164 4x5 Spanish War Veterans Reunion at 
the Orkney Springs Hotel, a large 
group of people gathered in a 
reception hall of sorts, with two 
very well dressed women 





P0002.02.0165 4x5 Spanish War Veterans Reunion at 
the Orkney Springs Hotel, a large 
gathering of men and women in 




P0002.02.0166 4x5 A number of wives or other female 
family members of Spanish War 
Veterans gathered in a parlor of the 





P0002.02.0167 4x5 Spanish War Veterans Reunion, 
Orkney Springs Hotel; a large 
group of finely dressed men and 




P0002.02.0168 4x5 Spanish War Veterans Reunion, 
Orkney Springs Hotel; two 




P0002.02.0169 4x5 Spanish War Veterans Reunion, 
Orkney Springs Hotel; group of 




P0002.02.0170 4x5 Spanish War Veterans Reunion, 
Orkney Springs Hotel; elderly 
woman posing with numerous 





P0002.02.0171 4x5 Spanish War Veterans Reunion, 
Orkney Springs Hotel; an elderly 
man and two women socializing in 
a large room, with numerous other 





P0002.02.0172 4x5 Spanish War Veterans Reunion, 
Orkney Springs Hotel; an elderly 





P0002.02.0173 4x5 Spanish War Veterans Reunion, 
Orkney Springs Hotel; a large 
procession of elaborately dressed 
men and women into a very large 









Orkney Springs Hotel; a number of 
elderly men socializing. 
1950 
P0002.02.0175 4x5 Spanish War Veterans Reunion, 
Orkney Springs Hotel; view of an 
elaborately dressed couple with 





P0002.02.0176 4x5 Spanish War Veterans Reunion, 
Orkney Springs Hotel; view of an 
elaborately dressed couple with 





P0002.02.0177 4x5 Spanish War Veterans Reunion, 
Orkney Springs Hotel; group of 




P0002.02.0178 4x5 Spanish War Veterans Reunion, 
Orkney Springs Hotel; group of 
elderly men and women socializing 




P0002.02.0179 4x5 Spanish War Veterans Reunion, 
Orkney Springs Hotel; man in a 
suit posing with a large group of 





P0002.02.0180 4x5 Spanish War Veterans Reunion, 
Orkney Springs Hotel; a large 
group of men and women in a 




P0002.02.0181 4x5 Spanish War Veterans Reunion, 
Orkney Springs Hotel; four finely 
dressed women posed in front of a 
background of numerous 




P0002.02.0182 4x5 Spanish War Veterans Reunion, 
Orkney Springs Hotel; five men in 




P0002.02.0183 4x5 Spanish War Veterans Reunion, 
Orkney Springs Hotel; a large 
group of finely dressed men and 




P0002.02.0184 4x5 Spanish War Veterans Reunion, 
Orkney Springs Hotel; a group of 




P0002.02.0185 4x5 Spanish War Veterans Reunion, 
Orkney Springs Hotel; a large 





P0002.02.0186 4x5 Spanish War Veterans Reunion, 
Orkney Springs Hotel; a large 
group of men and women posing 
outside with the United States flag 












P0002.02.0187 4x5 A group of young men and women 
standing in front of Timberville 
(High) School. 
1949 Series 5a, “School Photos: 
Timberville High School,” 
begins. 
Note: Until 1952, this school 
served as a combination grade 
and high school. 
P0002.02.0187a 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.02.0187. 1949  
P0002.02.0188 4x5 A group of young men and women 
standing in front of Timberville 
(High) School.  
1949  
P0002.02.0188a 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.02.0188. 1949  
P0002.02.0189 4x5 Group photo of the members of the 
Timberville (High) School band. 
1949  
P0002.02.0190 4x5 Group photo of the members of the 
Timberville (High) School band 
with their instruments held up. 
1949  
P0002.02.0191 4x5 Three young men in the wood shop 
class at Timberville (High) School. 
1949  
P0002.02.0192 4x5 Timberville (High) School, 
women’s basketball team, posing 
with their coach. 
1949  
P0002.02.0193 4x5 Timberville (High) School, 
women’s basketball team, lined up 
in front of the school with their 
coach. 
1949  
P0002.02.0193a 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.02.0193. 1949  
P0002.02.0194 4x5 Timberville (High) School, 
women’s basketball team, view 
from the air of them lined up on 
the basketball court. 
1949  
P0002.02.0195 4x5 Timberville (High) School, a 
women’s sports team in uniform 
posing with their coach in front of 
the school; possibly tennis. 
1949  
P0002.02.0195a 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.02.0525. 1949  
P0002.02.0196 4x5 Timberville (High) School, 
women’s softball team posing with 
their coach in front of the school. 
1949  
P0002.02.0196a 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.02.0196. 1949  
P0002.02.0197 4x5 Timberville (High) School, men’s 
baseball team posing in front of the 
school. 
1949  
P0002.02.0197a 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.02.0197. 1949  
P0002.02.0197b 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.02.0197. 1949  
P0002.02.0198 4x5 Timberville (High) School, a 
men’s sports team, possibly track 
and field. 
1949  
P0002.02.0198a 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.02.0198. 1949  
P0002.02.0199 4x5 Timberville (High) School, men’s 
baseball team posing with their 
coach in the basketball gym. 
1949  
P0002.02.0199a 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.02.0199. 1949  
P0002.02.0200 4x5 Timberville School, a group of 







P0002.02.0201 4x5 Timberville School, a group of 
very young boys and girls with 
their teacher. 
1949  
P0002.02.0202 2.5x3.5 Broadway (High) School, young 
men and women in a classroom 
working as the teacher walks up 
one of the aisles. 
Before 
1952 
Series 5b, “School Photos: 
Broadway High School,” begins. 
Note: Until 1952, this school 
served as a combination grade 
and high school. 
P0002.02.0203 2.5x3.5 Broadway (High) School, young 





P0002.02.0204 2.5x3.5 Broadway School, young boys and 
girls in a classroom facing the 
blackboard, where the teacher is 




P0002.02.0205 2.5x3.5 Broadway School, a group of 
young girls and boys sitting in a 
semi-circle in a classroom 
watching another young girl give a 




P0002.02.0206 2.5x3.5 Broadway School, a group of 
young boys and girls sitting at a 




P0002.02.0207 2.5x3.5 Broadway School, four young boys 
and girls giving a presentation to a 




P0002.02.0208 2.5x3.5 Broadway School, a group of 
young boys and girls looking at 




P0002.02.0209 2.5x3.5 Broadway (High) School, large 
group of young men and women 




P0002.02.0210 2.5x3.5 Broadway (High) School, group of 





P0002.02.0211 2.5x3.5 Broadway (High) School, group of 





P0002.02.0212 2.5x3.5 Broadway School, large group of 





P0002.02.0213 2.5x3.5 Broadway School, group of young 





P0002.02.0214 2.5x3.5 Broadway High School, the 




P0002.02.0215 2.5x3.5 Broadway School, three cafeteria 





P0002.02.0216 2.5x3.5 Broadway (High) School, the band 




P0002.02.0216a 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.02.0216. Before 
1952 
 






P0002.02.0216c 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.02.0216. Before 
1952 
 
P0002.02.0217 4x5 Broadway (High) School, women’s 





P0002.02.0217a 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.02.0217. Before 
1952 
 
P0002.02.0218 2.5x3.5 Broadway (High) School, women’s 




P0002.02.0219 2.5x3.5 Broadway (High) School, women’s 




P0002.02.0220 4x5 Broadway (High) School, three 
cheerleaders practicing a routine in 




P0002.02.0221 4x5 Broadway (High) School, three 
cheerleaders mid-jump as they 




P0002.02.0222 4x5 Broadway (High) School, men’s 
basketball team posing in front of 




P0002.02.0223 2.5x3.5 Broadway School, a large group of 
boys and girls in a circular 





P0002.02.0224 2.5x3.5 Broadway School, three women 
and a young girl conversing in 





P0002.02.0225 2.5x3.5 Broadway School, three young 




P0002.02.0226 4x5 Broadway (High) School, four 
young men and women posing 




P0002.02.0227 2.5x3.5 Broadway (High) School, a young 




P0002.02.0227a 2.5x3.5 Duplicate of P0002.02.0227. Before 
1952 
 
P0002.02.0228 2.5x3.5 Broadway (High) School, four 





P0002.02.0228a 2.5x3.5 Duplicate of P0002.02.0228. Before 
1952 
 
P0002.02.0229 2.5x3.5 Broadway (High) School, four 





P0002.02.0230 2.5x3.5 Broadway (High) School, three 





P0002.02.0231 4x5 Broadway (High) School, four 





P0002.02.0232 2.5x3.5 Broadway (High) School, group of 
young men and boys wearing 








bus in the background. 
P0002.02.0233 4x5 Broadway (High) School, a large 
group of young men/boys outside 




P0002.02.0233a 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.02.0233. Before 
1952 
 
P0002.02.0234 4x5 Broadway (High) School, a large 
group of young men and women 




P0002.02.0234a 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.02.0234. Before 
1952 
 
P0002.02.0235 4x5 Broadway (High) School, a large 
group of young men and women 




P0002.02.0236 4x5 Broadway (High) School, a large 
group of young men and women 




P0002.02.0237 4x5 Broadway (High) School, a large 
group of young men and women 




P0002.02.0238 2.5x3.5 Broadway (High) School, a group 
of young men and women standing 




P0002.02.0238a 2.5x3.5 Duplicate of P0002.02.0238. Before 
1952 
 
P0002.02.0239 2.5x3.5 Broadway School, a group of boys 





P0002.02.0240  New Market High School, view 
from the back of the auditorium, 
where a woman and a man are 





Series 5c, “School Photos: New 
Market High School,” begins. 












P0002.02.0241 4x5 Massanutten Military Academy, 
Woodstock, Va. Men’s basketball 
team photo, taken in the gym. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Series 5d, “School Photos: 
Massanutten Military Academy,” 
begins. 
P0002.02.0242 4x5 Massanutten Military Academy, 
Woodstock, Va. Football team 
seated outdoors, with three young 





P0002.02.0242a 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.02.0242. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.02.0242b 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.02.0242. c. 1930-
1950 
 





Woodstock, Va. Football team 
seated outdoors. 
1950 
P0002.02.0243a 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.02.0243. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.02.0244 4x5 Massanutten Military Academy, 
Woodstock, Va. Members of the 





P0002.02.0244a 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.02.0244. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.02.0244b 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.02.0244. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.02.0245 4x5 Massanutten Military Academy, 
Woodstock, Va. Five football 
players posing with three men in 




P0002.02.0246 4x5 Massanutten Military Academy, 
Woodstock, Va. A football player 




P0002.02.0247 4x5 Massanutten Military Academy, 
Woodstock, Va. Three football 





P0002.02.0248 4x5 Massanutten Military Academy, 
Woodstock, Va. A football player 





P0002.02.0249 4x5 Massanutten Military Academy, 





P0002.02.0250 4x5 Team photo of a men’s baseball 




Series 6a, “Sports and Outdoor 
Recreation: Baseball,” begins. 
P0002.02.0250a 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.02.0250. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.02.0250b 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.02.0250. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.02.0251 4x5 Team photo of a men’s baseball 
team with the letter “E” on their 
uniforms. Fence of a baseball field 
advertising Woodstock businesses 
in the background. One player in 
the back row has “Mount Jackson” 




P0002.02.0251a 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.02.0251. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.02.0252 4x5 Team photo of an African-
American baseball team playing 





P0002.02.0252a 2.5x2.5 Duplicate of P0002.02.0252. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.02.0252b 2.5x2.5 Duplicate of P0002.02.0252. c. 1930-
1950 
 






P0002.02.0253 4x5 Team photo of the Front Royal 
male baseball team (probably Front 
Royal Cardinals of the Valley 
Baseball League), taken in front of 
a baseball field fence which 





P0002.02.0253a 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.02.0253. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.02.0253b 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.02.0253. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.02.0253c 2.5x2.5 Duplicate of P0002.02.0253. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.02.0253d 2.5x2.5 Duplicate of P0002.02.0253. c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0253e. 
P0002.02.0253e 2.5x2.5 Duplicate of P0002.02.0583. c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0253d. 
P0002.02.0254 4x5 Team photo of the Grottoes 
Cardinals (probably of the Valley 
Twin County League or the 
Rockingham County League), 
men’s baseball team, in front of the 




P0002.02.0254a 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.02.0254. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.02.0255 4x5 Team photo of the New Market 
men’s baseball team, probably the 
New Market Rebels, taken in front 




P0002.02.0255a 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.02.0255. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.02.0255b 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.02.0255. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.02.0256 4x5 Team photo of the New Market 
(Rebels) men’s baseball team. 
Baseball field and fans in the 
stands in the background. 
1949  
P0002.02.0256a 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.02.0256. 1949  
P0002.02.0257 4x5 Team captain of the New Market 
(Rebels) baseball team shaking 
hands on the field with the captain 





P0002.02.0258 4x5 Team photo of the New Market 
Rebels, baseball team, in front of a 










P0002.02.0259 4x5 Team photo of the baseball team 
New Market Rebels in front of the 













P0002.02.0260 4x5 Baseball player of the New Market 
team throwing a ball in a game 





P0002.02.0261 4x5 Team photo of the Quicksburg 
men’s baseball team (probably of 
the Valley Twin County or 
Rockingham County Leagues), the 





P0002.02.0262 4x5 Team photo of the Quicksburg 
men’s baseball team, with the 
fence of a baseball field 
advertising Woodstock businesses 




P0002.02.0262a 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.02.0262. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.02.0263 4x5 Team photo of the Quicksburg 
men’s baseball team, with the 
fence of a baseball field 
advertising Woodstock businesses 
in the background. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Negative seems to be double 
exposed. 
P0002.02.0264 4x5 Team photo of the Romney men’s 
baseball team, taken on the edge of 




P0002.02.0264a 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.02.0264. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.02.0265 4x5 Team photo of a men’s baseball 
team that has the letter “S” stitched 
into their uniforms. Taken against 
a fence of a baseball field that 




P0002.02.0265a 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.02.0265. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.02.0265b 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.02.0265. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.02.0266 4x5 Team photo of the Shenandoah 
men’s baseball team, with a 
baseball field fence advertising 





P0002.02.0266a 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.02.0266. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.02.0267 4x5 Team photo of the Shenandoah 
men’s baseball team, with a 
baseball field fence advertising 





P0002.02.0268 4x5 Team photo of the Stanley men’s 
baseball team, with the fan stands 




P0002.02.0269 4x5 Team photo of the Stanley men’s 
baseball team, with the fan stands 








P0002.02.0270 4x5 Team photo of the Stanley men’s 
baseball team, with the fan stands 




P0002.02.0270a 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.02.0270. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.02.0271 2.5x3.5 Team photo of the men’s baseball 
team for the Timberville Hatchery, 
with the letters “GI’s” on their 
uniforms. Photo taken inside of a 





P0002.02.0272 2.5x3.5 Team photo of the men’s baseball 
team for the Timberville Hatchery, 
with the letters “GI’s” on their 
uniforms. Photo taken inside of a 





P0002.02.0273 2.5x3.5 Team photo of the men’s baseball 
team for the Timberville Hatchery, 
with the letters “GI’s” on their 
uniforms. Photo taken inside of a 





P0002.02.0274 2.5x3.5 Team photo of the men’s baseball 
team for the Timberville Hatchery, 
with the letters “GI’s” on their 
uniforms. Photo taken inside of a 





P0002.02.0275 2.5x3.5 Team photo of the men’s baseball 
team for the Timberville Hatchery, 
with the letters “GI’s” on their 
uniforms. Photo taken inside of a 





P0002.02.0276 2.5x3.5 A baseball player of the 
Timberville Hatchery team posing 





P0002.02.0277 2.5x3.5 A baseball player of the 
Timberville Hatchery team posing 





P0002.02.0278 2.5x3.5 A baseball player of the 
Timberville Hatchery team posing 





P0002.02.0279 2.5x3.5 A man in a wheelchair holding a 
large trophy belonging to the 





P0002.02.0280 2.5x3.5 A man, presumably the coach or 
owner of the Timberville Hatchery 
baseball team, sitting at a desk and 








P0002.02.0281 2.5x3.5 A man, presumably the coach or 
owner of the Timberville Hatchery 
baseball team, sitting in a chair 




P0002.02.0282 4x5 Team photo of the Woodstock 
(probably Woodstock River 
Bandits of the Valley League) 
men’s baseball team, with a 
baseball field fence in the 























Baseball player swinging at a ball. c. 1930-
1950 




Three men walking on the edge of 
a baseball field. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0283, 0284, and 
0285. 
P0002.02.0287 2.5x3.5 Seven men posing in a gym before 




Series 6b, “Sports and Outdoor 
Recreation: Basketball,” begins. 
P0002.02.0288 2.5x3.5 A men’s swim team sitting and 




Series 6c, “Sports and Outdoor 
Recreation: Swimming,” begins. 
P0002.02.0289 1.25x1.
75 
View of numerous people 
watching a sporting event, possibly 
track, in the stands. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Series 6d, “Sports and Outdoor 
Recreation: Track and Field,” 
begins. 
Housed with 0290, 0291, 0292. 
P0002.02.0290 1.25x1.
75 
Runners in the starting position to 








Runners racing on an outdoor 








Runners racing on an outdoor 




































Housed with 0293, 0294, and 
0295. 
P0002.02.0297 2.5x3.5 View of a large number of people 
on a sports field, taken from an 




Series 6e, “Sports and Outdoor 
Recreation: Miscellaneous Field 
Recreation,” begins. 
P0002.02.0298 2.5x3.5 View of a large number of people 
on a sports field, taken from an 









P0002.02.0299 2.5x3.5 View of a large number of people 
on a sports field, taken from an 





P0002.02.0300 2.5x3.5 View of a large number of people 
on a sports field, taken from an 





P0002.02.0301 2.5x3.5 View of a large number of people 
engaged in various activities on a 




P0002.02.0302 2.5x3.5 Group of young women crossing a 




P0002.02.0303 2.5x3.5 Various groups of people crossing 




P0002.02.0304 2.5x3.5 A group of men walking across a 
large sports field, followed by a 





P0002.02.0305 2.5x3.5 Four men standing behind a long 
string of fish that is tied to two 
trees, and a sign that says: “Blair, 
18” 1-14 (and) 17.5 1-12; Max, 
16.5-1-5.5; Calvin, 18”-1-14; Paul, 
18” 2-3.5 (and) 18” 1-15.5. Big 
Stoney Creek. 1948.” 
1948 Series 6f, “Sports and Outdoor 
Recreation: Fishing and 
Hunting,” begins. 
P0002.02.0306 2.5x3.5 Similar to P0002.02.0305, but 
closer up. 
1948  
P0002.02.0307 2.5x3.5 Similar to P0002.02.0305, but 
without the sign. 
1948  
P0002.02.0308 2.5x3.5 The same strung fish as in 
P0002.02.0305. 
1948  
P0002.02.0309 2.5x3.5 Close-up of the larger strung fish, 
as seen in P0002.02.0305. 
1948  
P0002.02.0310 2.5x3.5 A man holding a fish up to a 
blackboard, upon which is written: 
“Brook Trout, Length 13”, Weight 





P0002.02.0311 2.5x3.5 Five men laying on their stomachs 
in the grass, with three small 
baskets and a large number fish on 
the ground in front of them. 
1948  
P0002.02.0312 2.5x3.5 A man and a boy standing in a 




P0002.02.0313 2.5x3.5 A man standing outside of a home 
with his dog and a gun, holding a 
long rope with a number of birds 




P0002.02.0313a 2.5x3.5 Duplicate of P0002.02.0313. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.02.0314 2.5x3.5 Three women standing on a small 
bridge, one woman is holding a 









P0002.02.0315 2.5x3.5 A woman standing on a small 
bridge holding a fish that is 




P0002.02.0315a 2.5x3.5 Duplicate of P0002.02.0315. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.02.0316 2.5x3.5 Three women fishing from a small 
bridge, one pulling a rather large 




P0002.02.0317 2.5x3.5 Five people, possibly two men and 
three women, fishing from a small 










P0002.02.0319 2.5x3.5 Two women fishing from a small 




P0002.02.0320 2.5x3.5 View of a lake, with a man 
standing on a pier and waving to 





P0002.02.0321 2.5x3.5 A number of people standing on 






Timberville Horse Show, a man 
standing at a microphone and 
holding a box. Clown in the 
background. 
1947 Series 7a, “Horses and Horse 
Events: Timberville Horse Show, 
1947,” begins. 
P0002.03.0002 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, a man 
standing at a microphone. 
1947  
P0002.03.0003 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, a man 
standing next to a horse. 
1947  
P0002.03.0004 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, a man 
standing next to a horse. 
1947  
P0002.03.0005 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, a man 
holding a trophy and standing next 
to his horse, with two finely 
dressed women standing nearby. 
1947  
P0002.03.0006 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, two men 
posing on their horses, with a 
woman standing in front of them. 
1947  
P0002.03.0007 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, side view 
of a man on a horse that has won a 
ribbon, with two women and a man 
standing nearby. 
1947  
P0002.03.0008 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, a man 
holding a trophy riding a horse 
with a ribbon. Three women stand 
nearby, and a man stands at the 
horse’s head. 
1947  
P0002.03.0009 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, a man 
riding a horse with a ribbon and a 
trophy, facing three women. 
1947  
P0002.03.0010 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, a man 
riding a horse with a ribbon; 







P0002.03.0011 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, a man 
riding a horse with a trophy and a 
ribbon, while three women stand 
nearby and a man walks into the 
shot. 
1947  
P0002.03.0012 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, two men 
and woman standing next to a 
horse, shown from the side. 
1947  
P0002.03.0013 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, a woman 
riding a horse with a ribbon, and 
three other women standing next to 
her.  
1947  
P0002.03.0014 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, a man 
riding a horse and holding an 
envelope, with a woman standing 
close by. 
1947  
P0002.03.0015 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, a woman 
riding a horse with a ribbon and 
laughing. A man and a woman 
approach the horse. 
1947  
P0002.03.0016 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, front 
view of a woman riding a horse, 
while a man and woman stand 
close by. 
1947  
P0002.03.0017 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, front 
view of a man riding a horse with a 
ribbon, and a woman standing 
close by. 
1947  
P0002.03.0018 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, a man 
riding a horse with a ribbon, while 
a woman speaks to the horse. 
1947  
P0002.03.0019 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, a man 
posing on a horse with a woman 
watching from behind. 
1947  
P0002.03.0020 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, a woman 
and a horse performing a trick. 
1947  
P0002.03.0021 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, a man 
riding in a horse-drawn carriage. 
1947  
P0002.03.0022 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, a man 
riding a horse with spectators in 
the background. 
1947  
P0002.03.0023 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, a man 
riding a horse with spectators in 
the background. 
1947  
P0002.03.0024 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, two 
women and a girl standing next to 
a boy on a horse. 
1947  
P0002.03.0025 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, a number 
of riders and their horses mingling 
with the crowd and posing for the 
camera. 
1947  
P0002.03.0026 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, two men 
and women standing on a platform. 
1947  
P0002.03.0027 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, three 






two men standing behind them.  
P0002.03.0028 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, three 
women standing on a platform, one 
holding a trophy. 
1947  
P0002.03.0029 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, front 
view of a man riding a horse, and 
another man standing next to him.  
1947  
P0002.03.0030 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, a man 
riding a horse. 
1947 Negative is extremely faded. 
P0002.03.0031 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, a number 
of individuals standing next to a 
horse with a wreath of flowers 
around its neck. 
1947  
P0002.03.0032 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, two 
women and two men sitting on a 
platform, with the two men 
holding large wreaths of flowers.  
1947  
P0002.03.0033 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, two men 
and one woman standing near a 
horse with a large wreath of 
flowers around its neck. 
1948 Series 7b: “Horses and Horse 
Events: Timberville Horse Show, 
1948,” begins. 
P0002.03.0034 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, a man 
speaking into a microphone. 
1948  
P0002.03.0035 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, a man 
sitting on a horse with a ribbon and 
a trophy with a number of other 
men and women standing nearby. 
1948  
P0002.03.0036 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, two men 
posing on their horses with a 
number of women and one man 
standing close by. 
1948  
P0002.03.0037 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, a man 
and a woman riding horses with 
ribbons, with four other women 
standing in front of them. 
1948  
P0002.03.0038 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, side view 
of a man riding a horse with a 
trophy.  
1948  
P0002.03.0039 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, girl 
riding on a horse with two women 
standing close by. 
1948  
P0002.03.0040 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, a man 
posing on a horse with a ribbon, 
and another man and woman 
standing nearby. 
1948  
P0002.03.0041 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, a man 
posing on a horse with a ribbon 
and trophy, and four other 
individuals standing close by. 
1948  
P0002.03.0042 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, a man on 
a horse with a ribbon, and a man 
and woman standing in front of 
him. 
1948  
P0002.03.0043 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, a woman 






standing next to her. 
P0002.03.0044 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, a number 
of individuals standing next to a 
horse that is looking away from the 
camera. 
1948  
P0002.03.0045 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, a man 
riding a horse with a ribbon, and 
two girls standing next to him. 
1948  
P0002.03.0046 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, a man 
posing on a horse and holding a 
trophy. 
1948  
P0002.03.0047 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, a man 
posing on a horse with a ribbon 
and holding a trophy. 
1948  
P0002.03.0048 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, a man 
posing on a horse with a ribbon, 
with a woman and a little boy 
standing close by. 
1948  
P0002.03.0049 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, a man 
walking with a horse towards two 
women. 
1948  
P0002.03.0050 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, two men 
and two young women standing 
next to a horse with a ribbon. 
1948  
P0002.03.0051 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, two 
young women standing next to a 
man on a horse with a ribbon. 
1948  
P0002.03.0052 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, a man 
holding a trophy and riding a horse 
towards two women. 
1948  
P0002.03.0053 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, a man 
holding a trophy and walking with 
a horse towards two women. 
1948  
P0002.03.0054 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, two men 
and a woman posing with a horse 
wearing a ribbon. 
1948  
P0002.03.0055 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, a young 
man riding a horse wearing a 
ribbon. 
1948  
P0002.03.0056 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, two men 
and two women posing with a 
horse. 
1948  
P0002.03.0057 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, a horse 
wearing a ribbon and bowing in the 
middle of a small group of people. 
1948  
P0002.03.0058 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, a woman 
on a horse conversing with a 
woman standing on the ground. 
1948  
P0002.03.0059 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, a man on 
a horse holding his hat, with a 
woman standing close by. 
1948  
P0002.03.0060 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, two men 
and two women posing in front of 
a man on a horse with a ribbon. 
1948  





and two women posing in front of 
a man on a horse with a ribbon. 
P0002.03.0062 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, two men 
and two women posing in front of 
a man on a horse, holding a trophy. 
1948  
P0002.03.0063 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, two girls 
standing next to a man who is 
holding the reins of a horse. 
1948  
P0002.03.0064 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, a girl and 
young child standing opposite a 
man leading a horse. 
1948  
P0002.03.0065 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, a girl 
standing next to a man leading a 
horse. 
1948  
P0002.03.0066 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, a man 
leading a horse towards the 
camera; a number of people 
walking nearby or in the 
background.  
1948  
P0002.03.0067 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, side view 
of a man riding in a horse-drawn 
carriage, with his horse receiving a 
ribbon. 
1948  
P0002.03.0068 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, man 
riding in a horse-drawn carriage, 
his horse receiving a ribbon. Two 
women stand in front of the horse. 
1948  
P0002.03.0069 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, three 
women standing on a platform, one 
holding a trophy and one holding a 
bridle. 
1948  
P0002.03.0070 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, three 
women standing on a platform, one 
holding a trophy and one holding a 
bridle. 
1948  
P0002.03.0071 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, three 
women standing on a platform 
holding a bridle and various other 
items. 
1948  
P0002.03.0072 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, three 
women standing on a platform 
holding a bridle and various other 
items. 
1948  
P0002.03.0073 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, two 
young women and a young girl 
standing on a platform holding a 
bridle and various other items. 
1948  
P0002.03.0074 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, three 
women standing on a platform, one 
holding a trophy and another 
holding a horse bridle. 
1948  
P0002.03.0075 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, two 
women standing on a platform, one 







P0002.03.0076 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, three 
young women standing on a 
platform holding horse bridles, 
ribbons, and a trophy. 
1948  
P0002.03.0077 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, four 
young women standing on a 
platform holding ribbons and 
trophies. 
1948  
P0002.03.0078 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, two 
women and a man standing on a 
platform holding ribbons and 
trophies. 
1948  
P0002.03.0079 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, three 
young women standing on a 
platform holding horse bridles, 
ribbons, and a trophy. 
1948  
P0002.03.0080 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, three 
women standing on a platform. 
1948  
P0002.03.0081 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, three 
women standing on a platform 
holding horse bridles, ribbons, and 
a trophy. 
1948  
P0002.03.0082 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, a young 
woman standing on the corner of a 
platform holding a number of 
ribbons. 
1948  
P0002.03.0083 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, two 
women standing on a platform 
holding ribbons and a trophy. 
1948  
P0002.03.0084 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, three 
women standing on a platform 
holding horse bridles, ribbons, and 
a trophy. 
1948  
P0002.03.0085 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, three 
women sitting in chairs on a 
platform holding horse bridles, 
ribbons and a trophy. 
1948  
P0002.03.0086 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, two 
women and two men standing on a 
platform holding ribbons and 
trophies. 
1948  
P0002.03.0087 2.5x3.5 Timberville Horse Show, two men 
and two women sitting on chairs 
on a platform. 
1948  
P0002.03.0088 2.5x3.5 Broadway Horse Show, a man 
riding a horse towards the camera, 
with two women and a man 
standing nearby. 
1949 Series 7c, “Horses and Horse 
Events: Broadway Horse Show, 
1949,” begins. 
P0002.03.0089 2.5x3.5 Broadway Horse Show, a man in a 
suit riding a horse towards the 
camera, with spectators to the 
right. 
1949  
P0002.03.0090 2.5x3.5 Broadway Horse Show, various 







P0002.03.0091 2.5x3.5 Broadway Horse Show, a man and 
a woman standing in front/beside 
two horses. 
1949  
P0002.03.0092 2.5x3.5 Broadway Horse Show, a man 
leading a horse and holding a 
ribbon, with a woman standing 
nearby. 
1949  
P0002.03.0093 2.5x3.5 Broadway Horse Show, a man 
leading a horse and holding a 
ribbon, with a woman standing 
nearby. 
1949  
P0002.03.0094 2.5x3.5 Broadway Horse Show, a man 
leading a horse, with a woman 
standing close by. 
1949  
P0002.03.0095 2.5x3.5 Broadway Horse Show, a man and 
a woman standing next to a horse. 
1949  
P0002.03.0096 2.5x3.5 Broadway Horse Show, a man in a 
suit riding a horse and holding a 
ribbon. 
1949  
P0002.03.0097 2.5x3.5 Broadway Horse Show, a man 
posing on a horse with a ribbon in 
his hand, a woman stands next to 
him. 
1949  
P0002.03.0098 2.5x3.5 Broadway Horse Show, a man and 
a woman standing next to a horse. 
1949  
P0002.03.0099 4x5 Broadway Horse Show, a man 
posing on a horse with a woman 
standing next to him. 
1949  
P0002.03.0100 4x5 Broadway Horse Show, a man 
posing on a horse with a woman 
standing next to him. 
1949  
P0002.03.0101 2.5x3.5 Broadway Horse Show, a woman 
leading a pony, which a little girl is 
riding. 
1949  
P0002.03.0102 2.5x3.5 Broadway Horse Show, a woman 
leading a horse, which a young 
man is riding. 
1949  
P0002.03.0103 2.5x3.5 Broadway Horse Show, a woman 
leading a pony, which a young girl 
is riding. 
1949  
P0002.03.0104 2.5x3.5 Broadway Horse Show, a woman 
leading a pony, which a young girl 
is riding. 
1949  
P0002.03.0105 4x5 Broadway Horse Show, a woman 
leading a pony, which a young girl 
is riding. 
1949  
P0002.03.0106 2.5x3.5 Broadway Horse Show, a woman 
leading a pony, which a young girl 
is riding. 
1949  
P0002.03.0107 2.5x3.5 Broadway Horse Show, a woman 
posing on a horse and holding a 
ribbon, with another woman 
standing beside her. 
1949  
P0002.03.0108 2.5x3.5 Broadway Horse Show, side view 






another woman standing close by. 
P0002.03.0109 2.5x3.5 Broadway Horse Show, a woman 
leading a horse, which another 
woman holding a trophy is riding. 
1949  
P0002.03.0110 4x5 Broadway Horse Show, a woman 
leading a horse, which another 
woman holding a trophy is riding. 
1949  
P0002.03.0111 2.5x3.5 Broadway Horse Show, a man 
riding on a horse with a woman 
standing close by. 
1949  
P0002.03.0112 2.5x3.5 Broadway Horse Show, a man 
riding on ahorse with a woman 
standing nearby. 
1949  
P0002.03.0113 2.5x3.5 Broadway Horse Show, a young 
man and woman standing next to a 
horse. 
1949  
P0002.03.0114 2.5x3.5 Broadway Horse Show, two 
women standing next to a horse. 
1949  
P0002.03.0115 2.5x3.5 Broadway Horse Show, two 
women standing next to a horse. 
1949  
P0002.03.0116 2.5x3.5 Broadway Horse Show, a man 
posing on a horse with a woman 
standing next to him. 
1949  
P0002.03.0117 2.5x3.5 Broadway Horse Show, a man 
leading a horse with a woman 
standing close by. 
1949  
P0002.03.0118 2.5x3.5 Broadway Horse Show, a man 
posing on a horse with a woman 
standing close by. 
1949  
P0002.03.0119 2.5x3.5 Broadway Horse Show, two men 
posing on two separate horses, 
with a woman standing in front of 
them. 
1949  
P0002.03.0120 4x5 Broadway Horse Show, a man 
leading a horse with a woman 
standing nearby. 
1949  
P0002.03.0121 4x5 Broadway Horse Show, a man and 
a woman standing next to a horse. 
1949  
P0002.03.0122 4x5 Broadway Horse Show, a man and 
a woman standing next to a horse. 
1949  
P0002.03.0123 2.5x3.5 Broadway Horse Show, a rider and 
his horse high jumping. 
1949  
P0002.03.0124 2.5x3.5 Broadway Horse Show, a rider and 
his horse high jumping. 
1949  
P0002.03.0125 2.5x3.5 Broadway Horse Show, a rider and 
his horse high jumping. 
1949  
P0002.03.0126 4x5 Broadway Horse Show, a man 
riding in a horse-drawn carriage, 
with spectators in the background. 
1949  
P0002.03.0127 4x5 Broadway Horse Show, a man 
riding in a horse-drawn carriage, 
with spectators in the background. 
1949  
P0002.03.0128 4x5 Broadway Horse Show, a man 
riding in a horse-drawn carriage, 






P0002.03.0129 2.5x3.5 Broadway Horse Show, view of a 
horse bowing underneath a rider. 
1949  
P0002.03.0130 2.5x3.5 Broadway Horse Show, rear view 
of a horse balancing on a small 
platform. 
1949  
P0002.03.0131 2.5x3.5 Broadway Horse Show, side view 
of a horse and rider balancing on a 
small platform. 
1949  
P0002.03.0132 4x5 Broadway Horse Show, a woman 
riding a horse along a line of 
spectators. 
1949  
P0002.03.0133 2.5x3.5 Broadway Horse Show, a horse 
rider accepting a ribbon from a 
woman; a man addressed the horse. 
1949  
P0002.03.0134 2.5x3.5 Broadway Horse Show, a woman 
attaching a ribbon to the side of a 
horse’s head. 
1949  
P0002.03.0135 2.5x3.5 Broadway Horse Show, a horse 
rider talking with a woman that is 
about to attach a ribbon to the 
horses’ head. 
1949  
P0002.03.0136 2.5x3.5 Broadway Horse Show, man on a 
horse conversing with a woman on 
the ground. 
1949  
P0002.03.0137 2.5x3.5 Broadway Horse Show, man 
holding the reins of a horse, while 
a woman stands next to him 
holding a ribbon. 
1949  
P0002.03.0138 2.5x3.5 Broadway Horse Show, a man on a 
horse accepting an object from a 
woman standing on the ground. 
1949  
P0002.03.0139 2.5x3.5 Broadway Horse Show, a man on a 
horse extending a hand holding a 
trophy to a woman standing next to 
him. 
1949  
P0002.03.0140 2.5x3.5 Broadway Horse Show, a close-up 
view of a man riding a horse, with 
a woman attaching a ribbon to a 
different horse in the background. 
1949  
P0002.03.0141 4x5 Broadway Horse Show, a woman 
posing on a horse. 
1949  
P0002.03.0142 4x5 Broadway Horse Show, a man 
posing on a horse with a trophy in 
his hand, a woman standing next to 
him. 
1949  
P0002.03.0143 4x5 Broadway Horse Show, two 
women standing next to a horse 
with its head and neck extended 
forward. 
1949  
P0002.03.0144 4x5 Broadway Horse Show, a woman 
posing on a horse. 
1949  
P0002.03.0145 4x5 Broadway Horse Show, a man 
riding a horse, approaching a man 







P0002.03.0146 4x5 Broadway Horse Show, a man on a 
horse holding a ribbon, with a 
woman standing next to him. 
1949  
P0002.03.0147 4x5 Broadway Horse Show, two men 
riding horses and approaching a 
woman holding a trophy and 
ribbon. 
1949  
P0002.03.0148 4x5 Broadway Horse Show, two men 
riding two separate horses, with a 
woman standing close by. 
1949  
P0002.03.0149 4x5 Broadway Horse Show, a man 
holding a trophy and leading a 
horse, with a woman walking next 
to him. 
1949  
P0002.03.0150 4x5 Broadway Horse Show, side view 
of a man and woman approaching 
a horse. 
1949  
P0002.03.0151 4x5 Broadway Horse Show, woman on 
a horse and holding a trophy, with 
another woman standing close by. 
1949  
P0002.03.0152 4x5 Broadway Horse Show, woman on 
a horse and holding a ribbon, with 
another woman standing nearby. 
1949  
P0002.03.0153 4x5 Broadway Horse Show, a man 
riding a horse towards a woman 
holding a ribbon. 
1949  
P0002.03.0154 4x5 Broadway Horse Show, a man 
posing on a horse and holding a 
trophy, with a woman standing 
beside him. 
1949  
P0002.03.0155 4x5 Broadway Horse Show, a woman 
on a horse holding a trophy, with 
another woman standing beside 
her. 
1949  
P0002.03.0156 4x5 Broadway Horse Show, side view 
of a man and woman approaching 
a horse. 
1949  
P0002.03.0157 4x5 Broadway Horse Show, side view 
of a woman approaching a horse. 
1949  
P0002.03.0158 4x5 Broadway Horse Show, a man and 
woman riding on separate horses 
with spectators in the background. 
1949  
P0002.03.0159 4x5 Broadway Horse Show, a woman 
riding a horse holding a ribbon and 
another woman standing close by. 
1949  
P0002.03.0160 4x5 Broadway Horse Show, a man 
riding a horse with a woman 
standing next to him. 
1949  
P0002.03.0161 2.5x3.5 A group of individuals riding 
horses at Natural Chimneys, 
Mount Solon, Va. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Series 7d, “Horses and Horse 
Events: Natural Chimneys 
Jousting,” begins. 
P0002.03.0162 2.5x3.5 A number of horse riders lined up 
in front of two women taking 
notes. One rider holds a lance. 









P0002.03.0163 2.5x3.5 A line of horse riders, some 
holding lances, with one accepting 
a drink from a woman on the 





P0002.03.0164 2.5x3.5 A number of individuals riding 
horses at Natural Chimneys, 




P0002.03.0165 2.5x3.5 A number of horse riders, lines up 





P0002.03.0166 2.5x3.5 A number of horse riders lining up 
at Natural Chimneys, Mount 





P0002.03.0167 2.5x3.5 Distant view of horse riders at 





P0002.03.0168 2.5x3.5 Distant view of horse riders at 





P0002.03.0169 2.5x3.5 Distant view of horse riders at 





P0002.03.0170 2.5x3.5 Man jousting, with spectators in 
the background. Natural 




P0002.03.0171 2.5x3.5 Front view of a man jousting at 





P0002.03.0172 2.5x3.5 Man jousting, with spectators in 
the background. Natural 




P0002.03.0173 2.5x2.5 View of the spectators watching 
the jousting at Natural Chimneys. 




P0002.03.0174 2.5x2.5 Man jousting, with spectators in 
the background. Natural 




P0002.03.0175 2.5x3.5 Front view of a man riding a horse 





P0002.03.0176 2.5x3.5 View of man on a horse, holding a 





P0002.03.0177 2.5x3.5 Four men on horseback lined up 
against a fence; one man holds a 





P0002.03.0178 2.5x3.5 A number of individuals on riding 
horses in a circle, many holding 










horses and automobiles. Natural 
Chimneys, Mount Solon, Va. 
1950 
P0002.03.0180 2.5x3.5 A man on a horse holding a lance, 
with a microphone booth in the 
background. Natural Chimneys, 




P0002.03.0181 2.5x3.5 A man and four women standing 
outside at Natural Chimneys, 








Series 7e, “Horses and Horse 
Events: Shenandoah County 
Fair,” begins. For related 
photographs, also see Series’ 8d 
and 11d. 
P0002.03.0183 4x5 A woman and a young boy riding 
separate horses side by side, with 
spectators in the background. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Series 7f, “Horses and Horse 
Events: Miscellaneous,” begins. 
P0002.03.0184 4x5 Men on horseback, riding in a 




P0002.03.0185 4x5 Men on horseback, riding in a 




P0002.03.0186 4x5 Side view of a woman on 





P0002.03.0187 4x5 Side view of a man on horseback. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.03.0188 4x5 Front view of two men on 





P0002.03.0189 4x5 Various men and women on 




P0002.03.0190 2.5x3.5 Front view of a man on horseback, 
while another man pins a ribbon to 









P0002.03.0192 2.5x3.5 Two men and one woman riding 









P0002.03.0194 2.5x3.5 Two men riding on horses. c. 1930-
1950 
 










P0002.03.0197 2.5x3.5 Side view of a man riding in a 
horse-drawn carriage, with a man 




P0002.03.0198 4x5 Side view of a man riding a horse 




P0002.03.0199 2.5x3.5 Front diagonal view of a horse and 




P0002.03.0200 2.5x3.5 Side view of a horse and rider high 








spectators in the background. 





P0002.03.0202 2.5x3.5 Side view of a horse and rider high 




P0002.03.0203 2.5x3.5 A horse rider laying on the ground 
next to a galloping horse, perhaps 




P0002.03.0204 2.5x3.5 A horse and rider completing a 




P0002.03.0205 2.5x3.5 A horse and rider completing a 




P0002.03.0206 2.5x3.5 Side view of a horse and rider 




P0002.03.0207 2.5x3.5 Side/rear view of a horse and its 




P0002.03.0208 2.5x3.5 A horse and rider high jumping 




P0002.03.0209 2.5x3.5 A horse and rider high jumping 




P0002.03.0210 2.5x3.5 A horse and rider high jumping 




P0002.03.0211 2.5x3.5 Side view of a horse and its rider 





P0002.03.0212 2.5x3.5 A horse and its rider high jumping 
over a fence. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Appears to be a double negative. 
P0002.03.0213 2.5x3.5 A horse and rider high jumping 




P0002.03.0214 2.5x3.5 Side view of a horse and its rider 




P0002.03.0215 2.5x3.5 A horse and its rider completing a 




P0002.03.0216 2.5x3.5 Side view of a man on horseback 
tipping his hat while another man 




P0002.03.0217 2.5x3.5 A horse and its rider high jumping 




P0002.03.0218 2.5x3.5 Side view of a horse and its rider 




P0002.03.0219 2.5x3.5 Front view of a man on horseback, 




P0002.03.0220 2.5x3.5 A horse race, with spectators on 




P0002.03.0221 2.5x3.5 A horse race, with spectators on 




P0002.03.0222 4x5 A woman on horseback, while a 




P0002.03.0223 4x5 A woman on horseback, while a 





P0002.03.0224 4x5 Two young women on horseback, 




P0002.03.0225 4x5 Two young women on horseback, 








P0002.03.0226 4x5 Two young women and a young 
men on horseback, with a man 




P0002.03.0227 4x5 Side view of a young woman on 





P0002.03.0228 4x5 Front diagonal view of a young 
woman on horseback, a ribbon on 




P0002.03.0229 4x5 A young woman posing on her 
horse, with the rear end of another 




P0002.03.0230 4x5 A young woman posing horseback, 




P0002.03.0231 4x5 A young woman posing horseback, 




P0002.03.0232 4x5 Two young women and young man 
on horseback, with another man 




P0002.03.0233 4x5 Side view of a young woman 




P0002.03.0234 4x5 Side view of a young woman 










P0002.03.0236 4x5 Side view of a woman on 
horseback, conversing with a man 




P0002.03.0237 4x5 Front diagonal view of a man on 





P0002.03.0238 4x5 A man and a woman riding on two 
separate horses, with another man 




P0002.03.0239 4x5 Side view of a man on horseback, 
with a ribbon attached to the side 




P0002.03.0240 4x5 Two young women and a young 
man riding on horseback, with 





P0002.03.0241 4x5 Side view of a woman standing 
face to face with a horse, its reins 




P0002.03.0242 4x5 Side view of a man on horseback, 
with another man attaching a 




P0002.03.0243 2.5x3.5 Two young women riding separate 





P0002.03.0244 2.5x3.5 A young woman on horseback, a 













P0002.03.0246 2.5x3.5 A woman on horseback, with a 




P0002.03.0247 2.5x3.5 Side view of a woman standing 




P0002.03.0248 4x5 Man posing on horseback, with a 




P0002.03.0249 4x5 Side view of a man on horseback, 
with a ribbon attached to the horse. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Negative is very faded. 
P0002.03.0250 4x5 Side view of a man on horseback, 




P0002.03.0251 4x5 Two men riding two separate 
horses, with another man 




P0002.03.0252 4x5 A man posing on horseback, with a 




P0002.03.0253 4x5 Side view of a man riding a horse, 





P0002.03.0254 4x5 A young woman on horseback, 





P0002.03.0255 4x5 A man posing on horseback, with a 




P0002.03.0256 4x5 View of a man riding horseback, 




P0002.03.0257 4x5  A man riding a horse that has a 




P0002.03.0258 4x5 Front view of a man on a horse and 




P0002.03.0259 4x5 Side view of two men riding 





P0002.03.0260 4x5  A man posing on horseback, with 




P0002.03.0261 4x5 Side view of a horse with a ribbon 
attached to its bridle, and a man 









P0002.03.0263 4x5 A man posing on horseback, with a 




P0002.03.0264 4x5 A man riding a horse with a ribbon 
attached to its bridle, and another 
man standing in the foreground 




P0002.03.0265 2.5x3.5 Front view of a man riding on 
horseback and conversing with a 




P0002.03.0266 2.5x3.5 Man posing on horseback, with a 




P0002.03.0267 2.5x3.5 A man riding on horseback, with 




P0002.03.0268 2.5x3.5 A young woman facing a horse and 









holding a lance. 1950 
P0002.03.0270 4x5 A man riding on horseback. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.03.0271 4x5 A man riding on horseback and 




P0002.03.0272 4x5 A group of four men and three 










P0002.03.0274 4x5 A man riding on horseback and 










P0002.03.0276 4x5 A man riding on horseback, with 














P0002.03.0279 4x5 Side view of a man on horseback 








Negative seems to be double 
exposed. 
P0002.03.0281 4x5 “John Deere Day,” crowds of 
people outside of the John Deere 
Farm Equipment store. 
1947 Series 8a, “Other Events and 
Entertainment: John Deere Day,” 
begins. 
P0002.03.0282 4x5 “John Deere Day,” large crowds of 
people outside of the John Deere 
Farm Equipment store.  
1947  
P0002.03.0283 4x5 “John Deere Day,” a number of 
women standing behind a long 
table of refreshments. 
1947  
P0002.03.0284 2.5x3.5 “John Deere Day,” farm equipment 
on display outside of the John 
Deere store. 
1947  
P0002.03.0285 4x5 “John Deere Day,” a small boy 
sitting in front of a large tractor tire 
display. 
1947  
P0002.03.0286 2.5x3.5 “John Deere Day,” a woman 
driving a John Deere tractor. 
1947  
P0002.03.0287 2.5x3.5 “John Deere Day,” close-up view 
of a young boy sitting on or 
driving a John Deere tractor. 
1947  
P0002.03.0288 4x5 A large group of men wearing suits 
posing at a banquet of sorts hosted 
by the Gulf company. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Series 8b, “Other Events and 
Entertainment: Gulf Banquet,” 
begins. 
P0002.03.0288a 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.03.0288. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.03.0289 4x5 Three men in suits conversing at 
the head of the table at a banquet 




P0002.03.0290 4x5 A man presenting another man 








table at a banquet hosted by the 
Gulf company. Plaque reads “To 
Joseph Rhodes in recognition and 
appreciation of our business 
association which began in 1933.” 
P0002.03.0290a 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.03.0290. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.03.0291 4x5 Two men in suits shaking hands at 
the head of the banquet table, 




P0002.03.0292 4x5 A man presenting another man 
with a plaque at the head of the 
table at a banquet hosted by the 
Gulf company. Plaque reads “To 
H.E. Estep in recognition and 
appreciation of our business 








Series 8c, “Other Events and 
Entertainment: Weddings,” 
begins. 


















































P0002.03.0304 4x5 Bride and groom of the Tody-




























See Oversize Negatives in Box 5, 
Folder 1. Housed with 0309a. 
P0002.03.0309a 3.5x5 Duplicate of P0002.03.0960. c. 1930-
1950 
See Oversize Negatives in Box 5, 
Folder 1. Housed with 0309. 





Wedding. 1950 Folder 1. Housed with 0311. 




See Oversize Negatives in Box 5, 
Folder 1. Housed with 0310. 




See Oversize Negatives in Box 5, 
Folder 1.  Housed with 0313. 




See Oversize Negatives in Box 5, 
Folder 1. Housed with 0312. 




See Oversize Negatives in Box 5, 
Folder 1. Housed with 0315. 




See Oversize Negatives in Box 5, 
Folder 1. Housed with 0314. 
P0002.03.0316 4x5 Crowds of people at the 
Shenandoah County Fair, with a 
ferris wheel in the background. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Series 8d, “Other Events and 
Entertainment: Shenandoah 
County Fair,” begins. (See Series 
7e and 11d). 
P0002.03.0317 4x5 Crowds of people at the 
Shenandoah County Fair, with a 




P0002.03.0318 4x5 Crowds of people at the 
Shenandoah County Fair, with 
banners advertising the “Alters 
Brothers United Assembly of the 




P0002.03.0319 4x5 Crowds of people at the 
Shenandoah County Fair, watching 




P0002.03.0320 4x5 Shenandoah County Fair, close-up 
view of a man who is severely 




P0002.03.0321 4x5 Shenandoah County Fair, a woman 




P0002.03.0322 4x5 Crowds of people at the 
Shenandoah County Fair walking 




P0002.03.0323 4x5 Crowds of people at the 
Shenandoah County Fair standing 
and sitting in risers, watching a 





P0002.03.0324 4x5 Crowds of people at the 
Shenandoah County Fair standing 
and sitting in risers, watching a 





P0002.03.0325 4x5 Crowds of people at the 
Shenandoah County Fair viewing 





P0002.03.0326 4x5 Crowds of people at the 
Shenandoah County Fair watching 
over the fence as an elderly man 
walks towards what seems to be a 




P0002.03.0327 4x5 Shenandoah County Fair, view of 








P0002.03.0328 4x5 Shenandoah County Fair, closer 
view of the 4-H Club 
display/booth, revealing it to be out 




P0002.03.0329 2.5x3.5 A male acrobat, possibly under the 
roof of a large tent or outdoors. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Series 8e, “Other Events and 
Entertainment: Miscellaneous 
Entertainment,” begins. 
P0002.03.0330 2.5x3.5 A male acrobat, possibly under the 




P0002.03.0331 2.5x3.5 A male acrobat, possibly under the 




P0002.03.0332 2.5x3.5 A male acrobat, possibly under the 




P0002.03.0333 2.5x3.5 A male acrobat, possibly under the 




P0002.03.0334 2.5x3.5 A male acrobat, possibly under the 




P0002.03.0335 2.5x3.5 A male acrobat, possibly under the 




P0002.03.0336 2.5x3.5 A large dog balancing/running on a 




P0002.03.0337 2.5x3.5 A woman dancing or doing a trick 
with a dog; a small orchestra or 




P0002.03.0338 2.5x3.5 A dog climbing up and down a free 
standing ladder, which a woman is 




P0002.03.0339 2.5x3.5 A dog balancing on a tight 
ropewalk, with a woman standing 




P0002.03.0340 2.5x3.5 A young woman playing a violin 




P0002.03.0341 2.5x3.5 A young woman playing a violin 




P0002.04.0001 2.5x3.5 An automobile stuck in a large 
ditch with a small shed or other 




Series 9a, “Accidents and 
Disasters: Automobile 
Accidents,” begins. 
P0002.04.0002 2.5x3.5 An automobile stuck in a large 
ditch with a small shed or other 





P0002.04.0003 2.5x3.5 A severely damaged automobile 
hitched to a tow truck or other 




P0002.04.0004 2.5x3.5 Front view of a severely damaged 
automobile that is hooked up to a 





P0002.04.0005 2.5x3.5 Side view of a severely damaged 
automobile that is hooked up to a 







































P0002.04.0012 2.5x3.5 Front view of a wrecked 





P0002.04.0013 2.5x2.5 Diagonal view of a wrecked 





P0002.04.0014 2.5x2.5 Front view of a wrecked 





P0002.04.0015 2.5x3.5 Front view of a vehicle that was 
forced into a large wooden pole, 




P0002.04.0016 2.5x3.5 A vehicle that was forced into a 





P0002.04.0017 2.5x3.5 Side view of a vehicle that was 
forced into a large wooden pole, 




P0002.04.0018 2.5x3.5 View of an automobile with a 





P0002.04.0019 2.5x3.5 View of an automobile with a 
severely damaged front end, VA 




P0002.04.0020 2.5x3.5 View of an automobile with a 
severely damaged front end, VA 




P0002.04.0021 2.5x3.5 Side view of an automobile with a 
severely damaged front end, VA 




P0002.04.0022 2.5x3.5 A damaged vehicle stuck in a 




P0002.04.0023 2.5x3.5 A crowd of people standing around 




P0002.04.0024 2.5x3.5 A crowd of people standing around 




P0002.04.0025 2.5x3.5 A crowd of people standing around 




P0002.04.0026 4x5 Front view of an automobile laying 




P0002.04.0027 4x5 View from across the street of an 




P0002.04.0028 4x5 An automobile laying on its side, 









view from the front end of the car. 1950 
P0002.04.0030 4x5 An automobile laying on its side, 





P0002.04.0031 2.5x2.5 Side view of a car with a badly 
damaged front end. 
c. 1959-
1961 
Housed with 0032. 
P0002.04.0032 2.5x2.5 Front view of a car with a badly 
damaged front end. 
c. 1959-
1961 
Housed with 0031. 
P0002.04.0033 2.5x2.5 Accident involving a tractor-trailer 





P0002.04.0034 2.5x2.5 Accident involving a tractor-trailer 
and a pick-up truck, in front of The 









Housed with 0036. 
P0002.04.0036 2.5x2.5 Alternate rear view of same 




Housed with 0035. 
P0002.04.0037 2.5x2.5 Rear view of a tractor-trailer 
accident on a street of a small 





P0002.04.0038 2.5x2.5 Front-end view of an automobile 
that is laying on its side on a 
residential street. A tractor-trailer 
is in the background. Possibly 




P0002.04.0039 2.5x2.5 A number of men standing next to 
an automobile that is laying on its 
side; the wheels of a tractor trailer 
are pictured in the foreground. 




P0002.04.0040 2.5x2.5 Front-end view of a vehicle that is 
laying on it side on a residential 
street. A tractor-trailer is in the 





P0002.04.0041 2.5x2.5 View of a tractor-trailer that has 
been in an accident in front of The 





P0002.04.0042 2.5x2.5 Front view of a tractor-trailer that 
has been in an accident. 









Housed with 0044. 
P0002.04.0044 2.5x2.5 Alternate front view of the 




Housed with 0043. 
P0002.04.0045 2.5x2.5 Rear view of the accident as seen 
in P0002.04.0033-44, with skid 








P0002.04.0046 2.5x3.5 View of a tractor-trailer that has 





P0002.04.0047 2.5x3.5 Distant view of the same tractor-




P0002.04.0048 2.5x3.5 Tractor-trailer after a serious 
accident, mangled in a ditch off the 




P0002.04.0049 2.5x3.5 Alternate view of the tractor-trailer 




P0002.04.0050 2.5x3.5 Alternate view of the tractor-trailer 





P0002.04.0051 4x5 A tractor-trailer laying on its side 





P0002.04.0052 4x5 Rear view of the tractor-trailer as 




P0002.04.0053 4x5 Distant view of the tractor-trailer 
as seen in P0002.04.0051-2, 




P0002.04.0054 2.5x2.5 A multi-tractor-trailer accident on 
a rural road; trucks from Associate 




Housed with 0055. 
P0002.04.0055 2.5x2.5 Distant view of same accident as 
seen in P0002.04.0054. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0054. 
P0002.04.0056 2.5x2.5 Same accident as in 
P0002.04.0054-5, but with a close-




Housed with 0057. 
 




Housed with 0056. 
P0002.04.0058 2.5x2.5 A large number of men walking 
through and examining the tractor-




Housed with 0059. 
P0002.04.0059 2.5x2.5 A group of men walking through 
and examining the tractor-trailer 




Housed with 0058. 
P0002.04.0060 2.5x2.5 Same accident as in 
P0002.04.0054-58, but with a 




Housed with 0061. 
P0002.04.0061 2.5x2.5 Same accident as in 
P0002.04.0054-60, but with a 




Housed with 0060. 
P0002.04.0062 2.5x2.5 A distant view of the accident and 




Housed with 0063. 
P0002.04.0063 2.5x2.5 Same accident as in 
P0002.04.0054-62, but with a 
close-up of the H.P. Welch Co. 
c. 1930-
1950 






P0002.04.0064 4x5 A tractor-trailer accident in a field 




P0002.04.0065 4x5 View from the street of the 
accident as seen in P0002.04.0064, 
with a road sign identifying the 




P0002.04.0066 4x5 Close-up view of the accident as 




P0002.04.0067 4x5 Either a truck or trailer stuck in a 




P0002.04.0068 4x5 Close-up view of the truck or 




P0002.04.0069 4x5 Close-up view of the truck or 





P0002.04.0070 4x5 Alternate close-up view of the 





P0002.04.0071 2.5x3.5 The front-end of a severely 
damaged car that is sitting inside of 




P0002.04.0072 2.5x3.5 Crowds of people standing near a 
vehicle that is badly damaged and 




P0002.04.0073 2.5x3.5 An automobile with a badly 
damaged front-end, and its 





P0002.04.0074 2.5x3.5 A man standing in front of tractor-
trailer truck that is twisted and 





P0002.04.0075 2.5x3.5 Side view of a damaged 
automobile that is parked behind a 
large building in an overgrown 




P0002.04.0076 2.5x3.5 Front diagonal view of an 





P0002.04.0077 2.5x3.5 Train wreck site, view from the top 
of a hill. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Series 9b, “Accidents and 
Disasters: Train Wrecks,” begins. 
P0002.04.0078 2.5x3.5 Train wreck, train cars full of logs 




P0002.04.0079 2.5x3.5 Train wreck, with another train 




P0002.04.0080 2.5x3.5 Train wreck site, view from the top 




P0002.04.0081 2.5x3.5 Train wreck, train cars full of logs 




P0002.04.0082 2.5x3.5 Train wreck, train cars full of logs 














of a hill.  1950 
P0002.04.0085 2.5x3.5 Close-up view of the cars full of 
logs that had steered off track in 
the train wreck, which identifies 
the train to belong to the Baltimore 




P0002.04.0086 2.5x3.5 Close-up view of the cars full of 
logs that had steered off track in 
the train wreck, which identifies 
the train to belong to the Baltimore 




P0002.04.0087 2.5x3.5 Close-up view of the cars full of 
logs that had steered off track in 
the train wreck, which identifies 
the train car to belong to the 





P0002.04.0088 2.5x3.5 Close-up view of the train wreck 
site, with the train cars still on the 
track identified as belonging to the 









P0002.04.0090 2.5x3.5 A young boy/man examining the 









P0002.04.0092 2.5x3.5 Train wreck, view from a distance 




P0002.04.0093 2.5x3.5 Train wreck, view from the other 




P0002.04.0094 2.5x3.5 Another train approaching the 
scene of the train wreck, view from 




P0002.04.0095 2.5x3.5 Distant view of a large building on 
fire, with a crowd of people 
gathered in front of it. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Series 9c, “Accidents and 
Disasters: Fires,” begins. 
P0002.04.0096 2.5x3.5 A large building with the second 




P0002.04.0097 2.5x3.5 Distant view of a large building on 
fire, with a crowd of people 




P0002.04.0098 2.5x3.5 A young man pausing for a 
photograph, with a burning 




P0002.04.0099 2.5x3.5 A large burning building, and a 
number of men running and 
working to stretch a water hose 





P0002.04.0100 2.5x3.5 A woman and two young boys 
watching a large building that is on 




P0002.04.0101 2.5x3.5 A large building that is on fire, 








obstructing the photographer’s 
view. 
P0002.04.0102 2.5x3.5 A large building that is on fire, 
with a group of men working to 





P0002.04.0103 2.5x3.5 A group of men working to 









P0002.04.0105 2.5x3.5 A group of men working to 




P0002.04.0106 2.5x3.5 A large crowd of people watching 




P0002.04.0107 2.5x3.5 A small group of men standing 









A group of men trying to 
extinguish a large building fire. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 110-12. 
P0002.04.0110 1.25x1.
75 
A burning building, with a car 
parked in front of it. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0109, 0111-12. 
P0002.04.0111 1.25x1.
75 
A burning building, with a number 
of bystanders in the street. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0109-10, 0112. 
P0002.04.0112 1.25x1.
75 
Distant view of a fire engine 
parked with its water hose 
stretching across the street. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0109-11. 
P0002.04.0113 1.25x1.
75 




Housed with 0114-16. 
P0002.04.0114 1.25x1.
75 




Housed with 0113, 0115-16. 
P0002.04.0115 1.25x1.
75 
Distant view of a crowd in the 




Housed with 0113-14, 0116. 
P0002.04.0116 1.25x1.
75 
Distant view of the remains of a 
building that are still on fire. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0113-15. 
P0002.04.0117 1.25x1.
75 
A number of individuals standing 




Housed with 0118. 
P0002.04.0118 1.25x1.
75 
A fire engine, with a group of men 
working with the water hose. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0117. 
P0002.04.0119 1.25x1.
75 
Distant view of the remains of a 
building that are still on fire. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0120-21. 
P0002.04.0120 1.25x1.
75 
A building on fire. c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0119, 0121. 
P0002.04.0121 1.25x1.
75 
Men watching a building burn. c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0119-0120. 
P0002.04.0122 2.5x2.5 Distant view of a burning building. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.04.0123 2.5x3.5 An Esso Motor Oil display. c. 1930-
1950 
Series 10a, “Miscellaneous: Esso 
Motor Oil Displays,” begins. 





P0002.04.0125 2.5x3.5 Esso Motor Oil display, possibly 








P0002.04.0125a 2.5x3.5 Duplicate of P0002.04.0125. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.04.0125b 2.5x3.5 Duplicate of P0002.04.0125. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.04.0125c 2.5x3.5 Duplicate of P0002.04.0125. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.04.0126 4x5 Four men posing with Jack 
Reynold’s airplane, which 
advertises airplane spraying.  
1950 Series 10b, “Miscellaneous: Jack 
Reynold’s Airplane,” begins. 
“Jack Reynolds Airplane 1950 
from Del Ray Beach, Fla” 
handwritten on original housing. 
Also see Series 11g. 
P0002.04.0127 4x5 A man posing in the cockpit of 
Jack Reynold’s airplane, which 
advertises airplane spraying. 
1950  
P0002.04.0128 4x5 Distant view of Jack Reynold’s 
airplane. 
1950  
P0002.04.0129 4x5 View of Jack Reynold’s airplane in 
mid take off.  
1950  
P0002.04.0130 2.5x2.5 Close up of a man and a boy 
posing with an airplane, 
presumably Jack Reynold’s plane. 
1950 Housed with 0131. 
P0002.04.0131 2.5x2.5 Close up of a man and a boy 
posing with an airplane, 
presumably, Jack Reynold’s plane. 
1950 Housed with 0130. 
P0002.04.0132 2.5x2.5 A chemical storage truck for Jack 
Reynold’s airplane spraying 
service. 
1950 Housed with 0133. 
P0002.04.0133 2.5x2.5 A chemical storage truck for Jack 
Reynold’s airplane spraying 
service. 
1950 Housed with 0132. 
P0002.04.0134 2.5x2.5 A chemical storage truck for Jack 
Reynold’s airplane spraying 
service. 
1950  
P0002.04.0135 4x5 Distant view of two men posing 
with Jack Reynold’s plane. 
1950  
P0002.04.0135a 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.04.0135. 1950  
P0002.04.0136 2.5x2.5 A young boy sitting in the cockpit 
of a plane, presumably Jack 
Reynold’s plane. 
1950 Housed with 0137. 
P0002.04.0137 2.5x2.5 A man and a boy posing with an 
airplane, presumably Jack 
Reynold’s plane. 
1950 Housed with 0136. 
P0002.04.0138 2.5x2.5 Rear view of a man sitting in the 
cockpit of Jack Reynold’s airplane. 
1950  
P0002.04.0139 2.5x2.5 A young boy sitting on the side of 
a chemical storage truck for Jack 
Reynold’s airplane spraying, a man 
standing beside him. 
1950 Housed with 0140. 
P0002.04.0140 2.5x2.5 A young boy sitting on the side of 
a chemical storage truck for Jack 
Reynold’s airplane spraying, a man 
standing beside him. 
1950 Housed with0139. 
P0002.04.0141 2.5x2.5 Rear view of a boy sitting in the 
cockpit of an airplane, presumably 





Jack Reynold’s plane. 
P0002.04.0142 2.5x2.5 A boy sitting in the cockpit of an 
airplane, presumably Jack 
Reynold’s plane. 
1950 Housed with 0141. 
P0002.04.0143 4x5 An airplane in mid take off, 
entering the picture from the far 
right. 
1950  
P0002.04.0144 2.5x2.5 Side view of a covered bridge, 
probably Meem’s Covered Bridge 
in Shenandoah County, Va.  
c. 1950 Series 10c, “Miscellaneous: 
Meem’s Covered Bridge,” 
begins. Housed with 0145. 
P0002.04.0145 2.5x2.5 Front view of Meem’s Covered 
Bridge, with a view of the inside. 
c. 1950 Housed with 0144. 
P0002.04.0146 2.5x2.5 Diagonal view of a covered bridge. c. 1950 Housed with 0146a. 
P0002.04.0146a 2.5x2.5 Duplicate of P0002.04.0146. c. 1950 Housed with 0146. 
P0002.04.0147 2.5x3.5 View of a road from the inside of 
Meem’s Covered Bridge. 
c. 1950  
P0002.04.0148 2.5x3.5 Side view of Meem’s Covered 
Bridge and the river it crosses. 
c. 1950  
P0002.04.0149 4x5 View of an intersection at Kamp 
Washington, Fairfax, Virginia, 
with signs indicating routes 236, 
29, 50, and 211. A gas station 
stands in the background. 
c. 1951-
1953 
Series 10d, “Miscellaneous: 
Intersection at Kamp 
Washington, Fairfax,” begins. 
P0002.04.0150 4x5 Intersection at Kamp Washington, 





P0002.04.0151 4x5 View of the intersection at Kamp 
Washington, Fairfax, VA, with 





P0002.04.0152 4x5 View of the intersection at Kamp 
Washington, Fairfax, VA, with 





P0002.04.0153 4x5 View of the intersection at Kamp 
Washington, Fairfax, VA, with 





P0002.04.0154 4x5 View of the intersection at Kamp 
Washington, Fairfax, VA, with 





P0002.04.0155 4x5 View of the intersection at Kamp 
Washington, Fairfax, VA, with a 





P0002.04.0156 4x5 View of the intersection at Kamp 
Washington, Fairfax, VA, with a 





P0002.04.0157 4x5 View of the intersection at Kamp 
Washington, Fairfax, VA, with a 










Washington, Fairfax, VA, with two 
police officers on the far left and a 
residential dwelling in the 
background. 
1953 
P0002.04.0159 4x5 View of the intersection at Kamp 




P0002.04.0160 4x5 View of the intersection at Kamp 




P0002.04.0161 4x5 Two police officers and a 
pedestrian at the intersection at 




P0002.04.0162 4x5 View of traffic at the intersection 




P0002.04.0163 4x5 Two men standing in a large 
storage or freezer room. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Series 10e, “Miscellaneous: 
Unknown People and Places,” 
begins. 
P0002.04.0164 4x5 One man standing in a large 




P0002.04.0165 4x5 A man working in a large storage 




P0002.04.0165a 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.04.0165. c. 1930-
1950 
Negative is very faded. 
P0002.04.0165b 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.04.0165b. c. 1930-
1950 
Negative is very faded. 





P0002.04.0167 4x5 A large group of men and women 





P0002.04.0168 4x5 A man putting a flowered hat on a 
woman’s head, both standing on 




P0002.04.0169 4x5 A group of men and women posing 











A woman sitting at a desk, typing 
on a typewriter. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0172. 
P0002.04.0172 1.25x1.
75 
Close-up view of a woman’s face.  c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0171. Negative is 
either smudged or faded. 
P0002.04.0173 2.5x3.5 A woman in a formal gown posing 




P0002.04.0174 2.5x3.5 Rear view of a woman in a formal 
gown looking in a mirror that 









P0002.04.0176 2.5x3.5 A large group of women posing 





P0002.04.0177 2.5x3.5 A woman making notes on a 
clipboard amid a number of tables 
with crafts, plants, other items, 









clipboard amid a number of tables 
with crafts, plants, other items, 
presumably on display or for sale. 
1950 
P0002.04.0179 2.5x3.5 A large group of women posing 





P0002.04.0180 2.5x3.5 Group of seven women sitting in a 
line on the edge of a table in some 




P0002.04.0181 2.5x3.5 Two men and a woman sitting 
inside an office, with a Hall’s Safe 
& Lock sign in the background. 
1941  
P0002.04.0182 2.5x3.5 Two men and a woman sitting 
inside an office, with a Hall’s Safe 
& Lock sign in the background. 
1941  





P0002.04.0184 2.5x2.5 A little girl playing in the grass 




Housed with 0185. 
P0002.04.0185 2.5x2.5 A little girl playing in the grass 




Housed with 0184. 
P0002.04.0186 1.25x1.
75 




Housed with 0187. 
P0002.04.0187 1.25x1.
75 
A police officer sitting at a desk in 
a small, cluttered room. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0186. 
P0002.04.0188 1.5x1.7
5 
Three young boys playing in the 
yard of a home with large boxes 
that have the inscription “Glass Do 




P0002.04.0189 2.5x3.5 A large group of small children, 
when the American flag visible in 




P0002.04.0190 2.5x3.5 Two young boys in uniform, 
possibly boy scout uniforms, 
standing in salute. Similar image of 
a boy smiling also visible. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Negative has been double 
exposed. 
P0002.04.0191 2.5x3.5 Large group of men in suits posing 
outside of a large stone building 




P0002.04.0192 2.5x3.5 Large group of men working in 
large, cluttered room; possibly a 




P0002.04.0193 2.5x3.5 A group of young men standing 
and working in the corner of a 




P0002.04.0194 2.5x2.5 Distant view of four men standing 
in the back of a large shop, garage, 




P0002.04.0195 2.5x3.5 Side view of a man in a work 





P0002.04.0196 2.5x3.5 Side/rear view of a man in a work 








cluttered desk, with a man in a suit 
looking over his shoulder. 
P0002.04.0197 2.5x3.5 A large group of men posing in a 





P0002.04.0198 2.5x3.5 Five men examining a large piece 
of equipment in the room of a 





P0002.04.0199 2.5x3.5 Front view of a man working at a 
very cluttered desk.  
1947  
P0002.04.0200 2.5x2.5 View of traffic on a two-way 
street, possibly taken from the 
backseat of a vehicle. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0201. 




Housed with 0200. 
P0002.04.0202 2.5x3.5 Rear view of a man standing in a 





P0002.04.0203 4x5 A man standing in a large field. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.04.0204 2.5x2.5 Three men and a young boy sitting 
on benches outside of a building. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0205. 
P0002.04.0205 2.5x2.5 Three men and a young boy sitting 
on benches outside of a building. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0204. 
P0002.04.0206 2.5x2.5 A young boy sitting on the floor in 
front of a tall stack of boxes. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0207. 
P0002.04.0207 2.5x2.5 A young boy sitting on the floor in 
front of a tall stack of boxes. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0206. 




Housed with 0209. 




Housed with 0208. 
P0002.04.0210 2.5x3.5 Group of men and boys posing 





P0002.04.0211 2.5x3.5 Group of men and boys posing 









Heavy blue dye spotting due to 
film deterioration. 
P0002.04.0213 2.5x3.5 Four men in overalls leaning on the 






A man climbing a ladder on the 
side of a building, carrying wooden 




P0002.04.0215 4x5 Three men standing outside next to 





P0002.04.0216 4x5 Man in a suit standing in front of a 




P0002.04.0217 4x5 Two men outside either laying 










automobile in the middle of a dirt 
road. 
1942 
P0002.04.0219 2.5x2.5 Two men posing outside of a 
wooden shed or shack. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Housed with 0220. 
P0002.04.0220 2.5x2.5 Three men standing and sitting 




Housed with 0219. 
P0002.04.0221 2.5x3.5 A group of men sitting outside. c. 1930-
1950 
Negative is double exposed. 
P0002.04.0222 2.5x3.5 Group of men and women standing 
and sitting outside eating large 





P0002.04.0223 2.5x3.5 Group of men and women standing 
and sitting outside eating large 





P0002.04.0224 2.5x2.5 Side view of an automobile that a 





P0002.04.0225 2.5x2.5 A person, presumably an elderly 
woman, standing at the front end 




P0002.04.0226 2.5x3.5 Two men in the woods sawing a 
log in half, upon which another 




P0002.04.0227 2.5x3.5 Two men in suits, one sitting 
inside of an outhouse on the toilet, 










P0002.04.0229 2.5x3.5 A woman sitting next to a wood 















P0002.04.0232 2.5x2.5 View of the inside of a prepared 






An outdoor bathroom facility with 





P0002.04.0234 4x5 A blank negative.  c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.04.0235 5x7 A group of aligned benches facing 




See Oversize Negatives in Box 5, 
Folder 1. 
P0002.04.0236 4x5 A number of houses, an 
automotive shop, and a parking lot. 
After 
1946. 
Series 11a, “Aerial Photographs: 
Route 11 through Harrisonburg,” 
begins. “Hburg US11N” 
handwritten on original housing 
of negatives. 





separated by a highway. 1946. 










P0002.04.0240 4x5 View of a highway bordered by 





P0002.04.0241 4x5 A large farmhouse and barn, and 
other smaller buildings, on the side 









P0002.04.0243 4x5 Large farmhouse and related 























Series 11b, “Aerial Photographs: 
The Shenandoah River between 
New Market and Front Royal, 
Color Film,” begins. “Color; 7 
bends; NM battle” handwritten on 
the original housing. Housed with 
0248.  




Housed with 0247. 










P0002.04.0251 1.75x3 The bends of the Shenandoah 
River, and surrounding area.  
After 
1946. 
Housed with 0252. 
P0002.04.0252 1.75x3 Bends of the Shenandoah River, 
and surrounding area. 
After 
1946. 
Housed with 0251. 
P0002.04.0253 2x2.5 Bends of the Shenandoah River, 
and surrounding area. 
After 
1946. 
Housed with 0254. 
P0002.04.0254 2x2.5 Bends of the Shenandoah River, 
and surrounding area. 
After 
1946. 
Housed with 0253. 
P0002.04.0255 2.5x3 Bends of the Shenandoah River, 
Massanutten Mountain Range, and 
the surrounding area. 
After 
1946. 
Housed with 0256. 
P0002.04.0256 2.5x3 Bends of the Shenandoah River 
and the surrounding area. 
After 
1946. 
Housed with 0255. 
P0002.04.0257 2.5x3 Bends of the Shenandoah River 
and the surrounding area. 
After 
1946. 
Housed with 0258. 
P0002.04.0258 2.5x3 Bends of the Shenandoah River 
and the surrounding area.  
After 
1946. 
Housed with 0257. 
P0002.04.0259 2x2.5 Bends of the Shenandoah River 
and the surrounding area. 
After 
1946. 
Housed with 0260-1 
P0002.04.0260 2x2.5 Bends of the Shenandoah River 
and the surrounding area. 
After 
1946. 





P0002.04.0261 2x2.5 Bends of the Shenandoah River 
and the surrounding area.  
After 
1946. 
Housed with 0259-60. 
P0002.04.0262 2x2.5 Bends of the Shenandoah River 
and the surrounding area.  
After 
1946. 
Housed with 0263-4. 
P0002.04.0263 2x2.5 Bends of the Shenandoah River 
and the surrounding area.  
After 
1946. 
Housed with 0262, 0264. 
P0002.04.0264 2x2.5 Bends of the Shenandoah River 
and the surrounding area. 
After 
1946. 
Housed with 0262-3. 
P0002.04.0265 2x2.5 Bends of the Shenandoah River 




P0002.04.0266 2x2.5 Bends of the Shenandoah River 




P0002.04.0267 2x2.5 Bends of the Shenandoah River 






Rockingham Poultry building. After 
1946. 
Series 11c, “Aerial Photographs: 
Rockingham Poultry,” begins.  
P0002.04.0269 5x7 Rockingham Poultry buildings, 
and surrounding area. 
After 
1946. 
See Oversize Negatives in Box 5, 
Folder 1. 
P0002.04.0270 5x7 Rockingham Poultry buildings. After 
1946. 
See Oversize Negatives in Box 5, 
Folder 1. 
P0002.04.0271 4x5 Distant view of the Shenandoah 




Series 11d, “Aerial Photographs: 
Shenandoah County Fair,” 
begins. Also see Series 7e and 8d. 
P0002.04.0272 4x5 The horse track at the Shenandoah 










P0002. 04.0274 4x5 Shenandoah County Fairgrounds. 
Woodstock, Va.  
After 
1946. 
Film seems to be faded or double 
exposed.  
P0002.04.0275 4x5 Shenandoah County Fairgrounds. 
Woodstock, Va. Close up of the 




P0002.04.0276 4x5 Shenandoah County Fairgrounds. 
Woodstock, Va. Close up of the 




P0002.04.0277 4x5 Horse track and parking at the 





P0002.04.0278 4x5 Distant view of the Shenandoah 




Film seems to be faded or double 
exposed. Some blue spotting due 
to film deterioration.  
P0002.04.0279 4x5 Distant view of the Shenandoah 




Film seems to be faded, or may 
have had exposure to water.  
P0002.04.0280 4x5 Distant view of the Shenandoah 





P0002.04.0281 4x5 Distant view of the Shenandoah 




Film seems to be faded, or may 
have had exposure to water.  
P0002.04.0282 4x5 View of Maury Hall, Varner 
House, Jackson Hall, Harrison 
Hall, Logan Hall, and Converse 
Hall and Bluestone Drive of James 
After 
1951. 
Series 11e, “Aerial Photographs: 






Madison University. Harrisonburg, 
Va. 
P0002.04.0283 4x5 Distant view of the Bluestone 
campus of James Madison 




P0002.04.0283a 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.04.0283. After 
1953. 
 
P0002.04.0284 4x5 View of Maury Hall, Varner 
House, Jackson Hall, Harrison 
Hall, Logan Hall, and Converse 
Hall and Bluestone Drive of James 
Madison University, with parts of 





P0002.04.0284a 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.04.0284. After 
1951. 
 
P0002.04.0285 4x5 Memorial Hall of JMU, or Old 
Harrisonburg High School. 




P0002.04.0286 4x5 Alternate view of Memorial Hall 
of JMU, or Old Harrisonburg High 




P0002.04.0287 4x5 A number of large buildings, 
probably of the Eastern Mennonite 




“EMC” handwritten on the side 
of the negative. Eastern 
Mennonite College? 
P0002.04.0288 4x5 A number of large buildings, 
probably of the Eastern Mennonite 




“EMC” handwritten on the side 
of the negative. Eastern 
Mennonite College?  
P0002.04.0289 4x5 A number of large buildings, 
probably of the Eastern Mennonite 





P0002.04.0290 4x5 A number of large buildings, 
probably of the Eastern Mennonite 




“EMC” handwritten on the side 
of the negative. Eastern 
Mennonite College? 
P0002.04.0291 4x5 A number of large buildings, 
probably of the Eastern Mennonite 
University campus, with the plane 




“EMC” handwritten on the side 
of the negative. Eastern 
Mennonite College? 
P0002.04.0291a 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.04.0291. After 
1946. 
 
P0002.04.0291b. 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.04.0291. After 
1946. 
 
P0002.04.0291. 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.04.0291. After 
1946. 
 
P0002.04.0292 4x5 A number of large buildings, 
probably of the Eastern Mennonite 





P0002.04.0293 4x5 A number of large buildings, 








University campus. Harrisonburg, 
Va. 
P0002.04.0294 4x5 A number of large buildings, 
probably of the Eastern Mennonite 





P0002.04.0295 4x5 A number of large buildings, 
probably of the Eastern Mennonite 





P0002.04.0296 4x5 A number of houses and public 
buildings in Luray, Va.  
After 
1946.  
Series 11f, “Aerial Photographs: 
Luray, Va,” begins.  
P0002.04.0297 4x5  Residential and public areas of 




P0002.04.0298 4x5 A house in the middle of a large 




P0002.04.0299 4x5 Houses and farmland in Luray, Va.  After 
1946.  
 
P0002.04.0300 4x5 Houses and farmland in Luray, Va.  After 
1946. 
 
P0002.04.0301 4x5 Houses and farmland in Luray, Va.  After 
1946.  
 
P0002.04.0302 4x5 Houses and farmland in Luray, Va. After 
1946.  
 
P0002.04.0303 4x5 Houses and farmland in Luray, Va.  After 
1946.  
 
P0002.04.0304 4x5 Farmland near Luray, Va.  After 
1946.  
 
P0002.04.0305 4x5 Farmland near Luray, Va.  After 
1946. 
 
P0002.04.0306 4x5 Farmland near Luray, Va.  After 
1946.  
 
P0002.04.0307 4x5 Farmland near Luray, Va.  After 
1946.  
 
P0002.04.0308 4x5 Farmland near Luray, Va.  After 
1946.  
 
P0002.04.0309 4x5 Houses in Luray, Va.  After 
1946. 
 
P0002.04.0310 4x5 Houses in Luray, Va.  After 
1946. 
 





P0002.04.0312 4x5 Public and residential areas near 









P0002.04.0314 4x5 Urban areas and farmland in 




P0002.04.0315 4x5 Urban areas and farmland in 




P0002.04.0316 4x5 Urban areas and farmland in 




P0002.04.0317 2.5x2.5 Overhead view of a field full of 
trees; maybe a tree farm. 
1950  Series 11g, “Aerial Photographs: 
Images Taken from Jack 





10b),” begins.  
P0002.04.0318 2.5x2.5 Overhead view of a possible tree 
farm. 
1950  
P0002.04.0319 2.5x2.5 Overhead view of a possible tree 
farm. 
1950  
P0002.04.0320 2.5x2.5 A number of farm or industrial 
buildings. 
1950 Housed with 0321. 
P0002.04.0321 2.5x2.5 A number of farm or industrial 
buildings. 
1950 Housed with 0320. 
P0002.04.0322 2.5x2.5 A number of houses surrounded by 
fields and gardens. 
1950  
P0002.04.0323 2.5x2.5 Distant view of two water towers. 1950 Housed with 0324. 
P0002.04.0324 2.5x2.5 Distant view of two water towers. 1950 Housed with 0323. 
P0002.04.0325 2.5x2.5 Public or industrial buildings. 1950 Housed with 0326. 
P0002.04.0326 2.5x2.5 Public or industrial buildings. 1950 Housed with 0325. 
P0002.04.0327 2.5x2.5 Farm or industrial buildings, with 
two water towers in the distance. 
1950 Housed with 0328. 
P0002.04.0328 2.5x2.5 Farm or industrial buildings, with 
two water towers in the distance.  
1950 Housed with 0327. 
P0002.04.0329 2.5x2.5 Fields and farmland. 1950 Housed with 0330. 
P0002.04.0330 2.5x2.5 Fields and farmland. 1950 Housed with 0329. 
P0002.04.0331 2.5x2.5 Fields, farmland, and a water 
tower. 
1950 Housed with 0332. 
P0002.04.0332 2.5x2.5 Fields, farmland, and a water 
tower. 
1950 Housed with 0331. 
P0002.04.0333 2.5x2.5 A number of public or industrial 
buildings. 
1950 Housed with 0334. 
P0002.04.0334 2.5x2.5 A number of public or industrial 
buildings.  
1950 Housed with 0333.  
P0002.04.0335 2.5x2.5 View of a possible tree farm near a 
public road/highway. 
1950  
P0002.04.0336 4x5 Distant view of private and public 
buildings surrounded by farmland. 
1950  
P0002.04.0337 2.5x2.5 Gardens and farmland. 1950 Housed with 0338. 
P0002.04.0338 2.5x2.5 A number of public or industrial 
buildings. 
1950 Housed with 0337. 
P0002.04.0339 2.5x2.5 Fields and farmland. 1950 Housed with 0340. Film is very 
faded. 
P0002.04.0340 2.5x2.5 View of a tree; perhaps testing the 
film or camera. 
1950 Housed with 0339. Film is very 
dark. 
P0002.04.0341 2.5x2.5 A number of public or industrial 
buildings next to two water towers.  
1950  
P0002.04.0342 2.5x2.5 A possible tree farm. 1950 Housed with 0343. 
P0002.04.0343. 2.5x2.5 Public or industrial buildings, 
surrounded by farmland.  
1950 Housed with 0342. 
P0002.04.0344 2.5x2.5 Close up of large trucks loading or 




Series 11h, “Aerial Photographs: 
Miscellaneous,” begins. 
P0002.04.0344a 2.5x2.5 Duplicate of P0002.04.0344. After 
1946. 
 
P0002.04.0344b 2.5x2.5 Duplicate of P0002.04.0344. After 
1946. 
 







P0002.04.0344d 2.5x2.5 Duplicate of P0002.04.0344. After 
1946. 
 
P0002.04.0344e 2.5x2.5 Duplicate of P0002.04.0344. After 
1946. 
 
P0002.04.0344f 2.5x2.5 Duplicate of P0002.04.0344. After 
1946. 
Housed with 0344g. 
P0002.04.0344g 2.5x2.5 Duplicate of P0002.04.0344. After 
1946. 
Housed with 0344f. 
P0002.04.0345 4x5 Expansive view of fields and 





P0002.04.0346 2.5x2.5 A number of public or industrial 




P0002.04.0347 4x5 View of a residential area. After 
1946. 
 
P0002.04.0348 4x5 A number of private and public 










P0002.04.0350 4x5 Houses, fields, and farmland. After 
1946. 
 
P0002.04.0351 4x5 Houses, fields, and farmland, with 




P0002.04.0352 4x5 Busy public buildings with fields 




P0002.04.0353 4x5 A number of public buildings with 










P0002.04.0355 4x5 A number of private and public 
buildings with fields and a wooded 




P0002.04.0356 4x5 A number of public and private 





P0002.04.0357 4x5 Farming or industrial buildings, 
with an expansive view of fields 




P0002.04.0358 4x5 An expansive view of fields, 
farmland, and mountains, with 
industrial or farming buildings in 









P0002.04.0360 4x5 Large public buildings surrounded 




P0002.04.0361 4x5 An expansive view of fields, 




P0002.04.0362 4x5 Farm houses and fields, with 
mountains in the background, 















Film seems to have faded.  
P0002.04.0365 4x5 A number of large farms, with 




P0002.04.0366 4x5 A large farm, with a number of 




P0002.04.0367 4x5 Expansive view of farmland, 




P0002.04.0368 4x5 Expansive view of farmland, 









P0002.04.0370 4x5 Private and public buildings 





P0002.04.0371 4x5 Close up view of a large farm. After 
1946. 
 
P0002.04.0372 4x5 Private and public buildings with a 





P0002.04.0373 4x5 Close up view of a number of 




P0002.04.0374 4x5 View of a large residential area 





P0002.04.0375 4x5 View of a large residential area 
with farmland and mountains in 








Film seems to be faded. 




Film seems to be faded.  
P0002.04.0378 4x5 Expansive view of fields, 
farmland, and mountains. 
After 
1946. 
Film seems to be faded. 
P0002.04.0379 4x5 Fields, farmland, and mountains, 










P0002.04.0381 4x5 A number of houses surrounded by 




P0002.04.0382 4x5 Close up view of a large church, 
graveyard, and farm, with other 





P0002.04.0383 4x5 An expansive view of farmland 




P0002.04.0384 4x5 View of both public and private 




P0002.04.0385 4x5 Farm or industrial buildings, with 




P0002.04.0386 4x5 Farm or industrial buildings, with 













P0002.04.0388 4x5 Fields, farmland, and mountains. After 
1946. 
 
P0002.04.0389 4x5 Fields, farmland, and mountains. After 
1946. 
 
P0002.04.0390 4x5 View of various farms that is 




P0002.04.0391 4x5 Fields and farmland. After 
1946. 
Film is very dark. 
P0002.04.0392 2.5x3.5 Close up view of a farm that is 





P0002.04.0393 2.5x3.5 A number of public and private 
structures with an expansive view 





P0002.04.0394 2.5x3.5 View of a large farm surrounded 
by fields, crops, and with 




P0002.04.0395 4x5 Farm or industrial buildings 




P0002.04.0396 4x5 Close up view of a large farm. After 
1946. 
 





P0002.04.0398 4x5 A farm next to a wooded area. After 
1946. 
 
P0002.04.0398a 4x5 Duplicate of P0002.04.0398. After 
1946. 
 





P0002.04.0400 4x5 View of private and public 









P0002.04.0402 4x5 Expansive view of fields, 




P0002.04.0403 4x5 Expansive view of fields, 




P0002.04.0404 4x5 Expansive view of fields, 




P0002.04.0405 4x5 Expansive view of fields, 
farmland, and mountains. 
After 
1946. 
There is a small scratch in the 
center of the negative. 
P0002.04.0406 4x5 Expansive view of fields, 




P0002.04.0407 4x5 A number of industrial or farm 





P0002.04.0408 4x5 A number of industrial or farm 





P0002.04.0409 4x5 A number of public buildings 














wooded areas. 1946. 
P0002.04.0412 4x5 Close up view of a small house. After 
1946. 
 





P0002.04.0414 4x5 Two houses divided by a highway. After 
1946. 
 
P0002.04.0415 4x5 A small building surrounded by 










P0002.04.0417 4x5 Close up view of a small collection 





P0002.04.0418 4x5 Close up view of a large farm. After 
1946. 
 
P0002.04.0419 4x5 Close up view of a large farmhouse 




P0002.04.0420 4x5 Collection of small buildings on 
the side of the road, possibly a 




P0002.04.0421 4x5 An expansive view of a major 
highway surrounded by fields and 





P0002.04.0422 4x5 Close up view of a large farmhouse 




P0002.04.0423 4x5 Close up view of a service station 




P0002.04.0424 4x5 A collection of small houses and 














P0002.04.0427 4x5 A variety of small houses, with an 




P0002.04.0428 4x5 An expansive view of both public 
and private buildings, with 





P0002.04.0429 4x5 Close up view of a variety of 
public and private buildings, 














P0002.04.0432 4x5 A large public buildings, possibly 
a restaurant or store, surrounded by 




P0002.04.0433 4x5 A large industrial or farming 
building, surrounded by houses, 








P0002.04.0434 4x5 A very large industrial or public 









P0002.04.0436 4x5 A number of industrial or public 




P0002.04.0437 4x5 A number of industrial or public 




P0002.04.0438 5x7 An expansive view of a variety of 
both public and private structures. 
After 
1946. 
See Oversize Negatives in Box 5, 
Folder 1. 
P0002.04.0439 5x7 An expansive view of a major 




See Oversize Negatives in Box 5, 
Folder 1. 
P0002.05.0001 7x9.5 A copy of The National 
Geographic Magazine, Vol. XCVI, 
no. 1, July 1949. Contains an 
article about the Shenandoah 
Valley; may contain Garber’s 
work, but he is not cited. 
1949 Series 12, “Ephemera: Box 5, 
Folder 2,” begins. 
P0002.05.0002 8x10 View of a street with Pete’s 
Restaurant and Dove’s Candy shop 
on the side. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Series 13a: “Photograph Prints: 
Streetscapes and Storefronts, Box 
5, Folder 3,” begins.  
P0002.05.0003 8x10 View from the middle of a street, 
with a movie theater and a number 
of other stores on either side. 




P0002.05.0004 8x10 View from the middle of the street, 
with Pete’s Restaurant on the left 





P0002.05.0005 8x10 Three restaurants or other public 




P0002.05.0006 8x10 Front view of a Gulf service 
station. New Market, Va. 
c. 1940-
1949 
“New Market” handwritten in 
pencil on the back of the 
photograph.  
P0002.05.0007 8x10 Front view of Stroop’s Snake 




P0002.05.0008 8x10 Inside of a business, probably a 
general or drug store. View of a 





P0002.05.0009 8x10 A woman and two children 
shopping inside of a grocery store. 
She has Dr. Pepper in her cart, is 
standing next to a display for Dr. 
Pepper, and there is a Dr. Pepper 
delivery man in the background. 
c. 1930-
1950 
Series 13b, “Photograph Prints: 
The Grocery Store and Dr. 
Pepper, Box 5, Folder 4” begins.  
P0002.05.0010 8x10 A woman, three young children, 
and a Dr. Pepper delivery man 
standing next to a wall of shelves 





P0002.05.0011 8x10 Inside of an automotive store; view 
of the main counter and cash 
register, with an advertisement for 
c. 1930-
1950 
Series 13c, “Photograph Prints: 
Automotive Shops, Box 5, Folder 





Ford auto parts. 
P0002.05.0011a 8x10 Duplicate of P0002.05.0011. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.05.0012 8x10 Inside of an automotive store; view 
of the main counter and cash 
register, with a small office to the 
side. Advertisement for Ford auto 




P0002.05.0012a 8x10 Duplicate of P0002.05.0012. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.05.0013 8x10 Moyers Motor Company, view 
from the street with a “Grand 





P0002.05.0014 8x10 Four men posing outside of 
Moyer’s Motor Company, next to 




P0002.05.0015 8x10 Top of an Esso motor oil display. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.05.0016 8x10 Inside view of an automotive shop. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.05.0017 8x10 Two women and a man standing in 
the doorway of a crowded 
building, holding keys that say 





P0002.05.0018 8x10 Two men, one standing and one 
crouching, outside of an 
automotive shop next to an 




P0002.05.0019 8x10 Two men standing in a large 
chicken coup with a large number 
of chickens.  
c. 1930-
1950 
Series 13d, “Photograph Prints: 
Poultry, Box 5, Folder 6,” begins. 
P0002.05.0020 8x10 Six men in suits standing inside of 
a large barn with a large number of 
baby chickens. Gene Runion’s 
farm, Mt. Jackson, Va. 
c. 1930-
1950 
“Farm of Gene Runion, Mt. 
Jackson, Va.” handwritten in pen 
on the back. 
P0002.05.0021 8x10 Five men and one small child 




Series 13e, “Photograph Prints: 
Triplett and Vehrencamp Trucks, 
Box 5, Folder 7,” begins.  
P0002.05.0022 8x10 View of six of the trucks belonging 
to Triplett and Vehrencamp. 




P0002.05.0023 8x10 Six Triplett and Vehrencamp 
trucks, with seven men posing next 




P0002.05.0023a 8x10 Duplicate of P0002.05.0023. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.05.0023b 8x10 Duplicate of P0002.05.0023. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.05.0023c 8x10 Duplicate of P0002.05.0023. c. 1930-
1950 
 




Series 13f, “Photograph Prints: 
Police Officers and Fire Stations, 










P0002.05.0026 8x10 Front view of the Broadway 
Volunteer Fire Department, with 
three different types of fire trucks 




P0002.05.0027 8x10 Broadway Volunteer Fire 
Department, possibly an open 
house. A man standing behind a 
podium, with three other men 




P0002.05.0028 8x10 Broadway Volunteer Fire 
Department, possibly an open 
house. Five men and one woman 




P0002.05.0028a 8x10 Duplicate of P0002.05.0028. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.05.0028b 8x10 Duplicate of P0002.05.0028. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.05.0029 8x10 Broadway Volunteer Fire 
Department, possibly an open 





P0002.05.0030 8x10 Nine women posing in a kitchen at 
the Broadway Volunteer Fire 





P0002.05.0031 8x10 The Edinburg baseball team, 




Series 13g, “Photograph Prints: 
Baseball, Box 5, Folder 9,” 
begins.  
P0002.05.0032 8x10 The Edinburg baseball team posing 
in a grassy area, surrounded by 




P0002.05.0033 8x10 The Edinburg baseball team posing 
in a grassy area, surrounded by 




P0002.05.0034 8x10 Baseball team with the letter “E” 
printed on their uniforms posing 
with a young child and a dog in a 




P0002.05.0035 8x10 Baseball team with the letter “E” 
printed on their uniforms posing 
with a young child and a dog in a 




P0002.05.0035a 8x10 Duplicate of P0002.05.0035. c. 1930-
1950 
 
P0002.05.0036 8x10 Baseball team with the letter “E” 
printed on their uniforms posing 
with a young child and a dog in a 




P0002.05.0037 8x10 African-American baseball team 
from Elkton, posing on a baseball 










probably the New Market Rebels, 
posing in front of the fan stands. 
1950 
P0002.05.0039 8x10 Quicksburg baseball team 
(probably of the Valley Twin 
County or Rockingham County 
Leagues), posing in front of a 
fence that is advertising 
Shenandoah Sports and Appliances 




P0002.05.0040 8x10 Quicksburg baseball team  
(probably of the Valley Twin 
County or Rockingham County 
Leagues), posing on a baseball 




P0002.05.0041 8x10 A baseball team with the letter “S” 
on their uniform, posing in front of 
a fence advertising for businesses 




P0002.05.0042 8x10 The Timberville Hatchery baseball 





P0002.05.0043 8x10 The Woodstock baseball team 
posing in front of a fence 





P0002.05.0044 8x10 Broadway Horse Show, a man 
posing on a horse with a trophy in 
his hand. 
1949 Series 13h, “Photograph Prints: 
Broadway Horse Show, Box 5, 
Folder 10,” begins.  
P0002.05.0045 8x10 Broadway Horse Show, a man 
posing on a horse with a ribbon in 
his hand, and woman standing next 
to him. 
1949  
P0002.05.0046 8x10 John Deere Day, five men and two 
women posing behind a counter 
that is advertising John Deere 
repair parts. 
1947 Series 13i, “Photograph Prints: 
John Deere Day, Box 5, Folder 
11,” begins.  
P0002.05.0047 8x10 John Deere Day, two men standing 
next to a long table where seven 
women and one small girl are 
serving doughnuts and other 
refreshments. John Deere 
decorations and large crowds can 
be seen through the window 
behind them. 
1947  
P0002.05.0048 8x10 John Deere Day, view of a large 
crowd gathered around the tractor 
displays outside of a John Deere 
store. 
1947  
P0002.05.0049 5x7 Employees of the Shenandoah 
Valley Electric Cooperative posing 




Series 13j, “Photograph Prints: 
Miscellaneous, Box 5, Folder 
12,” begins.  
P0002.05.0050 8x10 Two African-American men sitting 
inside of a small wooden home; the 












writing, while the other poses from 
the bed, where she is reading. 
P0002.05.0051 8x10 A man posing next to a small 
airplane that has “(Tyler) Flight 
Service, Massapequa Park, N.Y., 





P0002.05.0052 8x10 Four men working on the 





P0002.05.0053 8x10 A fairly large gathering of people, 
mostly men, that are well dressed 
and standing on the side of a road, 




P0002.05.0054 8x10 A jazz band called “The Music 
Mac’s”performing on a small 










P0002.05.0056 8x10 Close up view of a large farm. c. 1930-
1950 
Series 13k, “Photograph Prints: 
Aerial Photographs, Box 5, 
Folder 13,” begins. 
P0002.05.0057 8x10 View of a small airport, possibly 




handwritten in pencil on the back. 
P0002.05.0058 8x10 Close up view of a large poultry 
farm, probably Hill Top Hatchery, 
that is surrounded by trees. 
c. 1930-
1950 
“Hill Top Hatchery” handwritten 
in pencil on the back. 





P0002.05.0060 8x10 Close up view of Highway Motors, 




“HiWay Mot.” handwritten in 
pencil on the back. 
P0002.05.0061 8x10 A close up view of Harrisonburg 
High School, which is now 




“HHS #1” handwritten in pen on 
the back. 




“Luray” handwritten in pencil on 
the back. See “Oversize 
Negatives” folder in Box 5, 
Folder 14. 
P0002.05.0063 11x14 An expansive view of the 
urbanized area of Luray, Va., with 
fields and farmland in the distance. 
After 
1946. 
“Luray” handwritten in pencil on 
the back. See “Oversize Prints” 
folder in Box 5, Folder 14.  
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